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Introduction

In the last few years an astonishing amount of small, wearable electronic devices
such as laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and mobile phones have been
observed. At the beginning of this trend, the former could not conveniently be
used for mobile communication, whereas the latter had not enough computational
power to solve difficult tasks. However, recently an affiliation of those initially
separated branches is noticeable: mobile phones are equipped with larger dis-
plays and powerful CPUs, whereas PDAs and laptops contain a broad variety of
communication equipment, such as Wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11) and Bluetooth
(IEEE 802.15). Due to this fact, new applications that were restricted beforehand
to fixed terminals are now becoming available to mobile users. The transfer of ap-
plications from fixed to wireless access methods nevertheless requires additional
thought: The Quality of Service (QoS) wireless networks offer varies from the
QoS usually available in wired networks:

� The bandwidth of wireless networks is much smaller than the bandwidth
of wired networks (11 MBit/s in IEEE 802.11b [171] versus 100 MBit/s or
1 GBit/s Ethernet (IEEE 802.3u and 802.3z [172]) ).

� The delay in a wireless network is higher, since the medium access con-
trol (MAC) protocol is different: IEEE 802.11b uses CSMA/CA (Collision
Avoidance) which adds a fixed Interframe Space (IFS) plus an additional
random backoff time before sending a packet. IEEE 802.3 uses CSMA/CD
(Collision Detection), that allows immediate sending after the medium is
found free.

� Wireless media usually suffer from a bit error rate several orders of magni-
tude higher than wired media (

�������
compared to

�����
	��
), they are subject to

interference and shadowing effects.

� Handovers between different base stations in wireless access networks cause
transmission breaks, additional latency and packet loss.
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� A wireless network uses a shared medium, the radio frequencies. Therefore,
the QoS delivery depends on the presence of other nodes in the network.

For all these reasons, Quality of Service (QoS) issues have a much higher im-
pact on applications running on a mobile device. Also, QoS guarantees are much
harder to accomplish. Several modern applications, such as multimedia streaming,
audio/video conferencing, or distance education, rely on continuous QoS provi-
sioning of the underlying network. Adaptive applications may be able to decrease
their bandwidth requirements themselves if they detect QoS degradation but this
always results in a loss of quality for the user and is therefore not desirable. In this
thesis we want to discuss the enhancements that are to be applied to the current
Internet architecture in order to provide continuous Quality of Service to mobile
users.

For that purpose we partly want to rely on already existing and well-known stan-
dards: Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [124, 16, 125] (see Section 2.2) for the
Quality of Service support and Mobile IP [50, 123] (see Chapter 1) for mobility
management. These two approaches are broadly discussed in the IETF and are
still evolving. On the other hand, simply combining the two standards does not
solve the problem: in [23] we investigate this topic and identify two key issues:
The lack of a DiffServ signalling protocol and the need of the mobile node to be
able to adapt to a large variety of possible access methods. The interoperability
of the two standards remains a problem, since they were developed independently
and do not support each other. We therefore need an entity that supports both stan-
dards and solves the interoperability problem: a mobile-aware bandwidth broker.

However, several other problems have to be considered: The access networks,
which usually are wireless in a mobile scenario, have to support service differen-
tiation and QoS as well. We do not discuss this problem in this thesis but refer
to some possible solutions in Section 2.3. Another problem is the latency of han-
dovers in the initial Mobile IP standard: since many signalling messages have
to be exchanged, the user has to suffer a significant delay until the connection is
reestablished. In Section 1.3.2 we present some existing approaches to speed up
the handover in Mobile IP and decrease the latency.

In the following we will discuss the situation of a mobile user in a network that al-
ready offers Mobile IP and Differentiated Services, but no reconciling framework.
We will also see that a simple combination of existing standards and proposals
would result in a oversized architecture that is not easily understood, implemented
and maintained. This discussion uses some of the terminology of Differentiated
Services and Mobile IP, which is explained in detail in the corresponding chapters
of Part I.
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Difficulties of Providing QoS in Mobile Environments

In this section we want to investigate the difficulties an imaginary mobile user
has to face if he would like to start an application, requiring a special Quality of
Service (i.e. a guaranteed bandwidth, certain delay or jitter bounds, etc.). Such
an application could for example be a video conferencing software. Furthermore,
we will see, that even more problems arise, when this mobile user moves to one
or several foreign domains and does not want to lose its initial QoS level. For our
evaluation scenario, and all other scenarios that are used as an example throughout
this thesis, we make the following assumptions:

� The Internet is separated into several, independently managed domains.

� Each node belongs to a unique domain, labelled “home domain” or “home
network”. All other domains are considered “foreign domains”.

� Mobile IP is used for supporting mobile hosts, which means home and for-
eign agents are present in each network.

� All networks support wireless access for mobile hosts. For simplicity we as-
sume that this access technology is similar to Wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11)
technology.

� All routers support Differentiated Services and implement the expedited for-
warding (EF) and assured forwarding (AF) per-hop-behaviours (PHBs) (see
Section 2.2.3 and [40, 74]).

Figure I.1 shows the initial scenario with the different entities. The shaded num-
bers in the figure refer to the numbers in the enumeration below and indicate the
location of the specific problem description. At the same time they refer to the
problem-specific solutions presented in the next section. A mobile host (MH) is
connected to a correspondent host (CH) by a bidirectional connection. For each
direction a user wants a DiffServ reservation of 500 kbit/s. Afterwards, the mobile
host moves to the two locations within a foreign access network at the bottom of
the scenario. Naturally the user is not willing to quit the communication or to suf-
fer from service degradation caused by the movement. We now want to identify
the problems of continuous user-friendly negotiation of resource reservation.

1. At the present time, DiffServ lacks a signalling protocol which enables users
to negotiate resource reservations “on the fly”. Currently, the negotiation is
a rather time-consuming task of contacting a network’s system administra-
tor via email or telephone and to negotiate the parameter settings of the edge
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routers of some domain. At its home location, the mobile user therefore has
to negotiate a fixed QoS-specification that applies to all applications the user
would like to run.

2. If several mobile hosts share a wireless access network, there is some inter-
ference between them, thus the level of QoS that can be delivered depends
on the presence of other mobile hosts and — more generally — the Quality
of Service the lower layers are able to provide.

3. Handovers might happen between access networks under different adminis-
trative control. Therefore, some trust-relationship between the mobile user
and the foreign network usually needs to be present or established: a pre-
set relationship is unlikely since it requires the knowledge of all foreign
networks a mobile host will visit on its journey in advance.

4. After the handover the mobile node suffers a large delay until its connection
is reestablished, due to the Mobile IP handover signalling. This is especially
costly, if home and foreign networks are separated by a transcontinental
link. In addition, after a handover, packets from the mobile host may start
using a new care-of-address. This might lead to difficulties recognising an
ongoing session in some forwarding functions at intermediary nodes.

5. At the new access network no DiffServ reservation is established. Due to
the missing DiffServ signalling protocol the user has to establish reserva-
tions in advance. This is difficult, since the user has to know exactly which
foreign networks he will visit. It also wastes resources, since the reserved
bandwidth is used for a short period of time only. In addition, effects of
lower layers, such as handovers to different base stations, may completely
prohibit this approach.

6. The scenario above assumes that a mobile host is always allowed to attach to
a base station. This may not be the case, either due to invalid authentication
/ authorisation or if several mobile hosts already are attached to this base
station and the local policy does not allow further visitors to prevent service
degradation for the existing connections.

7. In case of an inter-domain handover between two foreign networks (i.e. a
handover from one wireless cell in a foreign network to another wireless cell
in another foreign network) the mobile user has to suffer the same latency
as at the first handover (i.e. the Mobile IP tunnel setup and the DiffServ
reservation latency). Usually such a handover only affects a small part of
the overall path from the correspondent host to the mobile host, and should
therefore be performed much faster.
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8. After a handover more than one wireless cell could be chosen for associa-
tion. Yet it could be possible that only a subset of the available base stations
is able to continue the QoS support for the mobile host (e.g. there is not
enough bandwidth available in other wireless cells).

Approaches for Solving the Different QoS Problems
in Mobile Environments

Now we will evaluate how the problems mentioned above can be solved. For
almost each problem there exists a proposed solution but so far no effort has been
made to combine all the different proposals to a comprehensive framework that
offers a simple user-friendly interface for mobile users to specify and hold their
QoS requirements. Even worse, since most of the proposed solutions focus on a
specific problem, future extensibility is often neglected. This makes the effort of
combining the different proposals even heavier.

In the following sections we will shortly present the existing proposals and the
contribution of this thesis, following the enumeration used before.

1. Bandwidth Brokers for Differentiated Services

The lack of a management entity for DiffServ has been mentioned quite shortly
after the publication of the architecture [137]. In the meantime, a management
framework for DiffServ, mostly built on an entity called “Bandwidth Broker” (BB)
has been developed and implemented at several research groups [77, 92, 134, 135,
169, 193] (see also Sections 3.5 and 3.6). Unfortunately, the work so far does not
take into account the special needs of mobile users.

In this thesis we present a framework that solves these two issues: A bandwidth
broker, together with an appropriate signalling protocol, offering fast and conve-
nient flow negotiation between the mobile user and the visited access ISP will be
presented in Part III. In Part IV we will present a novel handover scheme, devel-
oped for supporting a continuous Quality of Service during the handover to a new
access network.

2. Quality of Service Support in Wireless Networks

End-to-end provisioning of Quality of Service also includes service differentia-
tion at the last hop. The last hop in mobile scenarios will usually be a wireless
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link. This medium is shared because of physical reasons. This problem can-
not be solved as easily as in Ethernet access networks, where modern installations
usually use switches instead of hubs, thus providing non-shared access to the first-
hop-router. Since the IEEE 802.11 standard is the most widely used today, several
proposals exist about how to enable differentiation mechanisms and QoS support
in this access technology. Some of these approaches will be discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.

3. Authentication and Authorisation

If a mobile node visits a foreign network and asks for a certain Quality of Service,
the foreign ISP usually wants to get paid for its service. This leads directly to
the problem of Authentication and Authorisation, since we must ensure that no
one can use a service without being properly identified, that a user is actually
entitled to use the service and is willing to pay for it. The standardisation of
an Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting (AAA) framework has already
taken place [42, 179, 180, 58], the special needs of Mobile IP users, however, are
not fully taken into account. In Chapter 10 we propose an extension of the existing
AAA architecture that supports mobile users specifying their QoS requirements
in a DiffServ network.

4. Handover Optimisation in Mobile IP

The topic of optimising handovers is broadly discussed in the IETF [39, 41, 95,
97, 132, 154, 177]. However, this discussion almost exclusively focuses on min-
imising the delay and the loss of packets that results from the handover. Since
we want to combine QoS issues and mobility support we have to focus on QoS-
aware handover procedures, that are not investigated in detail within the IETF.
A new handover strategy is proposed in Chapter 9. We develop a signal quality
monitoring program that can initiate the actions needed to prepare a handover to
a new access network. This includes the reservation of sufficient resources. Our
approach additionally helps to accelerate the handover, similar to the approaches
discussed in Section 1.3.2.

5. QoS Signalling Protocol

DiffServ networks, or broadly spoken QoS enabled networks, are expected to han-
dle two different kinds of QoS granularities: per-flow QoS and per-class QoS.
Per-flow QoS is usually used in access networks and there may be subject of QoS
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signalling. In the core networks per-class - QoS has to be used due to scalability
reasons. In DiffServ, for example, the ingress router is the only place where per-
flow granularity is required (see Sections 2.2.5 and 4.2). A QoS signalling proto-
col has therefore to meet different demands depending on the part of the network
it is operating on. A detailed overview of the requirements for QoS signalling
protocols is given in [55]. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4 we propose our own signalling
protocol that is designed for a very high speed of communication between the
bandwidth broker and the user and between the bandwidth broker and the routers.
The performance of this protocol has been analysed in Section 7.6. Our signalling
protocol can also support mobile users by offering a new set of functions designed
to automate the reseource reservations needed when a handover occurs. This is
described in Section 8.2.

6. Admission Control

For each incoming reservation request, it has to be checked that the user is al-
lowed to reserve resources and, if this is the case, that there are enough available
resources. Checking the permissions of the user also includes checking the cor-
rectness of the provided identity. This results in a need of an AAA architecture. A
more detailed discussion of how to include an AAA framework into the scenario
is found in Chapter 10. The second question — about the availability of resources
— can be delegated to the bandwidth broker: it can, based on the care-of address
of the mobile user, decide at which access network the user is registered, and
thus keep track of the resources used in this part of its network. If a configurable
amount of resources is occupied, the bandwidth broker can reject the request.

7. Hierarchical Bandwidth Brokers

Usually a centralised approach, such as a bandwidth broker, has one serious prob-
lem: scalability. With scalability we mean the ability to perform well with an
increasing number of participants / nodes. Generally speaking, centralised archi-
tectures do not perform well within a large network, since the number of mes-
sages, states and data to be processed and stored increases rapidly with the size of
the network. However, we believe that in practice a centralised bandwidth broker
does not suffer too much from scalability problems. The performance evaluation
in Section 7.6 shows a good performance over a large range of network sizes.
Nevertheless, if this performance is too low, there is the possibility of sharing the
load between several bandwidth brokers that are organised in a hierarchical way
(see [134, 191, 193] and Section 7.8). In this case, each so-called leaf broker
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is only responsible for a small part of the network, aggregating the resource re-
quests while the root broker only acts on traffic aggregates. A small increment
in signalling (the messages between the root and leaf brokers) can result in a big
performance boost of the architecture, provided the location of the leaf bandwidth
brokers is chosen carefully.

8. QoS-aware Handovers

Up to now, the handover from one wireless cell to another is a pure layer 2 process:
the radio network interface card decides to which wireless cell it next associates
with no respect to upper layer protocols or applications. This can seriously down-
grade existing Quality of Service. A lot of recent research work is presently done
to accelerate the handover procedure. Unfortunately, the topic of resource reser-
vation is neglected in this discussion. We therefore propose to transfer the respon-
sibility of the handover procedure to a user program, which is aware of existing
resource reservations and can direct the handover decision in a way that violating
the QoS level is minimised. We propose to introduce a protocol between a band-
width broker and the mobile user, that ensures the availability of resources at the
new access network (if possible) and can additionally be used to pre-negotiate a
transfer of the existing reservation to the new access network (cf. Chapter 9). To
a certain extent this protocol also solves the problem of handover latency.

Summary

We can see that for many problems we encounter when looking for QoS support
for mobile users, isolated solutions exist. Unfortunately, these solutions do not
work together very well. Quite often, the support for mobile users has not been
included from the beginning and adding it later so far usually resulted in big over-
heads and complexity. We want to present an architecture that considers the needs
of mobile users from the beginning and therefore avoids complicated structures.

Contribution of this Thesis

In this thesis we will present an architecture and implementation of a central band-
width broker architecture that is able to manage large DiffServ networks and offers
a fast and convenient framework for mobile and immobile users to specify their
QoS requirements. Although many components that could be used to build such
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a framework already exist so far, there is no architecture that takes both, Quality
of Service and mobility, into account.

We will present a flexible bandwidth broker which is easy to use and to adminis-
ter and which will do most of the configuration work a network administrator of a
DiffServ network has to do today. Additionally our broker also offers a convenient
interface for mobile users in a way that they can specify their QoS requirements
and hold this initial QoS level during their session no matter whether they are
moving or not. The bandwidth broker is — like in many other designs — sepa-
rated into two parts: a management layer and a configuration layer. The novelty of
our approach is to introduce an object-oriented interface between the two layers.
By using the polymorphism of this interface we can hide the heterogeneity of the
network and offer a common management interface to the management layer.

The interface is built using a newly developed Application Programmers Interface
(API) for Quality of Service management (Section 6). This API can be used to
form a homogeneous image of the underlying network: each router and interface
— no matter which kind of router hardware or manufacturer — is represented by
an object-oriented class that offers a common interface for configuration. This
way, the configuration of today’s heterogeneous networks can be significantly
simplified. This topic has not yet been widely addressed in the literature.

A bandwidth broker implementation can use our API to configure heterogeneous
networks in a very simple way. Such a broker has been implemented (Section 7),
performing topology auto-detection of large networks, initialising DiffServ con-
figurations at the routers and offering a user interface for flow reservation. This
implementation has been tested (Section 7.6) and proved to be able to configure
large networks while offering a comfortable flow reservation rate. The networks in
our tests have been considerably larger than test-networks in other publications:
We have used several hundred nodes, whereas other simulation results are only
based on 3 - 20 nodes and on a very simplified topology.

The great flexibility of our architecture can be shown by adding support for hierar-
chical brokers and mobile users step-by-step (Chapters 8, 9): without changing the
internal design it is possible to provide a scalable way for Mobile IP users to ne-
gotiate reservations for all necessary links involved. Some additional commands
are necessary and can easily be added to the broker’s API. Even pre-handover
negotiation and QoS-aware handover support is possible.

Our design might be quite similar to the design of other bandwidth brokers. Yet we
have added some new functionalities into our approach that proved to be a major
advantage. The QoS management API introduces an additional software layer in
the architecture, separating the management part of the bandwidth broker from the
configuration part. Therefore the flow management can be handled independently
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from the router hardware. For simulation and performance evaluation even virtual
routers can be used. Several new functionalities, which are not part of the basic
bandwidth broker architecture have also been included in the implementation, e.g.
topology auto-detection, backward reservation, over-provisioning support, and a
link reservation / utilisation database.

Structure of this Thesis

This thesis consists of four parts. In the first part, existing standards and research
work related to our work is discussed and taken into account. Each of the follow-
ing parts discusses an approach to the final goal: a network where a mobile user
is able to roam freely between different access networks without suffering from
service degradation. Each part starts with a small overview that lists its contents
in detail and will clarify the connections between the components listed in this,
as well as in other parts. Similarly, each part closes with a short summary, listing
again its most important results and the effects these results will have on the other
work presented within.

The first part discusses well-known fundamental work that has mainly been pub-
lished within the IETF workgroups, as well as current research work. This related
work can be divided into three main topics: Mobile IP is discussed in Chapter 1.
Several proposals to enhance the disappointing performance of Mobile IP han-
dovers are included (Sections 1.3.1 – 1.3.4). A comprehensive introduction on
Quality of Service follows in Chapter 2. First we will introduce the two main
techniques used to implement QoS: Integrated and Differentiated Services. In
the following sections we will focus on mobility-related topics of Differentiated
Services, namely the DiffServ Support in IEEE 802.11 wireless access networks
(Section 2.3) and a signalling protocol for DiffServ (Section 2.4). The third chap-
ter is about network management from the ISO point of view. This chapter also
includes recent research work on the main topic of network management that we
are interested in: Bandwidth broker design (Section 3.5) and bandwidth broker
implementations (Section 3.6).

The second part will investigate the behaviour of Differentiated Services in a
test network. We will present our own implementation of DiffServ for Linux
Routers (Chapter 4) and show a detailed performance evaluation (Chapter 5) that
will prove the ability of DiffServ to protect high-priority flows from aggressive
background traffic.

The third part will develop a novel application programmers interface (API) for
programmers of network management software, focusing on Quality-of-Service
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management (Chapter 6). Based on this API, a bandwidth broker architecture and
implementation is developed and evaluated in Chapter 7.

The fourth part focuses on the changes that have to be made in the previously
introduced bandwidth broker in order to be able to support mobile users (Chap-
ter 9). In addition, an extension to the existing Authentication, Authorisation and
Accounting architecture is presented to support mobile users (Chapter 10).

Finally, in the conclusion we will come back to the example presented in the
Introduction (Figure I.1) and show, how a mobile user would be able to negotiate
a resource reservation in a network using our architecture.
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Overview

This part gives an overview of the Internet standards this thesis is built on, as well
as a selection of Internet Drafts and other publications of various other authors that
are related to the topics of this thesis. This related work can roughly be divided
into three groups:

The first group (Chapter 1) is about the Mobile IP standard (Sections 1.1 and 1.2).
The majority of publications concerning Mobile IP discusses the topic of han-
dovers. In the Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 we will discuss two approaches to improve
the current Mobile IP handover in terms of packet loss and latency. These ap-
proaches have been started very shortly after the publication of the Mobile IP
standard. However, these proposals try to solve the problem in the network layer
only. More recent research work has shown, that some problems that occur during
a handover can only be solved if information from lower layers is also taken into
account (Sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4).

The second group (Chapter 2) discusses the Quality of Service support in IP net-
works. The first two sections deal with the two main approaches : Integrated and
Differentiated Services (Sections 2.1 and 2.2). Due to the well-known scalabil-
ity problems of Integrated Services in the backbone, we focus on Differentiated
Services and evaluate the extensions needed to support mobile users in a DiffServ
network. Two important topics are handled explicitly in Sections 2.3 and 2.4: The
QoS support of wireless networks, which we expect to be common for mobile
users, and a signalling protocol for DiffServ, whose absence is the main obstacle
for fast and convenient DiffServ resource reservation.

The third group (Chapter 3) concerns the network management. Here we first
present the ISO network management architecture (Section 3.1). Afterwards we
discuss the various designs and implementations of a network management ar-
chitecture for a DiffServ network (Sections 3.5 and 3.6). In a DiffServ network, a
network management and configuration entity is often called a bandwidth broker.

14



Chapter 1

Mobile IP

The increasing number of mobile and portable devices, such as laptops, personal
digital assistants (PDAs) or mobile phones, presents problems regarding the con-
figuration and administration of networks. Predefined installations and configu-
rations of the device are not applicable to react to highly dynamic environments,
since the conditions a user may encounter are not predictable. Additionally, such
a pre-configuration and its maintenance leads to higher workload for the system
administrator as well as for the user. Perhaps the most important topic, however,
is the waste of allocated IP addresses occurring by using this approach.

An environment supporting Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) allows
to provide a valid IP address to a device newly attached to a network. This is a
very flexible approach, but it suffers a serious drawback whenever the user wants
to stay online while moving around. If the movement of the user causes a han-
dover by leaving one access network and connecting to another access network
(e.g. due to radio coverage), the new access network is likely to be connected to
another DHCP server. The mobile client will therefore require a new IP address.
Unfortunately this leads to a disruption of all TCP connections the mobile node
currently holds. This behaviour prohibits the use of DHCP in mobile environ-
ments with handovers. An alternative approach to this problem called Mobile IP
is provided in [48].

Mobile IP allows a network device to connect to the Internet from various access
network while maintaining a unique IP address (the home address). Obviously,
a device with an IP address connected to a foreign subnet will not be able to
communicate normally. Therefore, an additional IP address (the care-of address)
from the address space of the access network is given to the mobile device. A
special router in the home network, the home agent is responsible for capturing
traffic addressed to the home address of the mobile node and for forwarding it to
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the current care-of address. Usually the mobile node uses its own home address
as the source address of all the packets it sends.

1.1 Terminology

The following terminology is used in Mobile IP; a more detailed overview of
mobility-related terminology can be found in [113].

Home Address The static IP address owned by the mobile node. This address
does not change wherever the mobile nodes attaches to the Internet.

Care-of Address A dynamically allocated IP address which a node uses to des-
ignate its current point of attachment to the access network.

Home Agent A router in the home network of the mobile node that keeps track of
the current location of the mobile node. It also intercepts packets addressed
to the mobile node, encapsulates them in a tunnel to the current care-of
address and forwards them to the mobile node.

Foreign Agent A router in the network visited by the mobile node, which is only
needed in Mobile IP version 4. It registers the presence of the mobile node,
and forms the endpoint of the tunnel from the home agent. The foreign
agent therefore decapsulates the packets coming from the home agent and
forwards them to the mobile node via normal IP routing.

Tunnel Tunnelling in this case is the process of encapsulating an IP packet inside
another (see [131, 152]). Tunnelling can also be thought of encapsulating
an ordinary IP packet inside a special (perhaps encrypted) IP packet.

Correspondent Host The communication partner of the mobile host.

1.2 Mobile IP Operation

Mobile IP agents (i.e. home and foreign agents) advertise themselves by periodi-
cally broadcasting agent advertisement messages, which are ICMP (Internet Con-
trol Message Protocol) router advertisement messages with extensions. A mobile
node may also explicitly request one of these messages by sending an agent solic-
itation message.
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After a mobile node receives such a message it can determine, whether it is in its
home network or in a foreign network. If the mobile node is at home, it will op-
erate normally without the use of mobility services. Additionally, any previously
registered location will be deleted by a registration request / registration reply se-
quence. If, however, the mobile node has moved to a foreign network, it obtains
a care-of-address for the foreign network. This address can be obtained either by
the foreign agent itself or by other mechanisms, such as DHCP. The latter case is
also known as co-location of the care-of-address. This has the advantage of being
independent from the presence of a foreign agent. The communication between
the mobile node and a foreign agent has to take place at the link layer, since the
mobile node’s IP address does not match the foreign subnet address.

1.2.1 Registration

Once the mobile node has a care-of-address, it can register itself at the home agent.
[48] defines two different ways of registration: the mobile node can register via a
foreign agent, which relays the registration to the mobile node’s home agent, or it
can directly register at its home agent. The first case must be used if the mobile
node got its IP address from a foreign agent. It should however, use this option,
too, if it got an IP address via DHCP but also received an agent advertisement from
a foreign agent in this subnet. On the other hand, the mobile node must directly
register at the home agent if it has not received a foreign agent advertisement or if
it returns to its home network.

After this registration procedure any datagram intended for the home address of
the mobile node will be intercepted by the home agent and tunnelled (see [131]) to
the care-of-address. The tunnel endpoint may be the foreign agent or the mobile
node itself (in case of co-located care-of-address). The mobile node will respond
to the datagram using standard IP routing mechanisms.

1.2.2 Routing

Triangular Routing

Any host that wishes to communicate with the mobile host (“Correspondent Host”)
will send all packets for the mobile host to the public IP address of the home net-
work, since it is not aware of any mobility of the mobile host. The home agent
will intercept any packets sent to mobile hosts that have registered at a foreign
network, encapsulates the packets and tunnels them to the care-of-address. The
foreign agent at the tunnel endpoint will decapsulate the packets and forward them
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Figure 1.1: Mobile IP Triangular Routing

to the destination address via normal IP forwarding. If there is no foreign agent,
the packets are delivered to the mobile host directly. The mobile node then decap-
sulates the packets itself. The packets from the mobile node to the correspondent
node will take the route given by the normal IP routing settings. This routing op-
eration is called triangular routing, since there are three different edges involved
in the communication (see Figure 1.1).

Bidirectional Tunnelling

Internet router security guidelines recommend not to forward any IP packets out
of an Autonomous System (i.e. a local network) if they have a source address not
belonging to the Autonomous System. Since Mobile Nodes emit packets with
their home address as source address this packets will be dropped leaving the
network. This keeps them from communicating with any Internet host not in the
network they are visiting.

To circumvent this obstacle, bidirectional tunnelling is necessary. In this case
the packet to be emitted will first be tunnelled back to the Home Agent before
being “let out” on to the Internet. Bidirectional tunnelling was not foreseen in the
original Mobile-IP standard, but has been added later [123].
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Route Optimisation

Usually detouring the packets via the home agent means wasting resources and
generates unnecessary delay. Optimising the routing by telling the correspondent
host the actual location of the mobile node is the better choice.

Mobile IPv4 route optimisation [133] is a proposed extension to the Mobile IPv4
protocol. It provides enhancements to the routing of datagrams between the mo-
bile node and the correspondent node. The enhancements provide means for a
correspondent node to tunnel datagrams directly to the mobile node or to its for-
eign agent care-of address.

Each time the home agent now receives a datagram that is addressed to a mobile
node currently away from home, it sends a binding update to the correspondent
node to update the information in the correspondent node’s binding cache. After
this binding update, the correspondent node can now tunnel packets to the mo-
bile node directly. This way direct bi-directional communication is achieved with
route optimisation. This reduces both, network load and also delays caused by
routing. The optimisation is therefore valuable to mobile nodes that visit networks
located far from their home agent.

Since both, the correspondent nodes and the foreign agents have binding caches,
that change the routing of datagrams destined to mobile nodes, the binding up-
dates must be authenticated. The authentication is performed in a similar man-
ner as in base Mobile IPv4. All binding updates contain a route optimisation or
smooth handover authentication extension. This extension contains a hash, which
is calculated from the datagram and the shared secret [133].

The correspondent node and the mobile node’s home agent need a security associ-
ation [86]. This association is used for the authentication of the binding updates.
Since the mobile node sends a binding update directly to its previous foreign
agent, they also need a security association. If the security associations are not
preconfigured, they can be established via a key management protocol.

1.3 Handover in Mobile IP

A quite important issue in mobile and wireless services is the topic of handovers.
Due to the limited range of radio transmission, a mobile user will have to connect
to several base stations during his movement. The procedure of passing all nec-
essary information from the old base station to the new one is called a handover.
Obviously, each time the user leaves the radio cell of a base station and enters
the cell of a new base station, all traffic from and to the mobile node has to take
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a new route. In addition some packets from a correspondent host to the mobile
host might still be routed to the old destination shortly after a handover. In order
to avoid the loss of those packets and the retransmission a transport protocol may
require, a solution has to be found to forward those packets from the old access
network to the new location. This problem is generally referred to as “smooth
handover” (cf. Section 1.3.1).

A second problem in the handover procedure is the rather large amount of sig-
nalling messages in the original Mobile IP protocol: each time the mobile node
changes the access network (i.e. radio cell) the home agent has to be notified and
all tunnels have to be rebuilt. This adds a considerable amount of delay to the
handover. In a scenario with small radio cells and thus frequent handovers (such
as UMTS, IEEE 802.11) this prohibits a useful employment of Mobile IP. Han-
dover procedures that provide a faster way to switch from one radio cell to another
are therefore called “fast handover” (cf. Section 1.3.2). Of course it is desirable
to have a combined solution to both problems described above, smooth and fast
handover. Such a handover is called “seamless”.

The fact that after a handover all packets from and to the mobile node have to
take a new route obviously has a serious impact on all resource reservation sce-
narios: The reservations in the old access network have to be cancelled and new
reservations have to be established in the new access network. The problems that
arise due to those reorganisations of the network are similar to the two cases dis-
cussed above: registering a new reservation at the bandwidth broker takes a cer-
tain amount of time and has to be considered in an overall solution for the “fast”
handover. In addition, important packets could be dropped due to non-existent
reservations shortly after the handover and perhaps have to be retransmitted. This
is quite similar to the problem solved by “smooth handover”. Sometimes it could
also happen, that no reservation is possible at the new access network. In this
case we need mechanisms to select between several access network candidates.
In addition, information about the possibility of a reservation in the candidate net-
works is needed. A handover mechanism providing this functionality is called
“QoS-aware handover”. We will discuss this in Section 1.3.4 and present our own
strategy for such a handover in Chapters 8 and 9.

In the following sections we will investigate the different proposals to improve the
handover in Mobile IP more in detail.

1.3.1 Smooth Handover

One Internet Draft [56] proposes a new handover method using the Explicit Mul-
ticast (xcast) technique for the Small Group Multicast (SGM). On the wired sec-
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tion, control and user packets are multicasted using the xcast thechnology and
sent to the Base Stations (BS) where mobile nodes (MN) can access. Packets
are then passed on to the air-link activated between a base station and the mobile
node. For smooth handovers, [94] specifies extensions to Mobile IPv6, which
allow additional control structures that enable the transfer of the necessary state
during handovers. This state transfer allows the applications running on the mo-
bile node to operate with reduced latency, minimal disruption, and reduced packet
loss during handovers. Moreover, Mobile IPv6 regional registration [111] reduces
the binding update signalling latency and the signalling load for a mobile node
moving within the same visited domain. The latency is reduced by localising
binding updates to the visited domain and the signalling load is reduced by using
a regional-aware router for a proxy care-of-address, the regional care-of-address,
as seen by hosts outside the visited domain. This registration uses an Anycast
Address for all regional routers, creates host routes for mobile nodes at relevant
routers, allows arbitrary hierarchical topology without disclosing details to mobile
nodes roaming from other domains, specifies an optimal method for forwarding
and is compatible with smooth/fast handovers. An important issue that needs to be
considered when supporting real-time applications like VoIP in mobile networks
is the capability to provide smooth handovers. A critical requirement for smooth
handovers is to minimise packet loss as a mobile node moves between network
links. [98] defines a buffering mechanism for Mobile IPv6 by which a mobile
node can request that the router on its current subnet buffers packets on its behalf
while the mobile node completes registration procedures with the router of a new
subnet. Once the registration is complete and the mobile node has a valid care-of
address in the new network, the buffered packets can be forwarded from the pre-
vious router, thus reducing the possibility of packet loss during the transition. In
networks with limited bandwidths, such as wireless cellular networks, compres-
sion of IP and transport headers may be employed to obtain better utilisation of the
available spectrum capacity. When header compression is used along with han-
dovers in such networks, the header compression context needs to be relocated
from one IP access point (i.e., a router) to another in order to achieve seamless
operation.

1.3.2 Fast Handover

Mobile IP describes a way of how a mobile node can change its point of attach-
ment to the Internet while maintaining a unique IP address, a process referred to
as handover. During this process, there is a time period during which the Mo-
bile Node is unable to send or receive IP packets. This time period is referred
to as handover latency. In certain scenarios, the handover latency resulting from
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standard Mobile IP handover procedures can be greater than what is acceptable
to support real-time or delay sensitive traffic. Mobile IP was originally designed
without any assumptions about the underlying link layers over which it would op-
erate so that it could have the widest possible applicability. This approach has the
advantage of facilitating a clean separation between layer 2 (L2) and layer 3 (L3)
of the protocol stack, but it has negative consequences for handover latency. The
strict separation between L2 and L3 results in the following built-in sources of
delay:

� The mobile node may only communicate with a directly connected foreign
agent (FA). This implies that a mobile node may only begin the registration
process after a L2 handover to nFA (new FA) has been completed.

� The registration process takes some time to complete as the Registration
Requests propagate through the network. During this period of time the
mobile node is not able to send or receive IP packets.

There exist several ways to achieve a low-latency Layer 3 handover: [54] distin-
guishes between the following methods:

� pre-registration handover method

� post-registration handover method

� combined method

The pre-registration handover method allows the mobile node to be involved in
an anticipated IP-layer handover. The mobile node is assisted by the network in
performing a L3 handover before it completes the L2 handover. The L3 handover
can be either network-initiated or mobile-initiated. Accordingly, L2 triggers are
used both in the mobile node and in the foreign agent to trigger particular L3
handover events. The pre-registration method coupled to L2 mobility helps to
achieve seamless handovers between FAs. The basic Mobile IPv4 concept involv-
ing advertisement followed by registration is supported and the pre-registration
handover method relies on Mobile IP security. No new messages are proposed,
except for an extension to the Agent Solicitation message in the mobile- initiated
case.

The post-registration handover method proposes extensions to the Mobile IP pro-
tocol to allow the oFA (old FA) and nFA (new FA) to utilise L2 triggers to set
up a bi-directional tunnel between oFA and nFA that allows the mobile node to
continue using its oFA while on nFA’s subnet. This enables a rapid establishment
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of service at the new point of attachment which minimises the impact on real-time
applications. The mobile node eventually has to perform a formal Mobile IP regis-
tration after L2 communication with the new foreign agent is established, but this
can be delayed as required by the mobile node or foreign agent. Until the mobile
node performs registration, the foreign agents will setup and move bidirectional
tunnels as required to give the mobile node continued connectivity.

The combined method involves running a pre-registration and a post-registration
handover in parallel. If the pre-registration handover can be performed before
the L2 handover completes, the combined method resolves to a pre-registration
handover. However, if the pre- registration handover does not complete within
an access technology dependent time period, the oFA starts forwarding traffic for
the mobile node to the nFA as specified in the post-registration handover method.
This provides for a useful backup mechanism when the completion of a pre- reg-
istration handover cannot be guaranteed before the L2 handover completion.

Two different handover mechanisms are proposed in [51], too:

� anticipated handover

� tunnel-based handover

In the first case the third layer initiates a handover to the new access network,
while layer 2 connectivity remains at the old access network. Predictive informa-
tion about the direction of the handover or the ability of forcing a handover to a
specific access network is necessary in this case. In the second case, the mobile
node defers the third layer handover until it is attached to the new access network.
The traffic is tunnelled using the old care-of address to the new location.

The anticipated handover is quite similar to the handover technique adopted in
our architecture, which we specify in Chapter 9: We predict the direction of the
handover based on the signal - to - noise ratio, but leave the decision to the user
(more precisely: a handover daemon) and force the handover to the chosen access
network. The fact that the user can affect the handover decision by configuring
the handover daemon is extremely important for QoS-aware handover (cf. Sec-
tions 1.3.4 and 9.4).

Another approach similar to the tunnel-based handover is presented in [82]: This
approach proposes to set up a chain of tunnels between access routers for subse-
quent handovers. To minimise the latency introduced by the chain of tunnels a
maximum tunnel length threshold is introduced. The authors claim a performance
gain compared to the anchored tunnelling handover of [51], but unfortunately nei-
ther experiments nor results are available to proof this statement.
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Conclusion The discussion above shows, that there are many improvements
possible to provide a good and fast handover functionality in Mobile IP. The pro-
posals can roughly be divided into two categories: a pre-handover negotiation
approach from the old access network or a tunnelling, post-handover approach
where the old care-of address is used in the new access network. The handover
procedure proposed in this thesis (cf. Chapter 9) is quite similar to some of the so-
lutions proposed for a pre-handover. Our proposal is also able to support the QoS
demands of a mobile user, which is not the case in most fast-handover functions.
However, due to the similarity it will share the benefit of low handover latency.

1.3.3 Effects of Layer 2 Technology

The Mobile IP working group has considered enhancements that significantly re-
duce the amount of service disruption involved in Mobile IP handover. The pro-
posals treated by the working group so far are based on having layer 2 information
available prior to the handover which allows the mobile node and/or the old for-
eign agent to prepare for handover in some fashion.

According to [54], a L2 trigger is a signal of a L2 event. One possible event is early
notice of a upcoming change in the L2 point of attachment of the mobile node to
the access network. Another possible event is the completion of relocation of the
mobile node’s L2 point of attachment to a new L2 access point. This information
comes from L2 programmatically or is derived from L2 messages.

The requirements of layer 2 and layer 3 interoperation are discussed in [80, 190].
The authors state, that L2 triggers like the ”link tear down” and ”link establish-
ment” can be used to indicate departure and arrival of a mobile node at a base
station. Such indications can replace L3 signal exchange and therefore expedite
the process. Timely receipt of this triggers is needed as protocol signalling needs
to take place in parallel with the handover.

In [129] the author proposes a second wireless interface to solve the problem of
smooth handovers: to prevent service interruption, a terminal with two wireless
interfaces can keep existing connections alive over one interface while searching
other frequency bands with the other. However, as the author already mentioned,
this increases the cost for a mobile terminal.

1.3.4 QoS-Aware Handover

The QoS requirements for Mobile IP are summarised in [52]:

� Minimise the interruption in QoS at the time of handover
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� Localise the QoS (re)establishment to the affected part of the packet path in
the network

� Releasing after handover the QoS state (if any) along the old packet path

� interoperability with mobility protocols

� interoperability with heterogeneous packet paths as regards QoS paradigms

� QoS support along multiple packet paths

� interaction with wireless link-layer support for QoS

A QoS-aware handover is defined in [41] as a kind of handover that allows the mo-
bile node to change the current point of attachment to the Internet without loosing
the perceived QoS. In [41] the authors introduce a “Secondary Home Agent” that
helps to set up a new reservation while the old one is still present.

In [63] we also find a basic signalling protocol and handover description that holds
a QoS level during a handover by pre-registering the new route while staying
connected to the old access network. The performance results published by the
authors unfortunately do not handle this type of a handover.

Another approach is presented in [43]: two new services are introduced to replace
expedited forwarding (called “Mobile Premium Service”) in a mobile scenario
and to complement this new “Mobile Premium Service”. Using this new service,
only a statistical handover guarantee can be granted. This service is implemented
by reserving a certain amount of bandwidth for handovers. The second service,
called “Best Effort Low Delay Service” utilises free Mobile Premium Service
resources to offer cheap connectivity for real-time applications. However, the
connection may break if the resources are used by the Mobile Premium Service
users. A PHB for this service has been published as an Internet draft [44]. In
another publication [59] the authors propose to implement service differentiation
based on long-term traffic priorisation schemes. The authors suppose, that pre-
negotiation is not applicable since the mobility of the user is unpredictable. Also,
the user should be able to select between a priorisation level at the time when the
application is started. However, the authors do not define a signalling protocol
between the provider and the user to fulfil this task. In addition, such a signalling
protocol could be used to negotiate the necessary parameters prior to a handover
and also for directing the handover to a certain access point (for an implementation
of such a signalling protocol, see Chapter 9).

Using the Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6) architecture [154] the authors
of [62] propose another QoS-aware handover (called QoS-conditionalised han-
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dover). This approach also demands to perform a handover only if enough re-
sources are available at the new access point. However, the authors fail to mention
what happens, if no access point can provide the necessary resources and a han-
dover has to be performed anyway (e.g. due to low signal quality). The signalling
for the QoS-conditionalised handover is combined with the binding update mes-
sages to the HMIPv6 mobility anchor point. The authors assume some kind of
QoS entities that are able to perform the necessary reservations to be distributed
in the network (at least one at each access point and each anchor point). This QoS
architecture, even though it is very important for the handover, is not mentioned
in more detail.

Although the importance of QoS-aware handovers is emphasised in several pub-
lications [114, 115], no implementation is available to the time present. Some
architectural considerations have been made so far [41, 63], but a detailed de-
scription and performance evaluation is still missing.



Chapter 2

Quality of Service

With the increased use of the Internet in many parts of every day’s life, there
has been a large focus on providing network resources to certain applications. A
new field of multimedia applications (like IP telephony or video conferencing) has
different demands on bandwidth, delay and delay fluctuations, and reliability than
traditional Internet applications (like HTTP, FTP or telnet).

In todays networks bandwidth is a big issue. More and more people use the In-
ternet for private and business applications. The amount of data transmitted by
the Internet is increasing exponentially. However, there is only one service type
available for all kinds of applications — the so-called best effort service. IP pack-
ets are forwarded hop by hop without any guarantee about bandwidth, arrival time
or even delivery. All packets have the same priority and packets that cannot be
delivered within a certain amount of time are dropped. There is no possibility to
allocate network resources or to change the priority of certain packets.

While traditional Internet applications can tolerate the lack of service discrimina-
tion, many modern multimedia applications can not. A high-quality full-screen
video transmission in MPEG2 consumes at least 2 MBit/s bandwidth and inter-
active applications, such as IP telephony, require a end-to-end delay of less than
150 ms. In fast Local-Area Networks (LANs), those requirements can usually be
fulfilled. Due to the rapidly increasing transmission capacity of optical fibres this
may soon be the case for wide-area networks (WANs), too. However, supporting
Quality of Service by only providing faster links does not completely solve the
problem: Short-lived congestion may still occur and for wireless access networks
the gain in bandwidth in the near future will not be large enough to supply the
required capacity.

Therefore, certain concepts for allocating network resources are needed to support
those modern Internet applications. The Quality of Service (QoS) an application

27
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requires can be specified as a set of parameters (e.g. bandwidth, buffer usage,
priority, dropping probability, ...) of a certain flow. Here we define a flow as
a distinguishable stream of related datagrams from a unique sender to a unique
receiver that results from a single user activity and all datagrams require the same
Quality of Service.

In this chapter we will first discuss the two most important proposals for Quality
of Service delivery at the IP layer: Integrated and Differentiated Services. While
the former has its benefits in an elaborate signalling, it suffers from a big scal-
ability problem in the backbone. This problem is solved by the latter approach.
Unfortunately, DiffServ has no signalling and management framework. This topic
is addressed in Section 2.4. In Section 2.3, we will investigate the possibilities of
how to offer QoS not only at the IP layer, but also at lower layers, such as in
wireless access networks, since the successful QoS support may depend on such
assistance.

2.1 Integrated Services

Integrated Services (IntServ) define extensions to the IP network model to sup-
port real-time transmissions and to guarantee bandwidth for specific flows. For
example, a flow might consist of a video stream between a given host pair. To
establish the video connection in both directions, two flows are needed. For ex-
ample, if each flow requires a minimum of 128 kbit/s and a minimum packet delay
of 100 ms to assure a continuous video display, such a QoS can be reserved for
this connection.

The Integrated Services model was defined by an IETF working group. This Inter-
net architecture model includes the currently used best-effort service and the new
real-time service that provides functions to reserve bandwidth on the Internet.
IntServ was developed to optimise network and resource utilisation for new ap-
plications, as for real-time multimedia, which requires QoS guarantees. Because
of routing delay and congestion losses, real-time applications do not work very
well on the current best-effort Internet. Yet, video conferencing, video broadcast
and audio conferencing software need guaranteed bandwidth to provide video and
audio of acceptable quality.

2.1.1 Components of an Integrated Services Router

To support the integrated services model, a router has to be able to provide an
appropriate QoS for each flow, in accordance with the service model. The router
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function that provides different qualities of service is called traffic control. It
consists of the following components (see Figure 2.1):
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Admission
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Figure 2.1: RSVP in Hosts and Routers [21]

Packet scheduler The packet scheduler manages the forwarding of different pack-
et streams in hosts and routers, based on their service class, using queue
management and various scheduling algorithms. The packet scheduler has
to ensure, that the packet delivery corresponds to the QoS parameter for
each flow. A scheduler can also police or shape the traffic to conform to a
certain level of service.

Packet classifier The packet classifier identifies packets of the incoming traffic
that will receive a certain level of service. To realize effective traffic control,
each incoming packet is mapped into a specific class. All packets that are
mapped into the same class get the same level of service from the packet
scheduler. The choice of a class is based on the source and destination IP
address and port number in the existing IP packet header or on an additional
classification number, which has to be added to each packet. A class can
correspond to a broad category of flows.

Admission control The admission control contains the decision algorithm that
a router uses to determine whether there are enough resources available to
accept the requested QoS for a new flow or not. If not enough resources
are available, accepting a new flow would impact earlier granted guarantees
and therefore the new flow has to be rejected. If the new flow is accepted,
the reservation instance in the router assigns the packet classifier and the
packet scheduler to reserve the requested QoS for this flow. Admission
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control is then invoked at each router along a reservation path to make a
local accept/reject decision at the time a host requires a real-time service.
The admission control algorithm must be consistent with the service model.

Policy control Admission control is sometimes confused with policy control,
which is a packet-by-packet function, processed by the packet scheduler.
It ensures that a host does not violate its promised traffic characteristics.
Nevertheless, to ensure that QoS guarantees are honoured, the admission
control will be concerned with enforcing administrative policies on resource
reservations. Some policies will be used to check the user authentication for
a requested reservation. Unauthorised reservation requests can be rejected.
As a result, admission control can play an important role in accounting costs
for Internet resources.

2.1.2 The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)

The Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP) is the most widely used implementa-
tion of the IntServ approach. In this section we will only give a short explanation
of the RSVP basics. For a more detailed description see [21, 22, 112, 189].

Soft States All parameters that are used to specify Quality of Service are man-
aged flexibly and have only a limited time to live (TTL), which means they are
in Soft State. Therefore no explicit notification of closing a reservation is neces-
sary. All data about the reservation is saved in Soft State. This includes previous
and following RSVP routers, the flow description and the data about reserved re-
sources.

Example of a Reservation Setup To clarify the idea of RSVP we will give an
example (Figure 2.2) of a reservation setup followed by the transmission of data
and finally the clearance of reserved resources.

In this example the following can be shown:

� The Pathmessage is used to determine the route through the network. This
message is sent directly to the receiver. Additionally, it contains specifica-
tions about the flow to be reserved.

� Since the Pathmessage is sent to the receiver directly, it has to be specially
marked so that intermediary routers can intercept the message. This is done
by setting the Router Alert flag that initiates the initialisation of soft states
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of a Normal RSVP Reservation Setup and Clearance

at each router. In addition, each router updates the information about the
last RSVP router in the Path message. Therefore, after the Path message
has arrived at the receiver, each router on the path knows the RSVP router
preceding itself.

Since the generated soft states have a limited TTL, the Path message has
to be repeated regularly. In order to avoid overloading the network, the in-
terval is usually set to 30 s. To protect the reservation against being cleared
because of a single loss of a Path message, the TTL of the soft states is
thrice the interval of the Path messages. By repeating Path messages it
is also possible to react to routing changes since the forwarding paths of the
Path message and the data are identical.

� Following the Path message the Resv message performs the reservation
of resources in the routers. In contrast to the Path message this message
is sent hop-by-hop to the next RSVP router (each router knows the next
hop because of the preceding Path message). At each RSVP router the
possibility of setting up the reservation is checked. If the reservation is
accepted the Resv message is forwarded, otherwise an error message is
created and sent back to the receiver.
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The receiver decides about the amount of resources to be allocated. Usually,
the resources the sender has specified in the Path message are configured.
The Resv message has to be repeated periodically, too.

� As soon as the Resv message has arrived at the sender, the sender can start
the transmission of data over the newly established unidirectional reserva-
tion. If the sender transmits more data than allocated, this data is forwarded
as best-effort.

� After the transmission is finished, there are multiple possibilities to end the
reservation. The most simple one is not to repeat Path or Resv messages
any more. As soon as the soft states are not renewed they are deleted. On
the other hand one can also explicitly delete a reservation by releasing the
resources via a ResvTear message or by deleting the soft states via a
PathTear message.

Aggregation of Reservations A further property of RSVP is the support of mul-
ticast: in Figure 2.3 a router with four interfaces is shown. On the left hand side of
the interfaces are the senders (S1,S2,S3), on the right hand side are the receivers.
If sender S1 now transmits a packet to the receivers R1 and R2 the data is passed
on to two different interfaces by the router. The contrary happens to the reserva-
tions: since the receiver asks for a reservation it also decides on the amount of the
reservation. Both requests from the receivers R1 and R2 arrive at the router. If
both requests would simply be forwarded and one of the senders would not need
as much bandwidth as the other, the resulting reservation would be increased and
decreased regularly. In order to prevent this, multiple reservations at a split point
of a multicast connection are combined so that only one message is forwarded and
the reservation is as large as the biggest reservation received.

Router

S2,S3

S1 R1

R2
R3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.3: Split Point in a RSVP Multicast Connection

In addition, RSVP supports combining reservations from multiple senders to mul-
tiple receivers. Typical application scenarios would be telephone- or video con-
ferences. One possibility would be to set up reservations for each possible sender
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- receiver pair. This would result in a relatively large consumption of resources.
Therefore, RSVP offers the possibility to combine multiple reservations to one.
The end-user decides, how this has to happen. There are three possibilities, shown
in Table 2.1:

Sender Choice Reservation
Separated Shared

Explicit Fixed-Filter (FF) Shared-Explicit (SE)
Wildcard — Wildcard - Filter (WF)

Table 2.1: The 3 Reservation Possibilities

It is apparent that there is — for obvious reasons — no possibility for a separated
reservation with a wildcarded sender choice. An example of how the combination
of reservations is performed is shown in Table 2.2. In this example we assume the
following connections:

� S1 � R1,R2

� S2 � R2,R3

� S3 � R2

OUT Resv IN
(a) SE(S1

�
3U � ) (S1,S2)

�
U � SE((S1,S2)

�
U � ) (c)

(b) SE((S2,S3)
�
3U � ) (S1,S2,S3)

�
3U � SE((S1,S3)

�
3U � ) (d)

SE(S2
�
2U � )

Table 2.2: Combination with Shared Explicit

We observe that at interface (d) the different senders are combined and the biggest
reservation request is taken, which means for the data from senders S1, S2, S3,
three units are reserved. Problems can arise, if all senders are transmitting at full
bandwidth at the same time. Therefore, sharing reservations is only useful if not
all senders are sending at the same time. This implies that WF and SE should only
be used for audio transmission, for video transmission FF has to be used.

2.1.3 RSVP and Mobile IP Interworking

Interoperation between RSVP and Mobile IP is investigated in [57]. The main
problem occurs, when Mobile IP operates over optimised routes: The address
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translation in the binding cache creates a mismatch between the flow ID of the
packets sent from the correspondent host to the mobile host and the flow ID sig-
nalled by RSVP. The authors discuss two solutions: Modifying RSVP at both,
mobile and correspondent hosts, allows RSVP flows to be established. However,
the authors recommend to add optional objects to RSVP messages to make han-
dovers smooth and seamless. The same goal can be achieved with the second
solution, using fixed flow IDs.

Mobile RSVP (MRSVP) has earlier been proposed in [166] as an extension to
conventional RSVP. The idea was to provide QoS guarantees to mobile hosts in-
dependently of their movement throughout the access network. MRSVP suggests
to make the required resource reservations in all the locations expected to be vis-
ited by the mobile host (mobility specification). MRSVP supports two service
classes. The first one, called Mobility Independent, provides the agreed service
in every location visited by the mobile host. The second, called Mobility Depen-
dent, provides a high probability, but no guarantee, to receive the agreed service
in the locations the mobile host may visit. MRSVP supports two different reser-
vation styles. The mobile host makes active reservations from its present location
towards all the correspondent hosts it is communicating with. It also triggers the
establishment of passive reservations from all the locations it may visit. Such
reservations are made by proxy agents (remote), operating on the behalf of the
mobile host which is not present at their subnetwork. As passive reservations
are not used by the mobile host (data is not flowing through them), they may be
used temporarily by other connections of the Mobility Dependent class. When the
mobile host roams, passive reservations are switched to active and vice versa.

[168] describes an approach for providing RSVP protocol services over IP tunnels.
Currently, RSVP signalling over tunnels is not possible. RSVP packets entering
the tunnel are encapsulated with an outer IP header that has a new protocol number
and do not carry the Router-Alert option, making them virtually ”invisible” to
RSVP routers between the two tunnel endpoints. The proposed solution is to
recursively apply RSVP over the tunnel portion of the path. In this new session,
the tunnel entry point sends PATH messages and the tunnel exit point sends RESV
messages to reserve resources for the end-to-end sessions over the tunnel.

Conclusion Some feasible solutions for the interoperation of Mobile IP and
RSVP seem to be available, however, the basic drawback of RSVP — the scalabil-
ity — remains. Therefore, new solutions have to be found that provide scalability
in the backbone and cooperate with Mobile IP.
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2.2 Differentiated Services

Differentiated Service (DiffServ) is a well known way to support Quality of Ser-
vice in the Internet. It is — unlike Integrated Services — based on the aggregation
of flows by applying rules at the edges of a DiffServ domain. An aggregate is
marked with a specific DiffServ Codepoint (cf. Section 2.2.1), which is coupled
to a certain forwarding path treatment in the domain. By restricting the service
differentiation at each hop to the few possibilities the codepoint offers, we do not
need multi-field classification at each hop any more. This is the reason why Diff-
Serv does not suffer from the scalability problem of IntServ and RSVP, since a
core router has no detailed information about how to handle each single flow but
only the information about the traffic conditioning of a very limited set of aggre-
gates.

Reservations are made for any aggregation of flows (e.g. for all flows between two
subnets). These reservations are rather static since no dynamic reservations for a
single connection are possible for scaling reasons.

2.2.1 Differentiated Services Codepoints

IP packets are marked with different priorities, either in an end system or in a
router. According to the different priority classes, the DiffServ routers reserve
corresponding shares of resources (i.e. bandwidth and buffer space). Marking the
packets is done by writing a DiffServ Codepoint (DSCP) into the Type of Service
- byte (ToS byte) of the IP header (see figure 2.4).

Version IHL TOS Total Length

Identification Flags Fragment Offset

TTL Protocol Header Checksum

Source Address

Destination Address

DSCP Currently
unused

Figure 2.4: DiffServ Codepoint in the IP Header [124]
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Currently the first six bits of the ToS byte are used for the DSCP. All router im-
plementations should support the recommended DSCP-to-PHB mapping. A PHB
(Per Hop Behaviour, cf. Section 2.2.3) is a forwarding behaviour which a router
performs on a packet. In DiffServ such a forwarding behaviour is built of a com-
bination of several components. These components are discussed in section 2.2.5.
A chain of routers supporting the same PHB will provide an end-to-end Quality
of Service.

2.2.2 Service Level Agreements

In the initial version of the DiffServ Architecture [16] a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) describes a contract that specifies the services for a customer. Such a SLA
may include a Traffic Conditioning Agreement (TCA) which in turn is an agree-
ment specifying a set of rules of how to configure the forwarding elements of a
router, for example shapers or queues. Later, people more and more believed, that
an agreement also includes terms of pricing and other business contracts, as well
as other completely technical specifications that are not addressed by the DiffServ
Architecture (e.g. service availability). Therefore a new terminology has been
introduced to restrict their meaning only to elements addressed by DiffServ (cf.
[66]):

� A Service Level Specification (SLS) is a set of parameters and their values
which together define the service offered to a traffic stream by a DiffServ
domain.

� A Traffic Conditioning Specification (TCS) is a set of parameters and their
values which together specify a set of classifier rules and a traffic profile. A
TCS is an integral element of a SLS.

2.2.3 Per Hop Behaviour (PHB)

Several services and their corresponding codepoints have been defined in the In-
ternet community. Nowadays, DiffServ is mainly based on the two traffic classes
defined in [74] and [78]. We will now give a short overview of those two classes.

Expedited Forwarding / Premium Service

Premium Service refers to the traffic handling commonly known as expedited for-
warding which is defined in [78]. This service shall provide low delay, low loss
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AF Classes
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Table 2.3: Assured Forwarding Codepoints

and low jitter at a fixed rate. It will appear to the endpoints like a “virtual leased
line”. To fulfil those requirements, traffic marked for expedited forwarding has
to meet very short queues. Therefore it has to be ensured that there is not more
EF-traffic arriving at a router than the router settings allow to be transported. The
departure rate at each hop should be independent of the intensity of any other
traffic arriving at the router. DiffServ routers will for example give premium ser-
vice packets priority over other traffic but in this case strictly police any traffic
exceeding the negotiated limit to prevent premium service to starve any other traf-
fic. Another very important topic is that reordering of EF packets must not appear.
The recommended codepoint for the EF PHB is 101110.

Assured Service

Assured Forwarding defines a service which assures a high probability to forward
the traffic through the network as long as the bandwidth does not exceed the ne-
gotiated limit. However, any traffic exceeding the profile will be forwarded too,
but with higher probability to be dropped in case of congestion. It is also very
important, that reordering of packets of the same microflow is strictly forbidden
again.

There are four different assured service classes defined, each allocating a specific
share of resources (i.e. bandwidth and buffer space) and thus having a different
level of forwarding assurance. Within these classes packets can be marked with
three possible drop precedence values. In case of congestion the in-profile traffic
will be protected by preferably dropping packets with higher drop precedence.
An overview of the codepoint values for the assured forwarding classes is given
in table 2.3.
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2.2.4 Per Domain Behaviour (PDB)

Scalable end-to-end QoS provisioning requires a definition of the behaviour of
packets when they are grouped together with other packets as they traverse the
Internet. The handling of packets within such an aggregation will be based on their
DSCP only. A Per-Domain Behaviour (PDB) is defined in [125] as the expected
treatment that an identifiable or target group of packets will receive from “edge
to edge” of a DiffServ domain. A particular PHB (or, if applicable, list of PHBs)
and traffic conditioning requirements are associated with each PDB.

Today, there exist two preliminary proposals for per domain behaviours: the vir-
tual wire PDB and the assured rate PDB. The two definitions are closely related
to the two existing PHB standards.

Virtual Wire PDB The expedited forwarding PHB [78] described above is in-
tended for use in building a scalable, low loss, low latency, low jitter, assured
bandwidth, end-to-end service that appears to the endpoints like a unshared, point-
to-point connection or ‘virtual wire.’ The virtual wire PDB [79] provides the spec-
ifications necessary on that aggregated traffic in order to meet these requirements.

Creating a virtual Wire PDB has two parts:

1. Configuring individual nodes so that the aggregate has a well-defined mini-
mum departure rate

2. Conditioning the entire DS domain’s aggregate (via policing and shaping)
so that its arrival rate at any node is always less than that node’s configured
minimum departure rate.

The first part is covered by the EF PHB. The second part is covered by [79], that
describes how one configures the EF PHBs in the collection of nodes that make
up a DS domain and the domain’s boundary traffic conditioners (see [16]).

Assured Rate PDB This PDB [148] ensures that traffic conforming to a com-
mitted information rate (CIR) will incur low drop probability. The aggregate will
have the opportunity of obtaining excess bandwidth beyond the CIR but there is
no assurance. In addition to the CIR, the edge rules may also include other traffic
parameters such as the peak information rate (PIR) to place additional constraints
for packets to which the assurance applies or to further differentiate packets which
exceed the CIR.

The possibility of obtaining excess bandwidth allows development of various
novel SLA models. For example, excess bandwidth is charged at a higher rate
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than assured bandwidth; excess bandwidth is cheaper than assured bandwidth;
excess bandwidth is charged proportionally etc.

Applicability of the PDB to a particular application or traffic type is not restricted.
However, it is also possible to use this PDB to create a service for an aggre-
gate consisting only of TCP microflows or non-responsive UDP microflows. The
provider may wish to create a TCP-only service for a variety of reasons such
as traffic isolation, better treatment of individual short microflows within an ag-
gregate, greater fairness among TCP and UDP microflows access to the excess
bandwidth allowed for the aggregate.

2.2.5 DiffServ Components

Each implementation of a DiffServ router consists of a combination of different
components (see Figure 2.5, [16]), which interact in a certain way to ensure the
proper forwarding of traffic according to the requirements of the individual PHB.
Not all components are required in each DiffServ node, this depends on the router
and on the service type. Those components provide different traffic condition-
ing functions that range from simple marking to complex shaping and policing
actions.

Packets
Marker

Meter

Shaper/
DropperClassifier

Figure 2.5: Combination of DiffServ Components in a Router [16]

Classifier A classifier matches packets according to its profile and forwards them
to the corresponding component for further processing. There are two types
of classifiers:

� Multi-Field Classifier: A multi-field (MF) classifier matches on a
combination of IP header fields (addresses, protocol ID, ToS byte) or
even port numbers.
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� Behaviour Aggregate Classifier: Contrary to the MF classifier the
behaviour aggregate (BA) classifier only classifies on the DSCP of the
packets.

Marker Markers set the DSCP of IP packets. By setting the codepoint of pack-
ets, they are added to a traffic aggregate which provides important infor-
mation for BA classifiers. Marking can be done statically (i.e. all packets
are marked the same way) or depending on the state of some meter. This
functionality is normally used in ingress routers for tagging the traffic flow
of a single host or for re-tagging whole traffic aggregates coming from a
connected DiffServ domain.

Meter Meters measure the amount of traffic that passes by. They are located
in the forwarding chain of almost all traffic aggregates as they provide the
basic information for many DiffServ components, like markers, shapers and
policers.

Shaper Shapers delay some packets on their transmission path in order to bring
the traffic flow into compliance with some Traffic Conditioning Specifica-
tion (TCS). Those packets are stored in some queue and discarded if not
enough buffer space is available. A properly configured shaper therefore
provides some burst protection while not dropping the packets of the bursty
traffic source. The usual location of a shaper is behind a classifier at the
ingress router.

Policer Unlike the shaper a policer does not store any packets but simply drop
any packets that do not meet the traffic conditioning specification. A policer
can be implemented as a shaper with little or no buffer space. Policers are
normally used in interior- and egress routers as they rely on the traffic being
correctly shaped.

A higher-level view of a DiffServ router is presented in Figure 2.6 [12]. We can
identify several functional blocks:

Datapath An ingress interface, routing core, and egress interface are illustrated
at the centre of the diagram. The routing core moves packets between inter-
faces according to policies outside the scope of DiffServ. The components
of interest at the ingress to and egress from interfaces are the functional
datapath elements (e.g. Classifiers, Queueing elements) that support Diff-
Serv traffic conditioning and per-hop behaviours. These are the fundamen-
tal components comprising a DiffServ router.
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Configuration and Management Interface DiffServ operating parameters are
monitored and provisioned through this interface. Monitored parameters
include statistics regarding traffic carried at various DiffServ service levels.
These statistics may be important for accounting purposes and/or for track-
ing compliance to Traffic Conditioning Specifications (TCSs) negotiated
with customers. Provisioned parameters are primarily the TCS parameters
for Classifiers and Meters and the associated PHB configuration parameters
for Actions and Queueing elements. The network administrator interacts
with the DiffServ configuration and management interface via one or more
management protocols, such as SNMP or COPS, or through other router
configuration tools such as serial terminal or telnet consoles.

Optional QoS Agent Module DiffServ routers may snoop or participate in either
per-microflow or per-flow-aggregate signalling of QoS requirements [13]
(e.g. using the RSVP protocol). Snooping of RSVP messages may be used,
for example, to learn how to classify traffic without actually participating
as a RSVP protocol peer. DiffServ routers may reject or admit RSVP reser-
vation requests to provide a means of admission control to DiffServ-based
services or they may use these requests to trigger provisioning changes for
a flow-aggregation in the DiffServ network. A flow-aggregation in this con-
text might be equivalent to a DiffServ BA or it may be more fine-grained,
relying on a multi-field (MF) classifier. Note that the conceptual model
of such a router implements the Integrated Services Model as described in
[INTSERV], applying the control plane controls to the data classified and
conditioned in the data plane, as described in [13].

DiffServ configuration
and management

interface

QoS agent (optional)
(e.g. RSVP)

core

routing classify, meter
action, queuing

egress i/fingress i/f
classify, meter
action, queuing

Management

SNMP,
COPS,
etc

QoS control

Data in Data out

Figure 2.6: DiffServ Router Major Functional Blocks [12]
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2.2.6 DiffServ Router Types

A simple DiffServ Network with 2 ISPs is shown in figure 2.7. It shows the four
DiffServ Router types, that form the two DiffServ domains and connect the two
hosts and provide an end-to-end Quality of Service. This router specifications are
valid only for traffic from domain A to domain B. For traffic flowing in the oppo-
site direction the boundary routers (ingress and egress routers) change their types.
Note, that a router may also act in two ways, for example as interior router for one
traffic flow while being ingress router for another. This can be seen in figure 2.7
for the router adjacent to Host B. The next sections describe the requirements of
these four router types which follow the DiffServ architecture [16].

First Hop Router

A first hop router normally is responsible for marking incoming packets according
to its profile. This profile allows to define a DiffServ Code Point (DSCP) for each
flow specified by the six-tuple (source address / netmask, source port, destination
address / netmask, destination port, protocol, DSCP). For small networks this
functionality can be easily included in an ingress router.

Ingress Router

The configuration of the ingress router is the most complex one because at the
ingress point each flow has to be handled separately and therefore not all proper-
ties of flow aggregation are available. The ingress router has to ensure, that the
traffic entering the DiffServ domain conforms to any traffic conditioning speci-
fication (TCS) between it and the connected domain. Therefore, it will have to
perform some traffic conditioning functions like shaping or dropping.

Interior Router

Routers not located at the border of a DiffServ domain can be very simple, as the
most complex functions of classification and traffic conditioning are performed
at the ingress and egress points of the network. However an interior node may
perform some limited traffic conditioning like codepoint-remarking or policing to
ensure the proper forwarding behaviour of the traffic classes. Normally the interior
router should not have to perform any policing actions, therefore it is useful to
trace those actions to detect serious misconfigurations at the border routers.
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Figure 2.7: A simple DiffServ Network
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Egress Router

An egress router can perform traffic conditioning functions on traffic leaving the
DiffServ domain depending on the TCS between it and the connected domain.
This functions normally will not depend on multifield classification but act on
a behaviour aggregate. Therefore the configuration of the egress router is less
complex than the configuration of the ingress router.

2.2.7 Performance Evaluation of Differentiated Services

Differentiated Services have been implemented for several platforms and multiple
evaluations have been published. In addition to our own implementation, that we
present in Chapter 4 and evaluate in Chapter 5, we want to present some other
evaluations in this section.

An own implementation of Differentiated services has been evaluated in [9]. This
DiffServ implementation offers three levels of QoS, and the available bandwidth
is shared between those levels in a ratio of 1:2:4. The implementation has been
performed on SUN Sparc Ultra 5 workstations. For the tests, two workstations
have been connected with a 10 MBit/s Ethernet (effective throughput: 7 MBit/s).
During the experiments the authors created 3 traffic streams (TCP and UDP) with
a larger total bandwidth than the link was able to handle (8 –10 MBit/s). The
authors were able to show, that the relative bandwidth of the three flows could be
preserved. In further experiments they were able to show this for several flows in
the same DiffServ class. If one traffic stream dynamically changed its SLS from
level 1 to level 2, the relative share of the classes has been preserved, however the
bandwidth of each single traffic stream in such a scenario can change dramatically.

In [145] the authors describe the behaviour of a DiffServ network consisting of
Cisco 7200 routers. Several traffic generators with different transport protocols
(UDP/TCP), burstiness, and application-like behaviour have been used. The au-
thors evaluated two services: Premium and Olympic Service. Those two services
are built on the EF and the AF PHB (cf. Section 2.2.3). The experiments showed
a good delay of about 1 ms for both services in a not congested scenario. If the
classes of Olympic Service are congested, the delay increases to 7 –22 ms, de-
pending on the service class. In Premium Service congestion has no effect on
the delay. Bandwidth measurements were only performed for TCP in the Bronze
class (the lowest class) of Olympic Service. The results show that the configured
amount of bandwidth is provided to the TCP stream regardless of bursts. This
holds for different queue lengths.
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Conclusion The authors of [9] have presented an own, class-based DiffServ
implementation. They were able to show, that their implementation preserves a
relative share of the bandwidth for each class in several scenarios. However, the
bandwidth of each single traffic flow depends on the presence of other flows in its
service class. Therefore, we believe, that this implementation is not well suited
for modern multi-media applications, that rely on a constant delivery of QoS.

The second evaluation [145] has shown results for the DiffServ implementation of
Cisco routers. Similarly to [9], the authors measured DiffServ behaviour in case
of congestion within a traffic class. This is an improbable scenario, since proper
traffic conditioning at the ingress of a domain should prevent this case. The delay
results in the case of no congestion show the same behaviour as our performance
tests: there is almost no difference between EF and AF behaviour in a properly
provisioned network.

2.3 QoS-enabled IEEE 802.11 Wireless Access Net-
works

The IEEE 802.11 standard for wireless LANs is the most widely used method
for WLAN communication today. Two services exist in this standard: the dis-
tributed Coordination Function (DCF) that supports delay-insensitive data (like
FTP, e-mail) and the Point Coordination Function (PCF) which is optional and
supports delay sensitive transmissions. The former function supports equal shar-
ing of the channel between several hosts via CSMA/CA: a station with a packet
ready for transmission waits a certain interval and only transmits the packet if
the channel was idle throughout this interval. The latter function is a centralised
polling-based approach that avoids contention by polling the mobile nodes indi-
vidually for transmission. Naturally, this function offers very good possibilities to
introduce service differentiation in wireless LANs: [106] studies the PCF among
three other priorisation schemes: Distributed Fair Scheduling (DFS) [178], which
uses the backoff mechanism of IEEE 802.11 to determine which station should
send next. Each station has a backoff interval length according to its priority, so
differentiation is granted while fairness is achieved by making the interval propor-
tional to the packet size. Blackburst [153] has been designed with the main goal
of minimising delay for real-time traffic. This scheme requires a high-priority sta-
tion to access the channel at fixed time intervals. Furthermore a station may jam
(“blackburst”) the channel for a certain period of time if the medium was found
busy. This ensures the channel being free for transmission after the burst. Finally,
Enhanced DCF is included in the study, too. This access mechanism is part of the
IEEE 802.11e standard.
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The authors performed some ns-2 simulations in which they show, that Blackburst
gives best performance to high-priority traffic but starves low priority traffic at
high loads. EDCF is shown to perform better than PCF but also suffers from the
starvation of low-priority traffic at high loads. Finally, DFS ensures better service
to high priority traffic and still provides low priority traffic a fair share of the
resources.

A new wireless data transfer protocol is introduced in [150]. Two new entities
— the Mobile Network Adaption Terminal and the Mobile Network Adaption
Master — are proposed. They ensure reliable data transfer, handover support and
flow control. Unfortunately, no evaluation of the protocol is included that would
allow a detailed interpretation of the benefits of the new protocol.

Another approach is presented in [1, 2]: The authors evaluate differentiation
schemes based on different parameters of the IEEE 802.11 standard: the DCF
Inter Frame Space (DIFS), Backoff Time, Maximum Frame Length, and Con-
tention Window Size. Assigning different values of those parameters to wireless
terminals provides service differentiation at the MAC layer using DCF only. This
approach has the advantage of being applicable to ad-hoc networks too, since no
centralised control is needed. In [1] the authors present some ns-2 simulations that
show how TCP and UDP flows react to those priorisation schemes. The results
show minor stability of the Backoff Time scheme and performance degradation in
noisy environments for the Backoff Time and Maximum Frame Length scheme.
Concluding, the authors propose DIFS differentiation.

The work presented in [105] follows a different approach: The authors propose to
use two different service classes called instantaneous allocation and stable alloca-
tion. Instantaneous allocation provides better throughput while stable allocation
provides better allocation stability. The cheaper instantaneous allocation class is
intended to be used for short-lived connections. On the other hand an application
can use the more expensive stable allocation class, if it is willing to trade lower
bandwidth for better allocation stability. The authors present an implementation
of those two service classes based on a Linux PC serving as an access point and the
Linux tc (traffic control) function to restrict the bandwidth. A pricing scheme is
presented and evaluated that — under certain assumptions — leads to cooperative
user behaviour.

Conclusion The discussion presented here mainly focuses on per-terminal dif-
ferentiation: a wireless terminal gets a certain priority assigned via a specific
scheme. However, a wireless terminal may not be willing to send all its traffic
with a higher priority (e.g. because of financial reasons). In [2] the authors ap-
ply differentiation schemes discussed earlier (cf. [1]) to per-flow differentiation.
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Unfortunately, while UDP flows show a rather good differentiation, TCP flows
perform badly because of the priority of the TCP-ACKs being constantly the pri-
ority of the base station.

2.4 Signalling Protocol for Differentiated Services

A survey of the main Internet Quality of Service protocols can be found in [149].
This paper defines several classification criteria, like scalability, complexity, and
adaptability. The existing protocols are classified as follows:

RSVP The Resource ReserVation Protocol (cf. Section 2.1.2) has two major prob-
lems: complexity and scalability. In a backbone the bandwidth consumed
by periodical refresh messages and the storage space needed to support a
large number of flows is too large.

YESSIR YESSIR (YEt another Sender Session Internet Reservations) [130] gen-
erates reservation requests by senders to reduce the processing overhead,
builds on top of RTCP, uses soft state to maintain reservation states, supports
shared reservation and associated flow merging and is backward compatible
with the IETF Integrated Services models.

Beagle Beagle [38] provides a way for applications to optimise resource alloca-
tion by expressing a wide range of policies to share resources amongst its
flows. It allows applications to allocate computational and storage resources
in the network.

COPS COPS is an out-of band protocol that is very useful for dynamic QoS
environments. The drawback of COPS is its increasing complexity for large
networks: More devices involve more PEPs (Policy Enforcement Point).
Also, the complexity of the PIB (Policy Information Base) at each PDP
(Policy Decision Point) is increasing.

The protocols discussed in this short summary unfortunately do not take into ac-
count the special needs of mobile users: the frequent changes of reservations that
result from the handovers can get a bottleneck in the protocol even if only a small
portion of the whole path is changed. Any protocol suitable for mobile users
should support handovers with as little overhead of network signalling and recon-
figuration as possible.

The main requirements of a protocol for mobile users are listed in [170]:
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� Minimum changes to static nodes. A QoS protocol for mobile nodes must
leave static nodes unchanged as far as possible.

� Support for soft QoS guarantees. In a highly dynamic mobile network QoS
guarantees may not be easy to fulfil (e.g. due to external interference). Ap-
plications should be able to adapt to changing network conditions over the
wireless link.

� Minimum disruption of service. If one tried to re-establish the full path
of the reservation each time the mobile node changes the access network,
reservations would have to compete (and possibly fail) for resources. This
situation would create excessive disruptions of service and large latency.

The authors also demand a RSVP-like protocol since they want to develop a sig-
nalling protocol for an IntServ network. Their protocol works by combining pre-
established RSVP tunnels with Mobile IP. RSVP messages are encapsulated in a
tunnel connecting home and foreign agents. One big drawback of this protocol is,
that it requires modifications in Mobile IP and RSVP to support resource reserva-
tions from mobile nodes. We believe that the development of a signalling protocol
that handles mobile users without any changes in existing standard technology is
possible. Such a protocol is described in Part IV

A most detailed list of requirements for QoS signalling protocols can be found in
[55]. This Internet draft lists over 50 requirements, grouped into 11 categories.
Unfortunately, in this document the requirements for mobile users are addressed
very shortly: The only requirement is a quick re-establishment of the reservation
after a handover. The authors also propose not to perform end-to-end signalling
in such a case. Those requirements are fulfilled by our protocol.

2.4.1 Cross Application Signalling Protocol (CASP)

The Cross-Application Signalling Protocol (CASP) [147] is a general-purpose
protocol for managing states in routers and other on-path network devices. It
can be used for QoS signalling, middlebox control, topology discovery, measure-
ment data collection, active network instantiation, and any other application where
states needs to be established along a data path. CASP consists of a set of build-
ing blocks that can be used to construct protocol behaviour suited for a particular
application.

It provides a generic signalling service by establishing state along the data path
from a sender to one receiver for unicast data, or to multiple receivers for multicast
data. CASP sessions can be initiated by the sender or by the receiver.
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The following properties of the protocol are citations from [147]. Many other
properties are listed in the specification, here we restrict to some of the most im-
portant:

� CASP is a layered protocol with two layers, the client and messaging layer.
Each can be changed without affecting the other component.

� CASP uses the services of a reliable transport protocol that provides se-
quenced, reliable, flow- and congestion- controlled message transport be-
tween two CASP nodes.

� CASP provides a generic soft-state mechanism that can be used by all client
protocols. Soft state is only used for logical state, not to deal with packet
loss. To maintain soft state, requests are simply resent periodically by each
node.

� CASP interfaces with route change detection mechanisms; IP mobility is
also treated as a route change case.

2.4.2 Context Transfer Protocols

The topic of context transfer is discussed in detail in the IETF SeaMoby Working
Group. This group investigates possibilities to develop seamless handovers which
means handovers with both, low latency and minimal packet loss. In this case,
a context is understood as information about services in the old network, such
as AAA, header compression, and QoS. In order to obtain those services on a
new network the host explicitly has to re-establish the services by performing the
needed signalling messages from scratch [53]. This obviously will slow down the
handover process. An alternative is to transfer the context information to the new
network by using the context transfer protocol.

Such a context transfer protocol (CTP) is presented in [96]. This protocol de-
fines several messages (context transfer initiate, context transfer request, context
transfer reply, etc.) that can be used to perform the context transfer. Those mes-
sages can be used by trusted entities, such as the mobile node itself or a network
server overseeing the mobile hosts handover. The protocol fulfils the requirements
specified in [64], such as Layer 2 interoperability, flexibility (i.e. independence of
content type), security and speed, to name just a few.
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2.4.3 Conclusion

Although there are many existing QoS signalling protocols, most of them do not
take into account the special needs of mobile users. The impact of frequent but
small changes of the forwarding path, as it is common in handovers, is not investi-
gated in detail. Most performance evaluations are done in a simulated network of
a very limited size only. In Chapters 7 and 8 we will present a signalling protocol
for cable-connected and for mobile users that allows fast changes in the forward-
ing path, especially in case of handovers.

The context transfer protocol is related to the possibility of our protocol to sup-
port SLS transfers from the old to the new access network (cf. Section 8.2.2). In
our actual implementation we focus on transferring QoS information coded in a
Service Level Description. This is called a QoS Profile Type (QPT) in [96]. If a
extension to additional Context Profile Types, such as Header Compression Pro-
file Types (HPT) is required, our architecture will support this by upgrading the
Service Level Description Class with the necessary information. This can be done
easily via derivation (cf. Section 6.1).

The CASP protocol is a very new protocol which takes many requirements of a
general-purpose signalling protocol into account, such as mobility service discov-
ery and multicast. However, due to its large functionality it uses a large signalling
message format and a complicated architecture. It would be useful to estimate the
benefits of this new protocol in a implementation and evaluation.



Chapter 3

Network Management

Network management is a topic that covers a broad range of possible application
scenarios. At a very low level, it is sufficient to monitor the network performance
with a protocol analyser, but in large networks, management involves distributed
databases, automatic polling of network interfaces, and high-speed workstations
to perform the necessary computations and to visualise the network topology and
performance. The Internet Architecture Board (IAB) issued a RFC [37] detailing
its recommendation, which adopted two different approaches:

� Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

� ISO Common Management Information Services / Common Management
Information Protocol (CMIS / CMIP)

SNMP became most popular and is therefore now industry-wide standard for re-
porting management data for an IP based network.

3.1 Network Management Architecture

Most network management architectures are based on a similar structure and on
similar relationships between the components. Network elements, such as routers,
switches or hosts, run software that enables them to alert a central management
station when they recognise problems. Receiving these alerts the management
station executes a certain procedure, for example logging, operator notification,
automatic repair, shutdown, etc.

Management stations can by themselves poll the network elements to gather data
for monitoring, statistics etc.

51
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Figure 3.1: A Typical Network Management Architecture [76]

3.2 ISO Network Management Model

The network management model of the ISO is the primary means for understand-
ing the major functions of network management systems. It consists of five con-
ceptual areas, as discussed in the next sections [76]:

3.2.1 Performance Management

The goal of performance management is to measure and provide various aspects
of network performance, in a way that an acceptable level of internetwork perfor-
mance can be achieved. Examples of performance variables might be the network
throughput, user response time, and utilisation.

Performance management can be divided into three steps: first performance data is
gathered from the network. Second, this data is analysed to determine the normal
state of the network. Finally, appropriate thresholds are defined for each variable
in a way that exceeding this threshold indicates a serious problem. The functions
of performance management include:

� Monitor performance indicators

� Activate controls to fine-tune network performance

� Generate reports and trend analysis
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3.2.2 Configuration Management

The goal of configuration management (CM) is to monitor network configuration
information. CM functions identify, control, and collect data for and provide data
to networks for status accounting and auditing. Those tasks are closely related to
both fault management and performance management for long-term planning of
the network’s topology, information processing systems configuration and inven-
tory. CM functions may include:

� Initialise and terminate system operations

� Establish network connections

� Maintain real-time configuration status

� Distribute communication element network software

� Generate reports

� System administration

3.2.3 Accounting Management

Accounting management measures network utilisation parameters, so that indi-
vidual users or groups of users can be regulated appropriately. This regulation
minimises network problems (because network resources can be allocated) and
maximises fairness across all users.

Similar to performance management it is important to measure all significant utili-
sation parameters of network resources. An analysis of this results provides usage
patterns that can be used as a basis for usage limitations. Ongoing measurement
of utilisation can produce billing information as well as information to assure fair
and optimal resource utilisation.

The main steps of accounting management are:

� Specifying the usage data to collect

� Establishing and modifying accounting limits

� Collecting and storing usage data

� Controlling access and storage of usage data

� Report generation
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3.2.4 Fault Management

Fault management tries to detect, log and as much as possible automatically fix
network problems. Additionally the users have to be notified of important prob-
lems. Since faults can cause down-time or unacceptable network degradation,
fault management is the perhaps most widely implemented form of network man-
agement.

Fault management involves:

� Prediction, detection and identification of faults

� Diagnostic testing

� Fault verification

� Error and event log review

� Fault correction

3.2.5 Security Management

Security management controls the access to network resources according to local
guidelines. Its goal is to prohibit sabotage (intentionally or unintentionally) and
assure that sensitive information cannot be accessed without appropriate autho-
risation. Security management subsystems part the network into authorised and
unauthorised areas. For some users, access to any network resource is inappro-
priate, mostly because they are extern users. For other (internal) network users
access to information outside a particular department may not be allowed. Ac-
cess to human resources information has to be restricted to the users of the HR
department.

Specific tasks of security management subsystems include:

� Authentication

� Authorisation

� Encryption

� Controlling the protection mechanisms

� Controlling access to resources and security information
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3.3 The IEEE P1520 Standards Initiative

The IEEE P1520 proposed standard [15] aims to establish an open architecture
in network control and management. The initiative sees architecture as a levelled
entity with interfaces between different layers, each of them representing a certain
resource type within the whole network architecture. The rationale behind having
interfaces between different layers is to create a distributed programmable concept
that interfaces to network abstractions that in turn allow signalling and service
programming software to be realised in a distributed software environment with
well-known paradigms. The interfaces proposed in the P1520 initiative allow
views of network and switching hardware states to be utilised by independent
and flexible signalling service creation.

In the reference model there are levels, entities in each of the levels and inter-
faces between levels. Above all of the levels there are the applications that are
directly deployed by the end users. The reference model contains four levels,
each of which presents certain kind of abstraction of services provided by the en-
tities and entity instances within levels. The uppermost level is the value-added
services level (VASL). In that level the entities are algorithms that provide end-to-
end added value to the services of lower levels.

The level below the VASL is called network generic services level (NGSL). The
scope of this level contains algorithms that take care of the functioning of the
network, for example configuration and routing algorithms. The virtual network
device level (VNDL) contains entities that are virtual representations of physical
level entities. This means that these representation of entities provide a software
interface to the physical elements that reside in the lowest, physical elements level
(PE).

The interfaces between these layers provide a descending abstraction level. On
top, the communication between the user and the VASL level provides conve-
nient features only, hiding the necessary communication. In the middle, there
are generic functions for accessing the network without explicit knowledge of the
management implementation. The lowest interface is a collection of protocols that
makes it possible to communicate with physical entities.

Our network management architecture presented in Part III follows this reference
model quite closely. The lowest layer elements (the Linux routers) are represented
by a configuration daemon running on the router. This daemon would be a VNDL-
layer element. A bandwidth broker can configure the network by using generic
commands of the QoS management API (cf. Chapter 6). The uppermost layer
consists of the user interface that offers an input menu (cf. Section 7.5) to the user
to specify its service level.
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3.4 Network Management using ScriptMIB

The SNMP Management Framework is presently composed of five major compo-
nents:

� An overall architecture, described in [71].

� Mechanisms for describing and naming objects and events for the purpose
of management (Structure of Management Information (SMI) [117, 118,
119]).

� Message protocols for transferring management information [36, 30, 19].

� Protocol operations for accessing management information [35].

� A set of fundamental applications described in [101] and the view-based
access control mechanism described in [186]

Managed objects are accessed by a virtual information store, referred to as the
Management Information Base or MIB. Objects in the MIB are defined using the
mechanisms defined in the SMI.

In [103] a part of the Management Information Base (MIB) to be used with net-
work management protocols in the Internet is redefined. In particular, a set of
managed objects that allow the delegation of management scripts to distributed
managers is described.

The ScriptMIB module defined in [103] can be used to delegate management func-
tions to distributed managers. Management functions are defined as management
scripts written in a so-called management scripting language. The MIB makes no
assumptions about the language itself and even allows distribution of compiled
native code, if an implementation is able to execute native code under the control
of this MIB.

The ScriptMIB defines a standard interface for the delegation of management
functions based on the Internet management framework. In particular, it provides
the following capabilities:

1. Capabilities to transfer management scripts to a distributed manager.

2. Capabilities to initiate, suspend, resume and terminate management scripts.

3. Capabilities to transfer arguments for management scripts.

4. Capabilities to monitor and control running management scripts.
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5. Capabilities to transfer the results produced by running management scripts.

It does not address any additional topics like the generation of notifications or how
to address remote agents from a ScriptMIB implementation.

The ScriptMIB has been implemented and evaluated in [162]. This evaluation
shows, that most operations can be executed in less than 100 ms. In a highly
dynamic mobile environment with many reconfigurations this might generate a
serious bottleneck.

3.5 Bandwidth Broker Architectures

Several bandwidth brokers [128, 165, 167, 176] have been designed and devel-
oped throughout the last years since having been introduced in [126]. This initial
architecture ever since has been the basis for a large amount of further develop-
ments of management structures for DiffServ networks: most architectures are
quite similar, composed of interfaces and databases with an almost identical func-
tionality. The differences between the individual architectures are quite hidden
in the details. In addition, since then several enhancements have been added to
improve the performance of such a bandwidth broker architecture in different en-
vironments, such as large networks. We now discuss this basic architecture in
detail as our architecture is based on the same principle as well. The following
sections present more elaborate functionality added to this initial architecture to
work around some of its shortcomings.

According to [167] a bandwidth broker is defined as some kind of “oracle” that
receives a resource allocation request (RAR) from one of two sources: either a
request from an element in the domain that the broker controls, or a request from
a peer (adjacent) bandwidth broker. However, [167] does not present an inter-
domain broker protocol. The broker itself consists of three communication in-
terfaces (user/application, intra-domain and inter-domain), of a routing interface
that allows the broker to access routing information, and of a data repository that
contains SLS information, current reservations and allocations, service mapping
information, etc. However, the brokers of [128, 165, 167, 176] omit very impor-
tant functions, like dynamic SLS negotiation. Our architecture does not vary much
from this architecture but we specify the individual components in more detail and
add more functionality. Usually, the access interface to routing information is de-
scribed just very vaguely, while in our architecture there is an exact specification
of how the topology information is retrieved and stored. Additionally, in contrast
to our approach most architectures do not mention how the information in the data
repository is structured or used.
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We have also added a very flexible object oriented interface between the manage-
ment and the configuration layer of the bandwidth broker. This is a completely
new approach and has proven to be very successful in supporting various kinds of
manageable elements (i.e. router hardware from different vendors but also entire
subnetworks). W further add explicit support for mobile users, which cannot be
found in any other architecture or implementation. Since performance is a main
reason for user satisfaction, we have implemented our own signalling protocol for
SLS negotiation. Our performance evaluation shows, that we can offer a very high
speed of flow configuration, a feature that has been completely ignored in other
implementations.

Our bandwidth broker further includes functionality also implemented in other ex-
isting bandwidth broker architectures. This is discussed in the following sections.

3.5.1 Overprovisioning

One critical topic of a centralised approach is the amount of signalling messages
a central bandwidth broker has to process. [46] proposes a simple approach to
decrease the amount of reconfiguration and signalling: after a reservation re-
quest from a user the bandwidth broker usually allocates more than the requested
amount of bandwidth, hoping that subsequent requests can be admitted imme-
diately with no reconfiguration necessary. The authors call this approach path-
oriented quota-based (PoQ) bandwidth allocation. Yet simulation results show
that the call blocking rate of the approach is comparable to the centralised-only
scheme, where each flow is configured individually.

The idea of over-provisioning to reduce the configuration overhead is also pre-
sented in [134]. The authors propose a novel over-provisioning algorithm that
depends on the amount of available resources. Unfortunately neither simulation
nor experimental results about the performance of the algorithm are shown. The
problem of dividing the domain into subnetworks that are under the control of a
single bandwidth broker is not mentioned either.

In our architecture we provide a possibility to allocate more than the requested
amount of bandwidth by setting two overprovisioning parameters. This allows
a network administrator to adjust how much (in percentage and absolute values)
bandwidth may be allocated, although not explicitly reserved. None of the ar-
chitectures mentioned above provide this configurability, the algorithm is fixedly
implemented in the broker’s code without a possibility to adapt the overprovio-
sioning to the actual situation in the network.
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3.5.2 Hierarchical Bandwidth Broker Structures

A hierarchical structure for bandwidth brokers is presented in [134]. The basic
architecture is similar to the one presented in the beginning of this section, and
also to our own architecture: a bandwidth broker (in this context called Resource
Control Point (RCP)) controls a set of Resource Control Agents (RCA), that in
turn are responsible for controlling and configuring routers. Communication be-
tween the single entities and the hosts is performed via a special interface, called
Application Middleware (AMW).

The hierarchy is used to reduce the interactions between the RCAs and the RCP.
Each RCP is responsible for its “children” RCPs. Initially, the available bandwidth
is distributed to the children according to a pre-defined configuration given by the
network administrator. Afterwards, the children RCPs manage this amount on
their own responsibility. If one child runs out of bandwidth it can request more
from its parent RCP.

Another hierarchical bandwidth broker architecture is presented in [193]. This ar-
chitecture is built on a basic central bandwidth broker architecture [46, 192, 191].
This broker consists of several modules, such as admission control, QoS routing
and policy control. The broker maintains a number of management information
bases (MIB) for the purpose of QoS control and management of the network do-
main (e.g. topology information base, policy information base, flow information
base). Two additional MIBs are used to maintain the QoS states of the network:
the Path QoS state information base and the Node QoS information base. The
former contains parameters (i.e. hops, schedulers, propagation delay as well as
dynamic QoS state information about different service classes) about paths be-
tween various ingress and egress routers of the network. These paths can be either
preconfigured or dynamically set up. The latter maintains information regarding
the routers in the network domain. Associated with each router is a set of static
parameters characterising the router and a set of dynamic parameters representing
the router’s current QoS state.

When a new flow arrives at an edge router, requesting a certain amount of band-
width to be reserved to satisfy its QoS requirement, the flow reservation set-up
request is forwarded by the edge router to the bandwidth broker. The bandwidth
broker then applies an admissibility test to determine whether the new flow can
be admitted or not. More in detail, the bandwidth broker examines the path QoS
state (obtained from the corresponding link states) and determines if there is suf-
ficient bandwidth available along the path to accommodate the new flow. If the
flow can be admitted, the bandwidth broker updates the path QoS state database
and link QoS state database (as well as the flow information database) to reflect
the new bandwidth reservation along the path. If the admissibility test fails, the
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new flow reservation set-up request will be rejected, and none of the QoS infor-
mation databases will be updated. In either case, the bandwidth broker will signal
the ingress edge router its decision. For a flow reservation tear-down request, the
bandwidth broker will simply update the corresponding link state database and
path state database (as well as the flow information database) to reflect the depar-
ture of the flow.

The hierarchically distributed multiple bandwidth broker architecture consists of
a central bandwidth broker (cBB) and a number of edge bandwidth brokers (eBB).
The central bandwidth broker maintains the link QoS state database and manages
quota allocation and de-allocation among the edge bandwidth brokers. Each of
the edge bandwidth brokers manages a mutually exclusive subset of the path QoS
states and performs admission control for the corresponding paths. If a flow ar-
rives at an edge router, the flow reservation set-up request is forwarded by the
edge router to the eBB that is in charge of the flow’s path. The eBB will make
admission control based on the path state it maintains such as the currently avail-
able bandwidth allocated to the path. If no sufficient bandwidth is available on
the path, the eBB requests a new quota for the path from the cBB. If the request
is granted, the eBB admits the flow and updates its path QoS state. When a quota
request fails, the eBB will simply reject the flow reservation request instead of
passing it to the cBB.

The topic of separating a network into parts and assigning a bandwidth broker
to each part is also addressed in [134]: First, the RCP should represent a set of
physical links that are topologically related. They can represent the links of a
sub-area or sub-network, for example the network of a university laboratory. If
two or more sub-areas are connected to the same router, a new RCP could be
formed including the two RCPs that represented those sub-areas. Obviously, in a
network that uses a fully meshed (or nearly fully meshed) topology, the concept of
hierarchy can not be applied. Furthermore, it is not allowed for a RCP to include a
link that is already member of another RCP of the same level: The level of a RCP
should be taken into account because the parent RCP will always include links that
are already members of its children RCPs. Also, the routing information could be
an additional input to discuss. The sub-areas of the same level of hierarchy should
not be directly linked. The local traffic for each sub-area should not use links that
are members of another RCP, otherwise this will result in a leak of resources.

The hierarchy of [134] fails to clarify the way of how the bandwidth is allo-
cated and distributed on a per-link level. The authors present an overprovisioning
scheme that is to be applied if a child RCP runs out of bandwidth. Whether this
new bandwidth is available at the congested link only or for the whole subnetwork
is not specified. In our approach (cf. Section 7.8) we solve this problem by invert-
ing the responsibility for the network: each “child” broker has the full knowledge
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and control of all bandwidth and all links of its subnetwork. The “parent” bro-
ker allocates bandwidth from its children which it can allocate to inter-domain
flows. This approach simplifies the network complexity for the “parent” broker
a lot, a topic that is also not mentioned in [134]. The approach of [193] suffers
from a missing investigation of distribution of paths to the edge brokers. In a
large network especially, an edge broker should take advantage of spatial local-
ity in order to decrease configuration delay. Furthermore, it remains vague how
the bandwidth of a bottleneck link which is part of several paths through the net-
work is distributed. The topic of topology changes, that would seriously affect the
integrity of the path database is also not mentioned.

3.5.3 Management of Heterogeneous Networks

The topic of configuring heterogeneous networks is addressed in [128]: The stan-
dard of Differentiated Services specifies externally observable forwarding path be-
haviour (PHBs, cf. Section 2.2.3) only. Each vendor of a DiffServ-capable router
may implement its own mechanism to support the PHB (e.g. either a priority round
robin or a weighted fair queueing scheduler to implement Expedited Forwarding).
The authors of [128] propose an architecture similar the way Java Applets are
executed on heterogeneous clients running different operating systems: an OS-
independent code is running on a virtual machine. The authors introduce a Virtual
Configuration Manager, a program that runs at each edge router and receives a
Virtual Configuration Description, generated in the bandwidth broker and trans-
lated into the router-specific configuration of the forwarding path. The bandwidth
broker is not aware of different implementations on routers.

This approach is the contrary of our architecture which we will present in Part III:
we try to keep the program running on the routers as simple as possible. For
this reason we transfer the differentiation between the various router hardware to
the bandwidth broker. Introducing an API for QoS management (see Chapter 6)
we can translate generic router configurations to hardware-dependent commands,
which just have to be transmitted and executed. With this approach we want to
achieve a higher performance of the bandwidth broker and a smaller configuration
latency: The translation from generic to specific configuration commands will be
implemented in our architecture in a high-performance compiled language (C++)
whereas the translation in [128] is interpreted at the virtual machine running at
the router. Such an interpreter usually executes much slower than a compiled
program. Unfortunately the authors of [128] did not publish any performance
measurements.
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3.5.4 Agent-Based Management

A different approach of management is proposed in [90]: again, the main focus
is on the scalability problem of a centralised management architecture and the
missing support of new technologies and protocols in the SNMP management
protocol. Unlike the previously discussed architectures, this one approaches the
scalability problem by using intelligent agents that are able to perform manage-
ment functions by carrying code and executing tasks on any network node. This
architecture also addresses the heterogeneity problem of configuring a network in
a device-independent language.

This approach is based on prior work concerning VPN management in DiffServ
networks [89, 88, 91, 24]. The use of VPNs essentially simplifies the view of the
topology the broker has. However, no performance studies have been published
to show how many flow requests can be performed by the bandwidth broker. In
[90] this topic is explicitly mentioned as missing.

3.5.5 Conclusion

Most bandwidth broker architectures focus on the main problem of a centralised
bandwidth broker approach: the large amount of reconfigurations that are neces-
sary for a bandwidth broker to perform and the large number of signalling mes-
sages that follow in result. Two solutions have been proposed to this problem:
over-provisioning and hierarchy. However, both solutions suffer from drawbacks:
the former wastes bandwidth by allocating more than the requested amount, the
latter introduces more brokers and more complexity to the scenario. In the publi-
cations cited here, the presented simulation results unfortunately are not extensive
enough to thoroughly evaluate the disadvantages of those proposals. Our band-
width broker architecture will also be centralistic, yet we can show, that the scala-
bility problem is not as severe as it is assumed to be. To minimise the complexity
and signalling overhead of a hierarchical architecture, we will propose a novel hi-
erarchy structure where the root brokers have a very limited scope of duties only
(cf. Section 7.8).

Although a distributed approach using intelligent agents for network management
can solve the memory usage problem of a centralistic architecture, serious doubts
concerning consistency and setup speed remain. On the other hand, the intelli-
gence in [90] can be separated into two domains: service provisioning and han-
dling heterogeneity. Those problems can, however, equally be solved in the cen-
tralistic, object-oriented architecture we propose: The heterogeneity is mapped to
an object tree (see Chapter 6) and an intelligent algorithm for service provision-
ing is implemented into the bandwidth broker. The advantage of the centralistic
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approach is the performance gain of a compiled language (like C++) compared to
an interpreted script-like language. Therefore the overall flow setup speed of our
central bandwidth broker is still very high (cf. Table 7.4), while no performance
evaluation of the agent-based management architecture has yet been published.

3.6 Bandwidth Broker Implementations

An investigation in the Internet shows, that most publications just reference a very
limited number of bandwidth broker implementations. This section will focus on
the differences of the four bandwidth broker implementations most referenced
[77, 169, 92, 135], and discuss some of their characteristics and drawbacks.

3.6.1 BB Implementation of the University of Kansas

The bandwidth broker implementation of the University of Kansas follows the
basic architecture presented in Section 3.5. It consists of a broker database, a
router configuration client, a SLA client and a bandwidth allocation request client.
The broker database provides configuration and DiffServ codepoint for each SLA.

At startup the broker will load a default configuration to the network and then
wait for incoming flow reservation requests. The broker implementation supports
some heterogeneity by supporting two types of routers: a Linux-based DiffServ
router and a commercial Cisco router. Linux routers are contacted directly via a
TCP socket while Cisco routers are configured via an automated telnet session.

For flow specification and handling the broker provides a data structure containing
all information needed (i.e. source, destination, protocol, service level informa-
tion). This information is then sent to the broker via a host daemon. The broker
offers a small set of commands (sla add, sla update, sla delete, sla list) that can
be used for flow management. The host daemon receives the reply from the band-
width broker and manages all flows to set up from this host.

Unfortunately, the tests presented only consist of a very small configuration (one
router, two sources and a sink). Therefore, those tests are rather a functionality
test showing the successful setup of a DiffServ configuration at the router than
a kind of presentation of performance of the broker. Especially the question of
how many flows can be set up per second and how many routers can be managed
simultaneously remains unanswered.
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3.6.2 Implementation of the Two-Tier Architecture by UCLA

Following the two-tier architecture, the bandwidth broker implementation of the
UCLA [169] focuses on inter-domain brokering and bilateral negotiations be-
tween neighbouring domains. The bandwidth management within a single domain
is not studied and covered by the implementation. The broker itself implements
a twofold architecture: a flow database and a COPS server for communication
with a COPS client at the routers to set up configuration parameters. Flows can
be added and deleted to and from the flow database via a web interface.

On the router side, a COPS client exchanges flow information with the bandwidth
broker and a second entity labelled Forwarding Path Driver (FPD) is used to con-
figure the router. Unfortunately, detailed information on the FPD is missing. Also
this paper does not address the problem of heterogeneity. Although experiments
that show the ability of the implementation to set up DiffServ reservations are in-
cluded, results about the speed of the flow setup procedure are missing. Since the
core routers are not managed at all, the maximum topology size should not be a
constraint, but this is not mentioned either.

3.6.3 Implementation of Policy Based Networks by TUT

The implementation of the Tampere University of Technology (TUT) [92] is quite
similar to the implementation of UCLA described in Section 3.6.2. COPS is used
for communication between the bandwidth broker (here called Policy Decision
Point (PDP)) and the routers (Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)). A policy database
is accessed via LDAP. Unfortunately the contents of the policy database are hardly
mentioned. Up to now, no performance test of this implementation is available in
the web.

3.6.4 Implementation of a vendor-independent BB

The implementation of Pop et al. [135] is the only one that directly addresses
the topic of heterogeneity support by offering a vendor-independent interface for
router configuration. Unfortunately the implementation of the independence is
only examined theoretically, mentioning that SNMP or COPS might be used to
configure the routers. This paper is also the only one that presents an implementa-
tion of the difficult problem of backward resource reservation, i.e. a host requests
a flow whose source is not in the same management domain than the host itself.
The authors propose to introduce special ICMP messages that can be intercepted
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by an edge router to trigger the reservation. In Section 7.7.1 we will present a
more detailed analysis of this problem.

3.6.5 Conclusion

Although there are many publications about bandwidth brokers in Differentiated
Services networks, most of them reference a very limited number of implemen-
tations only. In addition, those implementations are often not thoroughly tested,
especially regarding the number of routers an implementation is able to manage
simultaneously. The performance of each implementation in terms of successful
flow configurations per second has not been checked, too.

3.7 Authentication, Authorisation, Accounting

Authentication, Authorisation, and Accounting (AAA) can be defined as follows:

� Authentication is the process of identifying a user. Typically, a user proves
its identity to the system by entering a valid user name and a valid password.

� Authorisation is the process of identifying what a user can do. For example,
after logging in to a system, a user may try to issue commands. Authori-
sation determines whether the user is permitted to issue those commands.
In some systems, authorisation and authentication are merged into a single
process.

� Accounting is the process of measuring the resources a user has consumed.
Typically, accounting measures the amount of system time a user has used,
or the amount of data a user has sent and received.

By providing authentication, authorisation and accounting functions at the entry
point of the network, one can control who can connect to the network and what
they are allowed to do.

Even if we will have much more bandwidth in the future, the control of network
resource utilisation remains essential for the support of applications with special
demands and for the prevention of (malicious or accidental) waste of bandwidth.
Charging provides a possibility to control utilisation and sharing of network re-
sources. One challenge for the configuration of accounting services are hetero-
geneous metering and accounting infrastructures within provider domains. Also,
the usage of different accounting and metering solutions used in different provider
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networks complicates the sharing of configuration parameters (e.g. in mobile sce-
narios). To support mobile users in the Internet, adaptive network architectures
and management of systems depending on monitoring the activity in this sys-
tem are required. While customised user services, dynamic user behaviour, and
user as well as device mobility increase, the importance of access control, au-
thorisation, and security considerations arises significantly. Especially for dial-up
or PPP (Point-to-point Protocol) connections Authentication, Authorisation and
Accounting solutions exist in form of protocols and implementations, which inte-
grate these AAA tasks. These tasks are commonly referred to as AAA systems.
Presently, extensions to theses systems for other access scenarios like roaming or
mobile users and access control extensions to communication protocols like Mo-
bile IP are under discussion in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and
the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF). Besides these protocol and data type
parts, policies can be used as a mean for describing management goals and for the
general management of networks.

In the following two sections we present some details of the AAA architecture
with a special focus on mobile scenarios. Afterwards some additional research
work on AAA in mobile scenarios and some policy-based approaches are dis-
cussed. A self-developed extension of the AAA architecture for use in mobile
scenarios is presented in Chapter 10

3.7.1 AAA Architecture

Since an AAA framework is especially important for mobile scenarios, we will
start our discussion not with the basic AAA model but present a more advanced
model for distributed services [42]. An AAA infrastructure typically consists of
AAA servers that interact with each other using an AAA protocol. The AAA
servers authenticate users, handle authorisation requests and collect accounting
data. Figure 3.2 shows the distributed AAA model.

A user wants access to a service or to a resource at the foreign domain. A foreign
ISP’s AAA server (AAAF), which authorises a service based on an agreement
with the user home organisation, may not have enough information stored locally
to verify the credentials of the user. However, the AAAF is expected to be con-
figured with enough information to verify the client identity in collaboration with
external authorities (e.g. a AAA server of the home network). This procedure can
determine the nature of the service granted to the user.

A home domain’s AAA server (AAAH) has an agreement with the user and
checks whether the user is allowed to obtain the requested service or resource.
This server might have information required to authorise the user, which might
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Figure 3.2: Distributed AAA Model

not be known to the foreign ISP.

An attendant, such as a foreign agent, which is an interface for the mobile node to
the AAA server, often does not have direct access to the data needed to complete
the transaction. Instead, it is expected to consult an authority (typically in the
same foreign domain, e.g. AAAF) in order to request proof that the client has
acceptable credentials.

3.7.2 System Components of the AAA Server

An AAA server needs several components in order to be able to handle AAA re-
quests and supply QoS in mobile environments. With their implementation, the
AAA server can inspect the contents of the request, determine what authorisa-
tion is requested and choose one of the following options to further process QoS
requests:

� Query and retrieve policy rules from its SLA repository.

� Forward the policy component to another AAA server for evaluation.

� Let the policy be evaluated by the resource manager.

In DiffServ environments, customers are allowed to negotiate policies which de-
fine a fixed rate or a relative share of packets that have to be transmitted by the ISP
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with high priority. All these policies can be put into a SLA repository which may
reside on one AAA server or may be located elsewhere in the home network. Each
policy should contain the following items: user identification, password, service
type, QoS parameters (rate, maximum burst, etc), source IP address, destination
IP address, source port, destination port, duration of the request. For evaluation
and enforcement, each policy can also be retrieved by user name, by password, or
by other attributes.

QoS support heavily depends on the allocation of a quantifiable amount of re-
sources between a selected destination and source. However, network provi-
sioning becomes very difficult and complicated in highly dynamic environments
where the location and the QoS requirements of the end systems may change
very quickly. So, a foreign ISP’s AAA server needs to have an interface with the
bandwidth broker (BB, Resource Manager Component) to check whether the user
requirement can be satisfied or supported. As a part of the DiffServ architecture,
the bandwidth broker is a software agent that automates the SLA negotiation and
takes responsibility to allocate resources to users as requested.

Authorisation may be considered as the result of evaluating a SLA. While the pol-
icy definition typically is stored in the home domain of a visiting mobile node,
it usually depends on the availability of the resource allocation in the foreign
network whether its requirements can be satisfied or not. Due to the multiple
administrative domain nature, a mechanism to forward messages between AAA
servers is needed. Generally, any of the AAA servers involved in an authorisa-
tion transaction can retrieve or evaluate a policy (SLA) through an AAA protocol.
This protocol is expected to be able to transport both SLA definitions and the in-
formation needed to evaluate SLAs and it also has to support queries for policy
information.

A Network Access Server (NAS) is an interface for the mobile node to the AAA
server, which allows access to network services to be managed on a per-user ba-
sis. The NAS may consult the AAAF in order to request proof that the client has
acceptable credentials, to learn QoS and other network policies for the user via
the AAA service and to apply QoS policies to the packets. A NAS may be an
edge router which provides different qualities, types, or service levels to different
users based on policy and identity information [121]. A NAS is like a QoS Policy
Enforcement Point (PEP). Typically just the NAS knows the true dynamic session
state. Therefore, the service equipment must be able to notify its resource man-
ager as soon as a session terminates or the state changes in some other way. For
auditing purposes, the generic server must have some form of database to store
time-stamped events that occur in the AAA server. This database can be used to
account for given authorisations. With the help of certificates, this database could
support non-repudiation.
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3.7.3 AAA for the Mobile Internet

In [72, 73] the authors discuss the need to enhance the existing AAA architec-
ture in order to be able to support mobile equipment. Two different aspects have
to be considered: security and economy. Based on an initial authentication and
authorisation process, the mobile devices have to be allowed to consume distinct
resources in the visited domain, for example to generate Internet traffic better than
best-effort service. In the visited domain, the service definition will probably dif-
fer from Service Level Agreements (SLA) valid in the home domain. The need of
this kind of service from a local domain requires authorisation of the mobile user,
which directly leads to authentication. In many cases, the ISP of a visited domain
only offers this service to a mobile user, if it is assured to get paid for the service.
This requires an adequate accounting and charging concept, considering the qual-
ity of the service provided in the visited domain as well as other service-relevant
characteristics. A client requiring resources of a visited domain is requested to
provide credentials, which can be authenticated before access to these resources
is permitted.

The authors propose an AAA architecture that has been derived from the generic
architecture proposed by the AAAArch group [42]. It consists of AAA Systems
that can either be an AAA server or an AAA client. The protocol to be operated
between the AAA server and the AAA client is called AAA protocol, however,
for a sufficient transfer of appropriate data it may be an enhanced version of either
RADIUS [143, 142] or DIAMETER [84, 28]. An AAA client has no services to
offer, instead it can request services only. Therefore it has to use the agent authori-
sation model [179]. An AAA server operates an interface to several Application-
specific Modules (ASM), which provide either a service (e.g. Interface to Mobile
IP, QoS, content service) or an accounting or charging functionality, which is con-
sidered as an important service on its own. The AAA server also has an interface
to external authentication modules to be able to use different authentication tech-
niques. The accounting component may get usage data input from a underlying
metering component. Accounting can be a separate service or integrated within
the service provided [195]. In case of integrated accounting, the service and ac-
counting is performed by a single component, which interfaces the AAA server
via one ASM. Charging is implemented as an external module which also commu-
nicates via an ASM with the AAA server. The charging module generates input
for a subsequent billing process.

Our own AAA architecture extension, which we present in Chapter 10, focuses
on the heterogeneity of services a mobile user might encounter when visiting a
foreign network. Therefore, we propose not to use the AAA server of the foreign
network as the first contact entity but to use the Service Location Protocol (SLP)
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instead. This provides a generic framework to include new services: for example,
after authenticating itself, the mobile user would like to negotiate a new QoS level
at the foreign network. The address of a bandwidth broker can be found in our
scenario much easier than in the scenario discussed above.

3.7.4 Policy-based Approaches

To offer services to customers, service providers have to manage distributed sys-
tems. This includes the configuration of networking devices (hardware) and the
provision of various protocol mechanisms (software). Policies define one possi-
ble approach to constrain communication in networks and to manage networks.
In [138] the traditional AAA, services are extended to contain auditing, charging,
billing and pricing services as well. This new collection of services is called ��� .
Such services are required by providers to offer transport and information services
in a commercial environment. Policy-based � � services can service descriptions
in form of policies from mechanisms and system-specific information. Further-
more, policies enable the construction of inter-domain � � services applicable to
mobile scenarios. In particular, [195] proposes to use accounting policies to con-
figure the accounting infrastructure and to use the Authentication, Authorisation
and Accounting architecture to exchange and to deploy these policies.

Several drawbacks of the traditional AAA architecture are criticised in [138]:

� Missing separation of policy decision and policy enforcement

� Complicated extensibility

� No inclusion of QoS-related support services

The architecture proposed in [138] combines the traditional Policy-based Man-
agement and AAA architectures in order to form a generic � � service architecture
to solve the problems mentioned above.
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Summary

This part presented the three basic principles this thesis is built on to achieve
ubiquitous Quality of Service for mobile users: Mobile IP, Differentiated Services
and bandwidth brokers.

Mobile IP is a well-developed and thoroughly investigated approach to provide
mobility in the Internet. Several implementations are already available, including
open-source projects for Linux [6, 194]. Handovers have soon been recognised as
crucial for Mobile IP performance. Many proposals to improve handovers have
been made. Unfortunately, no implementation supports those recent proposals.
Another problem is the incomplete inclusion of lower-layer information. With this
information the actions needed to prevent some of the drawbacks of a handover
can be made in time. In Chapter 9 we present an implementation of a handover,
that retrieves information from the MAC layer to be able to set up reservations in
advance.

Differentiated Services is a concept to support Quality of Service in IP networks
and to avoid the scalability problems of RSVP. Differentiated Services group
packets with similar QoS requirements to a traffic aggregate in a way that they
are treated equally at the routers. The algorithms for packet treatment are not
complicated and can be applied even at high packet rates as will be shown in
Chapter 5.

Differentiated Services suffer from a big drawback: There exists neither a man-
agement framework nor a signalling protocol as it is the case for RSVP. Therefore
dynamic end-to-end reservations cannot be established. In Part III we present a
bandwidth broker architecture and a signalling protocol that enables us to spec-
ify a detailed description of our QoS requirements in a way that the broker can
configure the network accordingly.
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Part II

Implementation and Performance
Evaluation of a DiffServ

Implementation for Linux Routers
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Overview

Differentiated Services support Quality of Service in the Internet and are — un-
like Integrated Services — based on flow aggregation. This avoids the need for
multi-field classifiers at each hop, but network resources are reserved for any kind
of traffic aggregation. This makes DiffServ a scalable technology, because only
a limited set of aggregations needs to be supported in core routers. This part
presents our implementation of Differentiated Services on Linux Routers and eval-
uates it by means of extensive performance measurements. These measurements
are taken on an end-to-end basis for single traffic aggregates. We do not study
the effect of aggregating various sources into one traffic aggregate because the
number of sources has to be very large in order to get statistically meaningful re-
sults. For the study of traffic aggregation, simulation approaches seem to be more
suited.

Our implementation of DiffServ routers on Linux PCs is described in Chapter 4.
Section 5.1.1 presents the test network built in our computer networks laboratory.
In Section 5.1.2 the measurement methods we used for detailed delay and perfor-
mance evaluation are discussed. The results obtained regarding bandwidth, delay
and jitter of 5 MBit/s UDP and TCP traffic using expedited and assured forward-
ing are shown and compared in Section 5.2.
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Chapter 4

DiffServ Implementation

Now we will discuss some performance aspects of the Differentiated Services ar-
chitecture. This architecture, as presented in Section 2.2, promises a scalable way
of deploying Quality of Service for end users. However, the proof that DiffServ
routers really are able to provide such bandwidth guarantee still has to be given.
We have implemented Differentiated Services for Linux Routers and tested this
implementation on a test network consisting of six nodes. This may not seem
much but it is, however more detailed than most other experimental results (see
[9, 17]). In addition, a survey of existing ISP backbones showed, that such a small
hop number still is a reasonable approximation to reality (cf. Section 5.1.1).

Differentiated Services have been implemented for the Linux operating system
shortly after the first publication of the concept by ourselves [26] as well as sev-
eral other researchers [5, 17]. The implementation architecture described in [5]
is similar to our implementation, because both are based on Linux traffic control
[4, 136]. The implementations differ in details of some traffic conditioner imple-
mentations as well as in the way the implementations are configured: While [5]
is based on traffic control command only, our implementation can be configured
via tables that contain bandwidth, as well as other QoS-related parameters, such
as queue size and scheduler parameters. By changing the parameters in the ta-
bles, the parameters of the traffic conditioners are changed during runtime. This
accelerates the DiffServ configuration, simplifies the setup and helps to avoid in-
consistent configurations.

The KIDS implementation [17] does not rely on Linux traffic control, but own
queueing disciplines have been implemented. The performance measurements
of KIDS have been performed with a network consisting of one single DiffServ
router and focused on measurements of the internal implementation behaviour. No
end-to-end measurements over several routers, in particular delay measurements
have been published.
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4.1 Traffic Conditioner Modules for the Linux Ker-
nel

The implementation of Differentiated Services on a Linux router [26] provides a
full set of traffic conditioning modules enabling a user to set up any kind of Diff-
Serv router (i.e. boundary and core routers). Those modules include a marker, a
classifier � scheduler, service handlers for EF and AF and several queueing dis-
ciplines such as token bucket filters, FIFO and TRIO queues. All traffic condi-
tioners have been implemented as kernel modules that can be activated by the tc
command, which is part of the iproute package [99]. This command can set
the parameters of the queueing disciplines (bandwidth, buffer space ...) and can
combine the traffic conditioners to form the configuration of a particular DiffServ
router interface (boundary or interior router, see also Figures 4.1 and 4.2).

The information, which flows will get a certain service, is stored in a table within
the router’s kernel-memory. A kernel module together with a user interface pro-
gram has been developed to support creating and changing those tables during
runtime. The tables contain the source and destination subnet addresses of each
privileged flow, marking information (the DSCP) and metering limits (bandwidth
values) for the service handlers. IPv4 as well as IPv6 addresses are supported.

The service handler is the marking module of our implementation. This module
incorporates a multi-field classifier. It compares all incoming packets to the
flows held in its table and writes the according DSCP into the IP header.
Since this module has no metering functionality the dropping probabilities
of AF packets are set by the prec handler module (see below).

The dsclsfr module is a combination of a BA classifier and a scheduler. The clas-
sification procedure is executed when enqueueing a packet and forwards the
packets according to their DSCPs to one of seven traffic conditioners. Those
conditioners are intended to handle the four assured forwarding classes, ex-
pedited forwarding traffic, network control traffic and best effort traffic. The
scheduling performed by the dequeue function is a combination of prior-
ity scheduling and weighted fair queueing. The highest priority is assigned
to expedited forwarding traffic, the second highest priority to network con-
trol traffic and the third priority to the remaining five traffic classes. Those
five classes — four for assured forwarding and one for best effort — are
handled by the weighted fair queueing algorithm. The weights are config-
urable and can be specified via the command line.

The prec handler is a colour - aware two-rate three colour marker [75]. The
AF-PHB defines four independent service classes, each operating at three
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levels of dropping probability. Traffic below the negotiated bandwidth limit
has the lowest probability of getting dropped (“is marked green”). A packet
is marked “yellow” (to a higher dropping probability), if it does not ex-
ceed a certain exceed-bandwidth. All other traffic is marked “red”. The
prec handler specifies the colour-part of the AF-DSCP (see [74]), while
preserving the colour of already marked incoming packets.

The premium shaper is a conditioner for metering and classifying expedited
forwarding traffic in ingress routers. According to [40] each expedited for-
warding traffic must be shaped to the negotiated rate. This module offers
the possibility of shaping a certain number of flows (currently up to 256)
independently to different bandwidth values by offering multi-field classifi-
cation based on IP addresses, port numbers and protocol ID. For each flow
a separate token bucket filter that is configured to the maximum bandwidth
/ burst size parameters has to be installed.

The TRIO queue is a modification of the well-known RED queueing algorithm
[60]. While the RED algorithm uses one dropping probability function, the
TRIO queue uses three dropping functions, one for each colour of the three
colour marker described above. By combining a properly configured TRIO
queue with the prec handler we can ensure increasing dropping prob-
ability for yellow and red packets while sustaining the order of the packets
within the AF flow.

4.2 DiffServ Router Architecture

The combination of different traffic conditioners allows us to build several Diff-
Serv router types forming the basis of our DiffServ implementation concept: An
edge router is located at the borders of a DiffServ domain. Several subtypes can
be distinguished according to the location of the router in the forwarding path:

� An ingress router as depicted in Figure 4.1 is located at the entry point of a
traffic stream into the domain and performs most of the traffic conditioning
functions. Our ingress router architecture consists of

– A multi-field classifier, that is an integral part of the marker module.
It decides which DSCP has to be written into the IP header of the
packet by the marker. Marker and Classifier are the two parts of the
service handlermodule that serves as the Marker module in the
ingress architecture. Since classification and marking of micro-flows
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may be computationally expensive, this is only performed at ingress
routers. Note, that the multi-field classification may also include pre-
viously set DSCPs, so that re-mapping of flows at the ingress is also
possible.

– A behaviour aggregate classifier (the dsclsfr module) forwarding
the packets to the correct service handler, based on the DSCP only.

– Several service handlers for the different PHBs (expedited and assured
forwarding) (the prec handler and premium shaper modules.

– A TRIO queue per AF class.

– a token bucket filter plus a FIFO queue per EF flow registered at the
ingress router.

– FIFO queues for best effort and network configuration traffic.

– A scheduler to ensure that each single service class has enough band-
width available but does not exceed the negotiated limits. This sched-
uler is part of the dsclsfr module.

� An egress router is located at the exit point of a traffic stream. It has to
ensure by traffic conditioning that the agreement about the amount of traffic
leaving the DiffServ domain is met.

� An interior router (see Figure 4.2) can take full advantage of the traffic ag-
gregation. They simply handle the traffic according to the DSCP set in the
IP header. Traffic conditioning is mainly performed to detect misconfigu-
ration and to minimise the damage caused by that (as e.g. required in [40])
The architecture of a core router is much simpler compared to an ingress
router:

– a BA classifier forwards the packets to the service handlers

– there are no AF handlers, only TRIO queues perform minimal traffic
conditioning for AF traffic

– EF traffic is directly forwarded to a special EF handler (premium-
policer): any EF traffic exceeding the limit that results from the

aggregation of different flows must be dropped (cf. [40]). This is equal
to a token bucket filter with zero queue length.

– FIFO queues for best effort and network configuration traffic

– the scheduler
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4.3 Linux Router Configuration

4.3.1 Ingress Router

There is a major difference between the implementation architecture of the Diff-
Serv routers shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and the actual arrangement of traffic
conditioners within a Linux router: While in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 all conditioners
are passed only once by each packet, the arrangement of traffic conditioners by
the tc command is a tree (see Figure 4.3), and therefore a packet has to pass each
conditioner twice. Additionally the classifier has to perform the scheduling si-
multaneously (see the description of the dsclsfr module above). The different
service classes are handled by appropriate service handlers (i.e. prec handler
or premium shaper) or directly forwarded to queues (see Figure 4.3). To in-
stall a traffic conditioner at the correct location within the forwarding path the tc
command needs three parameters: Each traffic conditioner has a unique ID (called
handle), a parent (the handle of the parent conditioner in the tree), and a
class id, which indicates the position the conditioner occupies within multiple
child conditioners. For example, if the dsclsfr in Figure 4.3 has handle 2, the
premium shaper would have parent 2 and class id 5. Those three pa-
rameters, together with other, conditioner-specific parameters (e.g. queue length)
are passed to the tc command.
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Flow description information cannot be passed to the traffic conditioners via the
command line. This information is stored in tables, allocated by the dstable
module. This module can handle several table IDs and the conditioner modules
can access the tables by using the correct ID. It is therefore possible to install a
table with all EF flows and a second one with all AF flows and pass the table IDs
to the correct service handlers. The communication between the tables and the
traffic conditioning modules is done by a API provided by the dstable module.

In Table 4.1 we show, how the DiffServ tables for the dstable module are
built. The first table (the serv handler.table) contains all flows that have
to be marked at this router with the corresponding codepoint. The second table
(the premium shaper.table) only contains the expedited forwarding flows,
mapping each flow to its corresponding token bucket filter number. The band-
width limit for the flows is not included in this table but in the configuration script
(see Figure 4.4). The third table contains all assured forwarding flows and their
bandwidth limitations for the dropping precedence handler. Figure 4.4 shows,
how an ingress router has to be configured in order to support those reservations.

After we have investigated the ingress router in detail, we can handle the remain-
ing router types quite shortly, since there are no architectural differences, only the
number and the arrangement of the traffic conditioners differ. A detailed descrip-
tion of configuration with several examples of flow configuration tables and setup
scripts can be found in [156].

4.3.2 Interior Router

The interior router configuration reflects the simple architecture of Figure 4.2.
There is only a classifier (dsclsfr) and the queues. TRIO (trio) queues are
responsible to handle AF traffic, while EF traffic is strictly policed to the config-
ured limit by the premium policer module.

4.3.3 Egress Router

Egress routers can be held as simple as interior routers if there is no special nego-
tiation between two domains regarding the amount of AF traffic leaving a domain.
In such a case, additional AF handlers (prec handler) must be inserted in front
of the TRIO queues in order to limit the amount of AF traffic.
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Table 4.1: Router Configuration Tables

serv handler.table

# srcaddr srcmask srcport dstaddr dstmask dstport proto srcdscp outdscp lprio mprio
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5005 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5005 * * ps 0 0
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5030 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5030 * * ps 0 0
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5105 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5105 * * as1 0 0
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5110 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5110 * * as1 0 0

premium shaper.table

# srcaddr srcmask srcport dstaddr dstmask dstport proto srcdscp outdscp class unused
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5005 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5005 * ps * 1 0
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5030 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5030 * ps * 2 0

precedence handler.table

# srcaddr srcmask srcport dstaddr dstmask dstport proto srcdscp outdscp lprio mprio
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5105 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5105 * as1 * 625000 0
10.1.1.1 255.255.255.255 5110 10.1.4.2 255.255.255.255 5110 * as1 * 1250000 0
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Figure 4.4: Ingress Router Configuration Script

#! /bin/bash
#
TC=/usr/bin/tc
TABLE0=˜/diffserv/serv_handler.table
TABLE1=˜/diffserv/precedence_handler.table
TABLE2=˜/diffserv/premium_shaper.table
DEV0=eth1
#
dstab l 0 $TABLE0
dstab l 1 $TABLE1
dstab l 2 $TABLE2
#
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 root handle 1: serv_handler table_id 0
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 root handle 2: dsclsfr as1 0.4 as2 0.3 as3 0.1 as4 0.1 log_size 63
#
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 2:1 handle 11: prec_handler table_id 1 dscp as1
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 2:2 handle 12: prec_handler table_id 1 dscp as2
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 2:3 handle 13: prec_handler table_id 1 dscp as3
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 2:4 handle 14: prec_handler table_id 1 dscp as4
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 2:5 handle 15: premium_shaper table_id 2 classes 2
#
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 11:1 handle 101: trio limit 200 low_begin 0.8 low_end 1/
medium_begin 0.4 medium_end 0.6 high_begin 0 high_end 0.2
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 12:1 handle 102: trio limit 200 low_begin 0.8 low_end 1/
medium_begin 0.4 medium_end 0.6 high_begin 0 high_end 0.2
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 13:1 handle 103: trio limit 200 low_begin 0.8 low_end 1/
medium_begin 0.4 medium_end 0.6 high_begin 0 high_end 0.2
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 14:1 handle 104: trio limit 200 low_begin 0.8 low_end 1/
medium_begin 0.4 medium_end 0.6 high_begin 0 high_end 0.2
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 15:1 handle 105: tbf rate 5000kbit buffer 500kbit limit 500kbit
$TC qdisc add dev $DEV0 parent 15:2 handle 106: tbf rate 30000kbit buffer 3000kbit limit 3000kbit
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Chapter 5

Performance Results

5.1 Test Network and Evaluation Methods

5.1.1 Test Network Design

The performance measurements aim to evaluate the end-to-end performance be-
tween a sender / receiver pair interconnected by a DiffServ network. Due to
the limited resources available in a laboratory this interconnecting network is
usually very small. To be able to compare our results in relation to existing
networks we analysed the topologies of several European national research net-
works: SWITCH, the swiss education and research network [164], GEANT, the
pan-European research network [65] and the European part of the Worldcom net-
work [188]. We observed, that typically there are only very few backbone routers
(mainly 3 – 6), between an ingress and an egress router. Therefore we set up a test
network consisting of three routers: an ingress router, an interior router and an
egress router (see Figure 5.1). The egress router has the same function as the in-
terior router in such a scenario. Note that the sender-receiver relationships denote
a sender and a receiver for a traffic aggregate but not for a micro-flow. The effects
of several micro-flows competing at the edge for a single DiffServ service class is
too complex to set up with a reasonable amount of hardware resources because a
large number of senders would be needed for statistically meaningful results.

To simulate a highly congested router the network has been flooded by an ag-
gressive UDP sender, transmitting 100 MBit/s traffic to the receiver on each of its
three links. At each outgoing router interface the DiffServ traffic from the sender
has therefore to be protected against a heavy background traffic load. Since the
number of interior routers does not influence the service provisioning significantly
we can estimate the behaviour of the DiffServ traffic classes (i.e. the provision of
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Figure 5.1: Testnetwork topology

bandwidth and certain delay and jitter limits) for large-scale backbones.

The nodes of our test network have been interconnected by full duplex 100BaseTx
connections. Host A transmits UDP and TCP traffic to Host B. The first hop
router marks the traffic with the EF and AF DSCP. The background traffic from
Host C has three different routes to Host B. Therefore each DiffServ router has
to drop 100 MBit/s (= 50%) of the incoming traffic at the outgoing interface (see
Figure 5.1).

5.1.2 Performance Measurement Procedures

A couple of self-programmed tools have been used for the load generation. These
allow to set various parameters, including ports, bandwidth and packet size (only
for UDP traffic). The sender program transmits a packet of the specified size, then
waits for a time t

�	� packet size
bandwidth

and transmits the next packet. Waiting can be implemented in two ways: The first
possibility is to get the actual time again and again, and send the packet as soon
as the calculated time interval has passed (busy waiting). This consumes a lot of
computing power, but gives an accuracy of about 10 
 s. The second possibility is
to wait for an operating system call to resume. The main drawback of this method
is, that the accuracy of the Linux operating system is limited to 1 – 10 ms.

Both waiting algorithms have been implemented for the UDP sender, whereas
only the second has been implemented for TCP. Since the TCP implementation
queues the packets in order to form a traffic stream, higher timing accuracy would
be lost in this case. The packet payload consists of an identification number to
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calculate loss rates and two time-stamp fields, that have been used to calculate the
end-to-end delay and jitter as shown in Figure 5.2.

Another problem with end-to-end measurements is the measurement of delay. In
many other experiments, senders and receivers are identical machines, so that the
same clock can be used to calculate the delay between transmitting and receiving
a packet. Another alternative is to use sophisticated and expensive synchroni-
sation hardware, for example based on GPS. In our case we developed a novel
delay measurement scheme based on the estimation of the clock skew between
two independent clocks (see Figure 5.2).

Before starting the tests, a two minute period of delay measurements without
background traffic have been performed. The sender writes its local time

���
to

the first field, the receiver writes its local time
� �

to the second field and sends
the packet back to the sender. Together with the arriving time of the packet at the
sender

�
	 and assuming that the transmission time is equal in both directions (we

may assume that, since there is no background traffic and no congestion) we can
easily calculate the delay � �

�

��� � 	�� ���
	
and the clockskew � � � � � ��� � ��
Figure 5.3 illustrates the drift between sender and receiver clocks before the first
test. An obvious linear trend can be observed and assuming that this linear trend
is constant during the measurements, we can compute the delay of each single
packet. To estimate the trend, two different statistical methods were used: a stan-
dard least squares and a M-estimate method (minimising absolute deviation). The
least squares method is obviously more sensitive to data that shows a large devia-
tion from the linear trend because the error in this case is not normally distributed.
Therefore, the results of the more robust method have been used in future calcu-
lations.

Now we can measure the delay and jitter during the tests (see packets 2 and 3 in
Figure 5.2): estimating the clockskew� � ��	 ����� �����
the delay of a packet is calculated by� � �

	�� ��� � � � ���
	 �
The jitter is calculated using two subsequent packets: according to [40] jitter is
defined by � ��� � � � � 	�� � � ��� ���
	�� �
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Figure 5.2: Delay and jitter measure-
ments
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Figure 5.3: Clockskew Variation

This can be explained by Figure 5.2: packet 3 is a little bit slower (solid line)
than packet 2 (dashed line). The difference of those two packets’ speed is exactly
the expression in the definition above. Taking the absolute value we ensure, that
slower and faster packets do not average the jitter to zero.

The delay and jitter values are measured by the receiver during a configurable time
interval and the average of that values is used in the graphs shown in section 5.2.
The timescale used in the results section was 100 ms, which is a good compromise
between the need of an accurate image of the behaviour of the DiffServ network
and the limited timing accuracy of the Linux routers.

The overall duration of each test was 10 minutes to get a statistically significant
amount of data, that allows us to predict the behaviour of a Linux DiffServ router
accurately. As it can be seen from the results in Section 5.2, a duration of 10 min
for each experiment seems to be more than sufficient to achieve this goal.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Tests without DiffServ

In order to be able to compare our results to the results achieved with best effort
forwarding, we performed some measurements without DiffServ. The throughput,
the delay and the jitter have been measured for a 5 MBit/s UDP flow from Host A
to Host B (see Figure 5.1).

During the first test there was no background traffic at all. Under these circum-
stances we can see, that the backbone of three routers creates a delay of just 1 ms
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(see Figure 5.5). No packet loss can be recognised in Figure 5.4, and the jitter
is at the lowest limit of the computer’s time accuracy. For most of the time we
get a jitter lower than 2 
 s. The variance of the jitter can be explained by the
randomness of the router’s interrupts only.

The second initial test was designed to test unprotected UDP traffic from Host A
to Host B against the

��� ��� �
MBit/s background traffic generated from Host C.

The flow’s bandwidth was again 5 MBit/s.

In Figure 5.7 we can see, that the background traffic of Host C causes serious
losses even to the connectionless UDP traffic. Approximately 1 MBit/s of the
sender traffic can cross the network only. This is a loss of approximately 80%.
Also, the variance of the throughput is considerably large.

The delay of the flow is approximately 28 ms (see Figure 5.8). Obviously, the
traffic always meets full queues at each router due to the constant background
traffic. Therefore, a packet has to wait until the maximum queue length has been
forwarded. Since the default queue length of the FIFO queues in the routers is 100
packets we expect a delay of

� � � � ��� � � � ��� ��� ��� � � � � ��� � 	����
Bit

��� �
MBit/s

� � � � �
ms

which shows the excellent accuracy of the delay measurement procedure. The
values in the parentheses are the payload size (1024), the UDP header size (8), the
IP header length (20) and the size of the Ethernet 802.3 header and tail (122) in
bytes.

The jitter of this flow has a lower bound of 2 ms and a high variance (see Fig-
ure 5.9). Compared to the jitter values of the last series which has been lower
by three orders of magnitude (Figure 5.6) we can see the big randomness of the
packets being enqueued or dropped in the routers. This randomness results from
the way, how the Linux-kernel internally handles incoming packets and forwards
them to the outgoing queue.

5.2.2 UDP experiments

The UDP tests have been performed with a reservation of 5 MBit/s and four differ-
ent runs, transmitting 2, 4, 5 and 10 MBit/s from Host A to Host B (see Figure 5.1)
with UDP payload size of 200, 400, 500 and 1000 bytes. The results have been
achieved by using the busy-waiting UDP sender (see section 5.1.2). Together
with the varying UDP payload this ensures a constant bit rate sender measured
over very short time intervals together with a constant packet frequency. This is
especially important for explaining the results for assured forwarding later.
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Results for UDP without DiffServ
and background traffic
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Figure 5.4: Bandwidth for 5 MBit/s
UDP
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Figure 5.5: Delay for 5 MBit/s UDP
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Figure 5.6: Jitter for 5 MBit/s UDP

Results for UDP without DiffServ
but with background traffic
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Figure 5.7: Bandwidth for 5 MBit/s
UDP
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Figure 5.8: Delay for 5 MBit/s UDP
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Figure 5.9: Jitter for 5 MBit/s UDP
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Expedited Forwarding During the tests of the EF PHB all queues have been
configured to a maximum throughput of 5 MBit/s and a maximum delay of 25 ms
(this corresponds to 125000 bit queue length). This results in an increasing queue
length for faster UDP senders, but it allows bursts to a certain degree and simplifies
to compare the results.

Figure 5.10 shows the throughput for all transmission rates of 2, 4, 5 and 10 MBit/s.
We can see, that in any case the bandwidth is provided up to the negotiated limit,
regardless of the amount of EF traffic that flows through the router. This means,
that the 2 and the 4 MBit/s sender suffers almost no loss, but the 5 MBit/s sender
looses 7.66% of it’s packets, while the 10 MBit/s sender looses even 52.1% of it’s
packets. The reason why the 5 MBit/s sender looses packets, although 5 MBit/s
have been reserved, is, that the reservation is slightly lower than required, since
the application generates 5 MBit/s data while the 5 MBit/s reservation is on IP
level and includes packet headers.

The delay of the four flows is shown in Figure 5.11. As we can see, DiffServ
provides a delay of less than 5 ms as long as the sender meets the bandwidth
limitations. Most of this delay comes from the DiffServ processing inside a router.
The queueing delay in this case is negligible, since the maximum fill-state of the
queue was 2 packets. If the sender tries to transmit more traffic than allowed, the
traffic shaper in the ingress router will create a delay according to the size of its
token bucket filter. In the case of the third test (5 MBit/s Sender and 5 MBit/s
reserved) the high delay is caused by the rather long queue size that is used to
support busy traffic.

The jitter has a sharp lower bound of approximately 0.6 ms for the bandwidth
values less than 10 MBit/s and a large variance which is decreasing when sending
at a higher rate. For the 10 MBit/s sender the jitter increases to 0.8 ms but at a
smaller variance. We assume, that the token bucket filter cannot dequeue packets
in equidistant timesteps — especially at higher rates — and so causes a higher
jitter.

Assured Forwarding The parameters for the four AF test runs have been cho-
sen such that the results can easily be comprehended.This requires using a single
AF class and two precedence levels, i.e. red and green. The prec handler has
been configured to mark all excess traffic as red. Dropping of red traffic starts at
an empty queue and all packets are dropped, when the queue length has reached
a fill level of 20%. Green traffic has been dropped between queue lengths of 80%
to 100%. The queue length was 200 packets.

Figure 5.13 shows a similar behaviour for the flows below the limit but also clearly
shows the difference between EF and AF for handling out-of-profile traffic. While
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Results for UDP traffic with 5
MBit/s EF reservation
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Figure 5.10: Bandwidth for 5 MBit/s
EF reservation (UDP traffic)
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Figure 5.11: Delay for 5 MBit/s EF
reservation (UDP traffic)
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Figure 5.12: Jitter for 5 MBit/s EF
reservation (UDP traffic)

Results for UDP traffic with 5
MBit/s AF reservation
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Figure 5.13: Bandwidth for 5 MBit/s
AF reservation (UDP traffic)
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Figure 5.14: Delay for 5 MBit/s AF
reservation (UDP traffic)
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traffic is strictly shaped in the former case (see Figure 5.10) we observe a signif-
icant amount of out-of-profile traffic crossing the routers in the latter case (see
Figure 5.13). This amount heavily depends on the configuration of the TRIO
queue and the sender behaviour.

We can assume, that the fill-state of the TRIO queue is very small, because we
assigned a 40% weight to the assured service class and we transmitted with a low
rate. Therefore, a sender with no or just little bursts has a higher probability of
seeing no or little queues. Its high dropping precedence traffic will also not be
dropped with a very high probability although the TRIO queue starts dropping
packets at the very beginning. It is therefore possible for the 10 MBit/s sender
to get almost 9 MBit/s across the network with a reserved rate of 5 MBit/s (see
Figure 5.13).

The delays of the four flows in Figure 5.14 show a timely constant behaviour with
values between 3 and 4 ms. The delay for senders with lower rates or exactly at
the rate of the precedence handler show a random distribution, whereas the out-
of-profile sender at 10 MBit/s has periodical oscillations. We assume, that those
oscillations are caused by the random number functions used by the TRIO queue.
The jitter for each test was about 0.5 ms at a large variance which became smaller
for higher rates (see Figure 5.15).

Summary EF is a good mechanism to guarantee bandwidth for UDP traffic even
under a heavy background load. The packets are forwarded almost without loss ( �
0.001%) as long as the sender rate is below the configured rate of the traffic shaper.
The behaviour of our sender and the burst protection of the token bucket filter
resulted in some packet loss and filled the queues during the test when sending
exactly at the TBF’s limit.

The delay shows an increase from about 1 ms to about 4 ms compared to the
empty network (see Figure 5.5) but this is a large gain compared to the situation
without DiffServ, when we see a delay of about 30 ms (see Figure 5.8). The
jitter increases by three orders of magnitude when we have additional background
traffic (Figures 5.6 and 5.9) but DiffServ is — compared to best effort forwarding
— able to provide better results for the jitter by a factor of 5 – 10 (Figures 5.12
and Figures 5.9).

AF also proves to be able to protect UDP bandwidth against heavy background
traffic. There is no obvious drawback of using assured instead of expedited for-
warding for UDP traffic. The delay values are even smaller for AF traffic at a rate
directly at the negotiated limit or higher, because there is no strict shaping of the
flow that could result in filled queues. The jitter values don’t even seem to depend
on the DiffServ service type, they are almost the same for assured and expedited
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forwarding.

5.2.3 TCP experiments

The TCP tests were performed with a bandwidth reservation of 5 MBit/s, too.
Like during the UDP tests we had four test runs with TCP senders restricted to a
maximum bandwidth of 2, 4, 5 and 10 MBit/s. The TCP implementation of the
sending Host A determines the TCP payload size.

Expedited Forwarding The queue settings — especially the queue length —
had to be adjusted to the specific behaviour of TCP. Since the packet frequency
cannot be adjusted like for the UDP sender, we had to increase the queue size in
order to allow bursts. Otherwise, if the queue length is too short, TCP packets
would be dropped causing TCP’s congestion control mechanism to reduce the
bandwidth significantly below the reserved value. This would severely affect the
DiffServ tests. Therefore we used a queue, that was four times larger than the
queue used for the UDP tests. The queue length results in a constant maximum
delay of 100 ms.

The resulting bandwidth diagram for expedited forwarding with TCP shows a
very large variation (see Figure 5.16), especially for values at or above the rate
limit of the token bucket filter. This behaviour is a result of the TCP congestion
control function, which decreases bandwidth after a single packet loss. Averaging
over a time interval of 100 ms those bandwidth breakdowns can be observed in the
diagram, the use of larger intervals would smoothen the plot. For lower bandwidth
values, the influence of the congestion control is not very significant.

The delay is approximately 5 ms for the two senders with 2 and 4 MBit/s (see
Figure 5.17). Since the congestion control limits the bandwidth to values below
the rate of the token bucket filter, the queue is not filled up and therefore the delay
is also approx. 5 ms, even for the sender at the negotiated limit. In particular, TCP
senders with higher rates fill up the queue before the congestion control can limit
the bandwidth and so the maximum delay of 100 ms can occur in these cases.

The jitter values decrease with increasing bandwidth from 10 to 3 ms which can
be explained by the stream-oriented TCP service. Due to that feature it is not so
simple to influence the TCP packet size and the transmission frequency as it was in
the UDP case. The TCP sender will send a few packets at a high rate and then wait,
until the average bandwidth is below the token bucket filter’s limit. Therefore, the
queue length a TCP packet will encounter at the router is not constant for all
packets, resulting in a higher jitter.
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Results for TCP traffic with 5
MBit/s EF reservation
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Figure 5.16: Bandwidth for 5 MBit/s
EF reservation (TCP traffic)
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Figure 5.17: Delay for 5 MBit/s EF
reservation (TCP traffic)
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Figure 5.18: Jitter for 5 MBit/s EF
reservation (TCP traffic)

Results for TCP traffic with 5
MBit/s AF reservation
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Figure 5.19: Bandwidth for 5 MBit/s
AF reservation (TCP traffic)
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Figure 5.20: Delay for 5 MBit/s AF
reservation (TCP traffic)
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Assured Forwarding The queue parameter configuration for assured forward-
ing is the same as in Section 5.2.2, because the TRIO queue length is configured
in units of packets, not bytes. Therefore, we used the same 200 packet queue as
during the UDP experiments.

Figure 5.19 shows that the bandwidth for AF is not as constant as for EF. This can
be explained by the use of a TRIO queue, that randomly drops packets, even if
the buffer is not filled up. Therefore, especially for higher bandwidth values there
is a certain probability for packet loss and in that case TCP’s congestion control
decreases the bandwidth. On the other hand, the sender is now allowed to send
more than the negotiated limit. All these issues give the large bandwidth variation
for assured service.

As long as the sender meets the rate of the prec handler, the size of the AF
delay is 6 – 7 ms (see Figure 5.20). This means that the AF traffic is marked with
low dropping precedence. For higher bandwidth, some packets will be marked
as high dropping precedence and probably get lost. The retransmission of those
packets results in a larger delay and a high delay variation. In this case, also the
jitter varies significantly (see Figure 5.21) compared to the jitter during the former
tests.

Summary The TCP results show, that even for rates below the negotiated band-
width limit of the shaper the achieved bandwidth is much more irregular than with
UDP. This is true for both, EF and AF. Averaging at a larger timescale would show
better behaviour, but for applications which need a constant bandwidth at a small
timescale the congestion control is a serious obstacle.

The delay of TCP is in the same range as the delay for UDP packets, but we have
to reserve additional buffer space that is four times larger to handle the burstiness
of the traffic. This results in high delay for higher transmission rates than negoti-
ated. The jitter values for TCP are larger than for UDP. This is mainly due to the
different algorithms we used for the sender programs. Since TCP does not allow
to specify the packet size we could not increase the packet frequency and therefore
the time between two subsequent packets could be up to 20 ms (see discussion in
section 5.1.2).

AF is not the optimal choice for TCP, because TCP cannot take advantage of
the possibility of sending out-of-profile traffic. This is due to TCP’s congestion
control, because out-of-profile packets will be dropped with a higher probability,
causing TCP to reduce the bandwidth. Therefore, we can see frequent bandwidth
breakdowns and because of retransmissions a great variance in delay will occur.

Note, that mixing TCP and UDP into a single service class is not recommended
[10, 93, 146]. The problem lies in TCP which is backing off in cases of packet
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loss. This allows UDP to send as much as desired and get most of the traffic sent
through the network.

Summary

In this part we gave a short overview of our implementation of a DiffServ router
based on Linux. A short description of the available kernel modules and a de-
scription of the router’s configuration used during the performance evaluation
have been presented. During this performance evaluation we tested the behaviour
of UDP and TCP flows, that used either expedited or assured forwarding. Our
results show, that it is possible to protect certain flows against aggressive UDP
background traffic. Both, expedited and assured forwarding are able to provide
a guaranteed bandwidth together with very low delay and jitter. Compared with
today’s best effort traffic forwarding we were able to lower delay and jitter by a
factor of 5. We can conclude, that DiffServ is a reliable and scalable concept to
support Quality of Service in the Internet.
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Part III

Design and Implementation of a
Bandwidth Broker

99



Overview

In order to support mobile users and their QoS requirements we propose a novel
bandwidth broker architecture and also a QoS signaling protocol [158, 157] that
provides enough functionality to solve the problems mentioned in the Introduc-
tion and has a flexible programming interface to add arbitrary extensions in the
future. Our bandwidth broker architecture can be split into two different parts:
a management part and a configuration part. Several other architectures use this
separation, too [134, 193]. The novelty in our approach is in the interconnection
of those two layers: We propose to use an object-oriented virtual representation
of the underlying network. This interconnection is made available by the QoS
Management API [160].

The architecture presented here has been implemented in C++ and evaluated to
show which size of network can be managed. Our performance evaluation showed
a very good call admission rate (CAR) (about 0.5 ms per flow) even at large net-
work sizes (1010 nodes) [159]. As far as we know, no other bandwidth broker
implementation has been tested with such a large network.

Even if the performance evaluation showed a good performance there may be
situations where a higher CAR is required. In such an environment, distributing
the load between several bandwidth brokers can provide better performance. A
hierarchy of bandwidth brokers can be applied, where the leaf brokers manage a
small part of the network independently.

In this part we will first present the design of the QoS Management API in Chap-
ter 6: The main classes are handled in Sections 6.2 – 6.4, additional classes are
presented in Section 6.1. An example for an implementation of the API and the
use of the polymorphism of the classes can be found in Section 6.6.

Chapter 7 contains the design and implementation description of the bandwidth
broker itself. The different components are specified in Sections 7.1 – 7.4. The
performance evaluation is shown in Section 7.6. Interaction between multiple
bandwidth brokers and a hierarchical composition of bandwidth brokers are de-
scribed in Sections 7.7 and 7.8
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Chapter 6

A Generic Management API for
QoS Support

An important task for an ISP offering guaranteed services by using the Differenti-
ated Services (DiffServ) approach to its customers is to configure the routers of its
network according to the customers’ requirements. The negotiation of technical
service parameters between the customer and the ISP, also called a Service Level
Specification (SLS), contains a description of the end-to-end Quality of Service
the customer expects to be provided (even by routers that are not in the domain
of the ISP). The resulting amount of configuration to own routers and communi-
cation to foreign networks is normally performed by an entity called a Bandwidth
Broker (BB).

In Figure 6.1 we show an example of a user requesting a certain service for a
connection across two ISP’s networks by sending a SLS to the first bandwidth
broker. This broker interprets the SLS in its management section and forms a SLS
to be forwarded to the neighbouring bandwidth broker and a Traffic Conditioning
Specification (TCS) for its own network. This TCS contains information about
how each router has to be configured (on an abstract level) and will be forwarded
to the configuration software that is able to create the corresponding configuration
commands for each involved router.

From Figure 6.1 we can see, that our bandwidth broker architecture is separated
into two layers: the management and the configuration layer. The QoS manage-
ment API is used to connect the two layers with their different functionality and
requirements. In order to specify the API we first have to specify the requirements
the broker has to fulfil:

We will now define a generic QoS management API. A bandwidth broker may use
the API to configure different types of routers within its own domain. It will be
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Figure 6.1: The Bandwidth Broker Architecture

an interface between the management software, which is not aware of the differ-
ent types of routers within the underlying network and the configuration software,
that is specially designed to optimally support each router type. The routers may
differ in their capabilities or configuration interfaces. The main focus is on the in-
dependence of the API from router hard- and software and on an easy extensibility
to any kind of new routers.

The independence of the API from router hardware or implementation details is
best achieved using an object oriented design where the objects representing dif-
ferent implementations are derived from a common base class. The ideal solution
for this polymorphism is to create abstract classes containing a certain set of vir-
tual functions (methods) that have to be implemented by each derived class. This
function set forms the interface by which the class can be accessed and conceals
the different implementations from the application programmer.

Management software will likely be a critical part of an ISP’s network manage-
ment system. First, performance is an important issue. To be able to handle a large
amount of user interactions together with the resulting configuration communica-
tion we have chosen C++ as the programming language offering object - oriented
concepts at high performance. But another issue is also very important: Since an
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ISP will certainly loose both revenue and customer goodwill if its network is tem-
porarily unavailable for rebooting (e.g. to upgrade the system) this is undesirable
yet normally inevitable. An effective way to meet this challenge is using dynamic
code which ensures a up-to-date system running continuously. The use of dy-
namic C++ classes [127] combines the advantages of the object oriented design
and dynamic linking to a management system that provides permanent availabil-
ity together with the possibility to integrate new hard- or software features to the
system during runtime.

The QoS management API consists of three abstract base classes (represented in
C++ notation in Figure 6.2): the Router, the Interface and the Traffic-
Conditioner (TC). Additionally some data classes representing e.g. IP ad-
dresses or flows are used in the functions. The base classes provide a generic
interface to the programmer by their virtual functions. An application programmer
can build a virtual image of the network that is to be configured consisting of ob-
jects derived from an API-Router. A configuration application can send generic
configuration commands to each Router object. The objects will then translate
them to the hardware-specific commands that are finally sent to the router.

TrafficConditioner

int get_RoutingTable()

int configure(Interface*,string)

int get_FlowTable()

list<Flow> list_flows()

int delete_flow(Flow)

int add_flow(Flow,Type)

Interface

strstream get_options()

int get_handle()

string get_name()

string get_name()

int del_TC(TrafficConditioner*)

int add_TC(TrafficConditioner*,int,int,int)

int chg_TC(TrafficConditioner*,strstream)

int incr_SL(int, ServiceLevel)

int decr_SL(int, ServiceLevel)

IP_Address query_route(IP_Address)
set_handle(int)

int get_parent()

set_parent(int)

int get_position()

set_position(int)

Router

int configure(Flow, Type)

int change_flow(Flow,ServiceLevel)

Figure 6.2: Overview of the API classes

In the following subsections we describe the member functions of those base
classes together with the implementation-independent data classes, that are not
shown in Figure 6.2.
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6.1 Data Classes for the API

IP Addresses The IP Address class is the parent class providing the common
functionalities of IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. It is an abstract base class, i.e. no ob-
jects of that class can be instantiated; only pointers or references to IP Address
objects are allowed. An IP Address object contains a version number an an ad-
dress length field together with a binary address data field in network byte order.
Since IP Address is abstract, for constructing and copying special “virtual”
constructors (see [163] pp. 424 f) are provided.

The class and all of its subclasses are declared in a namespace called IP that also
includes several boolean operators (less, equal, not equal), input/output operators
and functions for matching IP addresses with subnet masks. One important mem-
ber of this namespace is the IP::versions map. This map holds a pointer
to an object of each derived class indexed by the IP version number. This map
enables us to transfer IP address classes from one network node to another: the
sender transfers the IP version number, the address length and the address data, the
receiver can choose a correct prototype of the IP address in its IP::versions
map and call the virtual constructor of that prototype. The receiver has now a copy
of the IP Address object of the sender in a completely architecture-independent
way. This is e.g. used in the (de-)serialisation function pair for IP addresses.

IP Routing The Route class represents a basic abstract concept of an IP route.
Its only members are the destination address, a netmask and the next hop address.
It completely ignores more advanced concepts of IP routing, such as metrics. Nev-
ertheless, it is enough to help creating a image of the network topology.

The RoutingTable class is a simple extension of the STL list template. The
only new member is a subscription operator, that allows simple access to the route
towards a given destination address. This is a very intuitive approach to represent a
routing table query, and is also open for better, more performant implementations
of a routing table, not based on the rather slow STL list. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to implement the routing table using the STL map, because the key of
this map would be an IP Address. Since the STL map requires a non-reference
key type and the IP Address class is abstract (i.e. only pointers and references
to IP Address are allowed) this simple improvement cannot be performed.

Service Level Specification The ServiceLevel class is a generic service
level for a DiffServ Router. It contains mainly a bandwidth value, that specifies
the average amount of traffic of a flow. Depending on the service that is requested,
additional parameters can be specified: In detail, this class contains
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unsigned long
unsigned short
unsigned long Bandwidth

excess Bandwidth
Flags

Service Level

Figure 6.3: Service Level Description format

� a bandwidth value that specifies the average bandwidth of the flow in terms
of kbit/s,

� an excess bandwidth value that gives the amount of bandwidth a short-time
burst may need

� a realtime flag, that indicates delay and jitter sensitivity of the flow,

� a loss sensitivity flag, whether the flow is critical against packet loss or not,

Protocol IDunsigned char
Destination Portunsigned short
Destination Addressunsigned long
Source Portunsigned short
Source Addressunsigned long

unsigned short
unsigned long

FlowID
Status

Service Level slev

unsigned char DSCP

Flow Description

Figure 6.4: Flow Description format

Flow Description For the communication between the mobile host and the band-
width broker and also for inter-broker communication an abstract flow description
has to be specified. The flow description shown in Figure 6.4 can be mapped to
different QoS strategies provided by the network by bandwidth brokers as long
as the requirements of the flow are fulfilled. This packet contains the following
information to specify a flow together with a certain service level:

� Source address and source port,

� Destination address and destination port,

� Protocol ID (TCP or UDP),
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� DiffServ CodePoint (DSCP)

� a status word, providing information about the status of the reservation (e.g.
in work, ready, in progress etc.)

� a flow identification number,

� a service level descriptor

The Flow class represents the concept of a flow, which is the set of packets going
from a source to a destination. The source and the destination is determined by a
(IP address , netmask , port) tuple. Each entry may also be wildcarded. Further
differentiation can be made on the transport protocol which is used and on the
DiffServ service codepoint.

A very important part of the flow description class is also the description of the ser-
vice this flow requests / possesses. This description is implemented as a separate
Service Level class (see Figure 6.3) for easy extensibility, if more elaborate
service description is needed.

The FlowTable class is an extension of the STL map template. Since each
flow possesses a unique flow identification number it’s a natural choice to use that
number as the key for the map. This FlowID is set by the bandwidth broker
that has to ensure its uniqueness. In a scenario with multiple bandwidth brokers,
each Flow ID consists of a (Broker ID, Flow ID) pair to ensure the uniqueness
of the ID not only in the own subnetwork but also in the whole network (see
Figures 7.15 and 7.17). Another advantage of the unique Flow ID will be seen in
a mobile environment, when modifications of domain-crossing flow happen more
frequently (Chapter 8).

6.2 The Router Class

The Router class provides a set of functions that every vendor of a DiffServ
router has to provide in order to be manageable by our software. Its child classes
will contain all data structures for interfaces and the routing- and flow tables.
Those data structures can be the data classes presented in Section 6.1, but also
hardware - dependent classes can be used as long as they provide an interface to
the API functions.

The set of member functions of the Router class can be divided into two parts
(see Figure 6.2): the dark marked members are used for communication with
the real world router and its interfaces and their use is restricted. Management
applications can only use the other functions to manage the router.
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The get type() function returns some type information about the router that can be
used by the application to develop device-specific code.

The get name() function returns the hostname of the router. The IP address is
fetched by usual DNS resolve methods.

The query route(IP Address) function returns the IP address of the next hop for
traffic to the given destination address. The translation of IP addresses to a pointer
to the corresponding Router representation can easily be made by an external
map.

The get RoutingTable() function is used to fetch the routing table from the real
world router it represents.

The get FlowTable() function is designed for getting the flow table of the router. If
there is more than one flow table in the router, they have to be mapped to a single
one. Those flow table contains information about the flows that will be handled
by the DiffServ implementation. The corresponding FlowTable data type is a
list of Flow instances (see above).

The configure(Interface*,string) function is used for sending a router configura-
tion command to the interface pointed to by the first argument. The interface
related part is held in the string argument. The Router class can choose the
way of communication and perhaps add the correct preamble to the command de-
pending on the interface type of the first argument. This function is designed to
be called by the Interface class after composing the correct command line.

The list flows() function gives a complete list of all flows that are registered at this
router.

The functions add flow(Flow, Type), delete flow(Flow), change flow(Flow, Ser-
viceLevel) are used to change the content of the router’s flow table. The Flow
data class is a router-independent flow description (see section 6.1). The Type
argument of the add flow function specifies how to configure the router type
for this flow. This parameter refers to the particular flow only. It denotes whether
the router acts as an ingress, intermediate or egress router for that flow. Those
functions can also call the Interface member functions to add the necessary
traffic conditioners and/or adapt the service level.

6.3 The Interface Class

The Interface class is designed to represent the whole set of network inter-
faces that could be part of a router. Interface objects are most likely created
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by the child classes of the Router during initialisation. Each Interface pro-
vides member functions that are important for the QoS management:

The get name() function returns an identifier of the interface. This identifier could
e.g. be the name of the interface within the router.

The add TC(TC*,int,int,int) function adds a traffic conditioner to the forwarding
path of the interface. The location within the forwarding path is addressed by
the three integer parameters: each traffic conditioner has its unique identifica-
tion number called handle (the first parameter) and it is normally attached to
some other traffic conditioner, whose identification number is given as the second
parameter (the parent). If the conditioner is the root of the forwarding path
this parameter is zero. Some traffic conditioners (e.g. classifiers) can have mul-
tiple conditioners attached. This can be indexed by the third parameter (called
position). The add TC function can create the necessary traffic conditioner
together with the correct parameters, which can be calculated from the actual ser-
vice level.

The functions del TC(TC*) and chg TC(TC*,strstream) are used to change the
forwarding path of the interface. Since the information of the location of the traffic
conditioner within the forwarding path resides in the conditioner itself there is no
need for another parameter. The strstream parameter of the chg TC function
is a generic way of setting different numbers and types of parameters for different
traffic conditioners.

The two functions incr SL(int,ServiceLevel) and decr SL(int, ServiceLevel) change
the overall service level of a certain service at this interface. They increase or de-
crease the allocated bandwidth of the service and adapt the excess bandwidth or
the delay limits.

The configure(Flow,Type) function arranges the correct traffic conditioners in the
forwarding path of the interface for the given flow. The arrangement of the traffic
conditioners depends on the Type parameter, that specifies, whether the interface
should be configured as an ingress, an egress or any other type of interface.

6.4 The TrafficConditioner Class

The TrafficConditioner class represents the concept of modules that are
used in the forwarding path of an interface in order to perform the necessary ac-
tions to comply with the DiffServ Per-Hop-Behaviours [74, 78]. For QoS manage-
ment it is not necessary to simulate the exact behaviour of each conditioner. We
only need but a class for each “real-world” conditioner that knows the way how
to address its counterpart (e.g. command line syntax). The way how to compose
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the traffic conditioners to support a certain service has to be programmed within
the Interface class. Some common rules for boundary and core routers can
be used to automate the setup of DiffServ routers.

The get name() function returns the name of the traffic conditioner.

The set handle(int), get handle(), set parent(int), get parent(), set position(int)
and get position() functions handle the location parameters of the traffic condi-
tioner within the forwarding path of an interface. The set functions are used
by the Interface::add TC member function to specify the three parameters.
The get functions can be used by any application.

The get options() function returns a string that contains the command-line op-
tions which have to be passed to a configuration command to set up this special
traffic conditioner. As traffic conditioners of different types may have multiple
and very different parameters (e.g. rate and depth for a token bucket filter or queue
weights for a weighted fair scheduler) it is the most generic way to support differ-
ent types of conditioners.

Note that there is no function for setting the parameters, because this can be eas-
ily done by the traffic conditioner’s constructor call. The command line string
can then be composed from the constructor arguments. In order to change the
parameters of already existing and installed traffic conditioners we can use the
Interface::chg TC() function.

We have chosen only one base class of traffic conditioners (traffic conditioning
blocks in [14]). Conceptually, we could have derived different kinds of blocks
from that base class, such as classifiers, meters, markers, packet schedulers, queues
etc), and we could again derive from a packet scheduler a weighted packet sched-
uler and a priority scheduler, and so on. This would lead to an inflation of classes
differing in details only. It is better to let the application programmer choose a
suitable set of traffic conditioners to manage and configure the underlying net-
work.

6.5 Dynamic C++ Classes

The main focus of the bandwidth broker design is on flexibility, extensibility and
on having generic programming interfaces and data abstraction, that allow a pro-
grammer to develop different broker algorithms using high-level commands that
hide the network topology and heterogeneity.

Nearly all those requirements can be fulfilled using the object-oriented concept of
polymorphism. In short, polymorphism is the ability of an object belonging to a
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derived class to act as an object belonging to the base class. While this has already
some advantages in terms of extensibility and generic interfaces, the real power
of polymorphism is unveiled when some functions of the base class are declared
virtual or pure virtual. Thus we can provide an own version of those functions
for each derived class. This allows us the full extensibility of our software. Now
we can add new derived classes to provide whatever behaviour we desire. We
therefore have separated the interface (the base class) from the implementation.

Despite the big advantages of this technique it suffers from a drawback: we must
recompile (or at least re-link) our software after adding new components. In a
scenario that relies on a highly available system (as a bandwidth broker should
be) this is not desirable. It would be more convenient if we could load new classes
at runtime.

Here we can give only a short overview to dynamic C++ classes, a more detailed
article can be found in [127].

6.5.1 Dynamic Class Loading

Loading C++ class code at runtime has no direct support in the C++ language.
However, there is the possibility to use the mechanism to dynamically load C
code: the dl functions dlopen, dlclose and dlsym.

The dlopen function can be used to open a dynamic library at runtime. If it
is opened with the RTLD NOW flag, dlopen attempts to resolve all symbols
found in the library. In our case, this means that all objects defined in the library
are instantiated during the opening. The classes declared inside the library can be
accessed by the dlsym function. It is nevertheless impossible to know the class
name in advance. Therefore we cannot create new objects of that class directly.
The library providing the new class must also provide a way to create new objects
via a pointer to the constructor of the class.

6.5.2 Autoregistration

A set of functions returning a pointer to a newly constructed object (also called
makers) is sometimes called a factory. A very convenient and flexible way to im-
plement such a factory is using the STL map to assign key values to the functions
(e.g. the class names) and access the makers via these values. Usually the names
to access a specific class should be unique and commonly used. Therefore, it is
necessary, that the programmer of the new class assigns a name for it and that this
name is automatically registered at the factory.
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The key is to use a “proxy” class that does the registration for us together with the
RTLD NOW flag mentioned above. Since all defined objects are instantiated, we
only need to implement a class (the proxy) that does nothing but registering the
classes in the library at the factory.

6.5.3 The Factory of Dynamic Classes

To ensure a common behaviour of different router types and for providing a
generic configuration interface the approach of abstract base classes has been cho-
sen. However, it is very important, that different derived classes implementing the
functionality of e.g. new router types can be provided without recompiling and
even without restarting the configuration software. For this purpose, the API pro-
vides three so-called factory maps — one for each abstract base class. Those
factory maps provide the constructors of all derived classes, and the constructors
can be indexed by the class name. Encountering a new class name the map tries
to locate and open a dynamically loadable object file with that specific name. The
programmer of that file has to ensure that it will register itself at the correct factory
map at the time, when the dynamic object file is loaded by the linker. This can
be done by implementing a proxy class which performs the registration within its
constructor [127]. A LinuxRouter object can now be created by

Router* LR=factory_Router["LinuxRouter"];

6.6 API Implementation for Linux Routers

For each type of hard- or software element (i.e. routers and network cards from
different vendors or traffic conditioners with different algorithms) that is used and
managed within the network, an own class derived from one of the base classes
must be provided, that implements the functions of the API according to the needs
and the functionality of the element it represents. This set of classes must be
dynamic, so that the management application can load them during run-time. This
enables us to support network elements, that were unknown at the time when we
were compiling the management software.

Another important issue is to specify a communication interface between the API
classes and the routers. This depends on an implementation specific way to read
and/or write certain variables of the router. For example it can be achieved by
SNMP messages or command line interface (CLI) configuration for many com-
mercial routers.
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Using the dynamic classes the application programmer is now able to construct a
logical image of the network he intends to manage by his application. All man-
agement is then performed by calling the API functions. Those calls are then
translated to hardware / implementation dependent function calls and afterwards
sent to the individual network elements.

6.6.1 API Child Classes for a Linux Router

Figure 6.5 illustrates how the API classes are used to derive classes for modelling
a Linux DiffServ Router, so that the application can use it and communicate with
it. Each of those child-classes must implement the API functions in a hardware-
specific way. The generic data classes (see Section 6.1) can be used to model
the important parts of a router (e.g. the routing table, the flow table or some in-
formation about the network interfaces) in a way suitable for the API. Using the
communication interface to connect to its hardware - counterpart, the child class
can execute the necessary commands and fetch and filter the desired information,
so that the generic data classes can be initialised.
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Figure 6.5: An application example for the abstract API classes

6.6.2 Linux Router Class

Any computer running the Linux operating system can easily be configured to act
as a router (i.e. it forwards packets not destined to itself). Such a computer is
referred to as Linux Router in this section. Since a Linux Router is not a com-
mercial router, we need a special communication interface to send configuration
commands and get some router settings (e.g. the routing table or a list of IP ad-
dresses).
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6.6.3 Ethernet Interface Class

The LinuxInterface class is an implementation of the Interface class
for a 100 MBit/s Ethernet interface for a Linux Router. This implementation
contains the information, how a DiffServ service class is set up for a Linux router.
This includes all command line syntax for the traffic conditioners as well as the
knowledge about the conditioners’ individual option syntax. In addition several
variables for bandwidth management and admission control are included, such
as the maximum link bandwidth of the interface or a maximum limit of the total
amount of EF traffic that may not be exceeded. The usage of those variables is
optional for the broker.

6.6.4 Traffic Conditioners

The implementation of TrafficConditioner classes for LinuxRouters
heavily depends on the implementation of the respective modules in the Linux
kernel. All necessary information about command line syntax and options must be
available via the API interface functions of the TrafficConditioner class.
As an example we will focus the explanation on the dsclsfr class.

An exemplary command line syntax for the dsclsfr module is:

tc qdisc add dev eth1 parent 1:1 handle 2: \
dsclsfr as1 0.05 as2 0.1 as3 0.1 as4 0.1 log_size 63

The three integer numbers after the parent and handle keywords specify the
position of the conditioner in the forwarding path. Those values are passed to
the function call placing the conditioner (i.e. the Interface::add() func-
tion). Since each conditioners’ location is defined by those three values, the
TrafficConditioner class provides an interface for reading and setting. The
remaining numbers are special options for the dsclsfr. Of course, the number
of those options will vary for each different conditioner, so the only generic way
to pass options to different kinds of TrafficConditioners is via an option
string, that is parsed by the object itself. This means also, that the object instan-
tiating the TrafficConditioners (i.e. the LinuxInterface) must know
about the command line options for each conditioner it instantiates.

6.6.5 Other API Implementations

The Linux Router API implementation was not the only implementation that has
explicitly been carried out. For the performance evaluation presented in Sec-
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tion 7.6 we had to implement a “virtual Linux Router” class that we could multiply
start at a single Linux PC. Of course, besides the disabled execution of configu-
ration commands, the difference between the two implementations is negligible.
However, there is also the possibility to implement classes for very different router
hardware (i.e. routers from Cisco, NEC, Allied Telesyn etc.) or nodes that can
only be managed by SNMP. We did not perform such implementations, but we
shortly list the necessary steps that have to be performed:

� Implement a class derived from the Router class:

– Investigate, how to retrieve routing information from the router and
implement the get RoutingTable() function accordingly.

– Repeat the previous step for the get FlowTable() function corre-
spondingly.

– implement the configure function, that it sends the command line
formed by the Interface class to the router

� Implement a class derived from the Interface class:

– The Interface class is responsible of setting up the traffic condi-
tioners in a way that DiffServ can be supported. This is mostly done
during the initialisation.

– The Interface class must also provide a way of setup, deletion,
and modification of a single traffic conditioner.

– The Interface class must update and query the load and utilisation
databases in case of flow setup, deletion or modification.

� Implement classes derived from the TrafficConditioner class: This
might be the easiest part, since only the generic interface of the Traffic-
Conditioner class has to be changed to parse the configuration parame-
ters given to the traffic conditioner. In addition, the parameters of the con-
ditioner’s location within the forwarding path have to be adjusted.



Chapter 7

Bandwidth Broker for Large
DiffServ Networks

The QoS Management API presented in Section 6 provides an object oriented
way to configure different router hardware in a homogeneous way. It is based on
three objects (Router, Interface and Traffic Conditioner) that are
required to model a DiffServ network [16]. Those objects implement the different
configuration facilities via derivation. In this chapter we present an architecture
using the API to build a bandwidth broker able to manage large DiffServ networks.
The bandwidth broker uses those three classes to build a representation of the un-
derlying network topology. It can configure the router hardware by using common
configuration commands (such as Router::add flow). Those generic com-
mands are translated into the correct configuration scripts by the corresponding
Router instance. This solves the problem of missing router support by adding
a software layer capable to deal with various routers but hiding the differences
behind a generic interface.

The API additionally provides the necessary functionality to keep track of the
amount of bandwidth reserved for a specific DiffServ class at each interface of
each router. Therefore, the bandwidth broker is also capable to manage the band-
width in order to either minimise the configuration/signalling overhead or to deny
flows that cannot be served due to limited bandwidth resources (e.g. in a wireless
access network).

Figure 7.1 shows the bandwidth broker architecture in detail. We will first fo-
cus on the simpler case, that the bandwidth broker manages an isolated network,
i.e. all flows that have to be set up have its source and destination in the same
network/domain. We also omit admission control for this first exemplary case to
keep it as simple as possible. A policy database allowing admission control based
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on subnet masks is presented in Section 7.7, where we develop a more elaborate
bandwidth broker architecture that is able to support multiple ISP internetworks.
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Figure 7.1: The Bandwidth Broker Architecture for an isolated network

The management layer of the bandwidth broker has to fulfil several requirements
in order to be able to configure the network:

� it has to know the topology

� it has to keep track of the resources that are currently allocated

� it has to perform call admission control

� it has to communicate with adjacent bandwidth brokers

� it has to communicate with users to negotiate resource reservations

Several building blocks are thus needed to form the management layer of the
bandwidth broker:

� topology database

� reservation and utilisation tables

� policy database
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� flow table

� user and broker communication interfaces

The topology database naturally forms the interface between the management
layer and the virtual network. It is automatically built during the startup phase
and contains all IP routing information about the network. This information is
held in routing tables that are part of the Router objects of the virtual network.

Both communication interfaces — broker-broker and user-broker are built on
top of a TCP/IP server-client model that offers a functionality similar the the
SUN RPC model. The server offers a certain set of functions (e.g. add flow,
del flow) the client can call; the client can pass parameters to the functions and
receives a result. Broadcast functionality is included, too.

The bandwidth management part consists of the reservation and utilisation ta-
bles, together with the policy database. Those components form the decision base
about admission or rejection of a flow: a flow can only be admitted if the resulting
bandwidth utilisation on any link is lower than the limit configured in the pol-
icy database. The policy DB contains such limits for each ingress link and each
connected foreign subnet according to the contracts negotiated with neighbouring
bandwidth brokers.

The configuration layer consists of hardware - dependent configuration daemons
running one at each router. The communication between the configuration layer
and the virtual network is unspecified. Virtually any means of configuration pro-
tocol can be used (e.g. SNMP, CLI). In our implementation we use a TCP/IP
socket based protocol offering a command line interface to the Linux traffic
control configuration API. The variety of this communication is again hidden
from the management layer by the polymorphic virtual network.

7.1 The Topology Database

During the initialisation the broker automatically generates a network representa-
tion. This can be done either by reading a local topology database from the hard
disk, or by broadcasting a broker advertisement message. Each router has to reply
to this advertisement message giving its host name and its router type. We chose
this approach because of its stability against changes in the topology, although
we had to accept the resulting need of a router daemon running on each router.
Since we nevertheless depend on a router daemon to perform the configuration
commands from the bandwidth broker, this is not a big drawback.
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After this step the bandwidth broker fetches all routing tables from the network. It
now has the full knowledge of the topology on the IP layer, which is sufficient for
our task (i.e. configuring DiffServ flows). In addition, all necessary traffic condi-
tioners needed to support DiffServ are already set up and a default configuration is
loaded. This default configuration simply consists of empty DiffServ reservations
at each interface.

Bandwidth
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Router 1 Router 2 Router n

BROKER_ADV

BROKER_REPLY

GET_RT

SETUP_IFC

GET_RT

SETUP_IFC

...

...
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Figure 7.2: Setup of the Topology Database

7.1.1 Topology Auto-detection

This feature enables the bandwidth broker to detect the topology of the network
it is managing. It relies on a communication server running on each router of
the network. This server has to reply to a broadcast call answering its hostname
and the router type. This type information may for example contain the router
vendor and series and is the basis of the decision how the router is addressed for
configuration. After the broadcast the broker has a list of hostname / type pairs
and can now build an image of the topology, consisting of one Router object
per node. The correct derived type of the Router class is chosen by the router
type information, and the routing table is fetched automatically by the Router’s
constructor.

7.1.2 The Naming Service

The virtual network representation within the bandwidth broker consists of a col-
lection of pointers to Router objects. Those objects are unique and should never
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be copied since they can become very large. To map the hostnames to the Router
pointers, a DNS-like service has been implemented, that returns the pointer cor-
responding to a given IP Address / hostname. This service is initialised during the
startup phase of the bandwidth broker.

7.2 Bandwidth Management and Admission Control

It is not advisable to reconfigure a router every time a flow is registered that crosses
that router. This would lead to a large communication overhead and thus signifi-
cantly decrease the overall network performance. There are some alternatives to
that approach:

One way is to over-provision the different service classes, i.e. allocate more re-
sources to a service class than there is currently reserved. This has the advantage
of reducing the signalling overhead since we do not have to reserve additional
bandwidth for each flow, but there possibly is enough bandwidth reserved for
some flows by the over-provisioning algorithm. Only when a certain threshold is
exceeded we adjust the overall reservation on the router (see also [67, 68]).

This approach has the possible drawback of wasting some of the reserved band-
width and of allowing the users of a service class to transport more prioritised
traffic than they negotiated. The latter case should not occur in a properly de-
signed DiffServ network, since traffic shaping at the ingress point inhibits the
hosts to send more than the negotiated limit. The first case, however, is also not
important for the DiffServ implementation on Linux routers, because all of the
unused DiffServ bandwidth can be used by best effort traffic and therefore is not
lost at all.

7.3 Bandwidth Broker API Commands

The bandwidth broker offers several flow handling commands to a user that hide
the heterogeneity of the network and necessary actions per router thus providing a
simple, generic configuration API. Usually these commands have a flow descrip-
tor argument and also a flow descriptor return value. The client can specify the
flow it would like to set up as a parameter to the API function call and check if
the setup was successful by looking at the flags field in the return value. Also the
flow ID is returned in the appropriate field of the returning flow descriptor. This
flow ID must be used for future reference (e.g. when using the delete or change
commands).
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The client software supports a customer in contacting the bandwidth broker to
negotiate and manage resource reservations (see [158, 157]). The customer can
specify a flow description — i.e. a

�
source address, source port, destination ad-

dress, destination port, transport protocol � tuple — and additionally a service
level description. This service level description contains in its basic form just the
bandwidth and excess-bandwidth information together with two flags indicating
the necessity of the flow to be handled by a low-delay or a low-loss service. This
flow description is implemented as a separate object in the flow description class
and can therefore be adapted to new demands very easily.

7.3.1 Flow Establishment

The add flow function must be called for establishing a new flow. The function
expects a Flow object to be passed via the communication interface. If the net-
work can be configured to handle the flow, a new, unique flow ID is created, the
status of the flow is set to FLOW::ACCEPT, and the flow is returned to the calling
process via the communication interface.

To set up the flow and configure the network the following steps are performed:

� choose an appropriate DSCP. We will use the set dscp function for this
purpose.

� create a new flow ID. This function ensures, that this flow ID is unique for
the management domain of the bandwidth broker.

� perform a traceroute to get all routers that eventually need to be reconfigured

� configure the ingress router. The ingress router always has to be reconfig-
ured, as it is responsible for marking and shaping the flow. The configura-
tion is performed by the Router::add flow function.

� configure the core and egress routers. To reduce the signalling expenses the
bandwidth broker uses over-provisioning.

� the actual traffic load and the actual reservation are updated for each inter-
face involved in the flow setup

� the global flow table is updated
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7.3.2 Flow Deletion

The del flow function is used for deregistering a previously installed flow. This
function expects the Flow object via the communication interface and performs
the following tasks:

� check the correctness of the flow ID and the flow.

� delete the flow from the ingress router (using Router::del flow)

� reduce the load at all core and egress routers.

� eventually adapt the over-provisioning.

� return the flow ID to the global pool

� delete the flow from the global flow table.

7.3.3 Flow Modification

The change flow function can be used for changing an already registered flow.
It is possible to change bandwidth, service level and also parts of the forwarding
path. Also this function expects a Flow class as an argument. This flow class
must contain the flow ID of the original flow in its flow id field. In particular, the
change flow function does the following:

� The original flow is fetched from the global flow table, using the flow id
variable of the new flow.

� The difference between the old and the new path is computed.

� If the ingress router has changed, the flow is deleted from the old ingress
router by the Router::del flow function, and the new ingress router is
configured via Router::add flow.

� The bandwidth used by the old flow is released and the bandwidth used for
the new flow is allocated if necessary. If there is a part of the route that is
used by both flows, we have only to update the bandwidth on that part.
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Figure 7.3: Communication Architecture for the Bandwidth Broker

7.4 Communication Subsystem for the Bandwidth
Broker

For the communication between the broker and the other entities (e.g. hosts, net-
work elements or other brokers) a threefold communication architecture has been
developed (see Figure 7.3): Broker-router communication, broker-user communi-
cation and broker-broker communication. The architecture is based on the server
- client model and offers a functionality very similar to the SUN RPC [120, 155]
model. Each communication server provides a set of functions a client can call.
The server executes the function with some parameters specified by the client and
delivers the result back to the client. Internally, our implementation uses RPC
function calls to carry out the communication. This can be changed to a imple-
mentation based on TCP sockets only.

7.4.1 The Communication Server

The set of functions a communication server provides is usually a subset of mem-
ber functions of a certain class (e.g. a bandwidth broker class or a Linux router
configurator class). Therefore, if we want to implement a general communication
server class, we have to deal with member functions of different classes. One so-
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lution could be to establish static wrapper functions in each class and ensure, that
only one object of each class is instantiated (which would be a valid assumption
for a bandwidth broker within a network). We chose a more elegant solution to
this problem: The communication server is implemented as a template class in-
dexed by the type of the class it belongs to. This way the type of the member
functions is known to the server and it can access the member functions using
pointers.

Each communication server opens two sockets: one for unicast connections and
one for broadcast. Since we have to use UDP for the broadcast socket we can
assign the same port number to those two sockets. The port number the server
has to listen to must be provided by the correspondent main class. During the
construction of the main class all member functions of the main class that have
to be accessible from outside are inserted in a list of function pointers within the
server.

7.4.2 The Communication Client

The communication client class connects to a communication server on a given
host and port. The communication client class provides two functions, a static
broadcast function and a unicast function. Using these functions, the user can
specify a call parameter, that defines the function he would like to execute on
the remote system. In addition, a single parameter can be given to the remote
function and a result can be passed back. For binary or higher-level functions
that require more parameters, a separate data structure should be defined that con-
tains all parameters and can be passed as one single parameter. The broadcast
function contacts each communication server in the network and gathers the re-
sults in a list. This function is static, which means it does not belong to a single
instance of a communication client and therefore does not have a specified host-
name. Depending on the port number the broadcast function uses, a different class
of communication servers is called.

7.4.3 Serialisation

Serialisation is the term commonly used for converting an object into a stream
of bytes for the purposes of storing it onto the disk or transmitting it over the
network. Basically, serialising an object involves serialising each of the object’s
data members in a well-defined order. Each of the data members should support
serialisation, thus serialising a high-level data structure is done recursively.
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If an object dynamically allocates memory, the amount of this memory is trans-
mitted first, to allow the client side to reconstruct the object by allocating memory
correctly. Serialisation in our scenarios therefore includes the serialisation of the
heap state of an object but not the execution stack and the register state. This
would only be necessary if we would like to serialise objects that perform long
computations, to avoid a restart of the computation from the beginning. In our
case, to transmit call parameters to functions, pure heap state serialisation is suf-
ficient.

The implementation of the serialisation consists of two function templates (one
for serialisation, one for deserialization) with specialisations for each object that is
not a built-in type. The specialisations take care of the correct memory allocation
and object dereference for higher-level objects and cannot be deduced from a
general implementation. The choice of using function templates instead of the
usual overloading of input/output operators provides a greater flexibility in the
number and type of call parameters to the serialisation functions (e.g. different
file descriptors, flags, etc.).

7.4.4 The Bandwidth Broker — Router Communication

Initialisation

get_RoutingTable()

get_FlowTable()

init_FT(list<Flow>)

Command Interpreter

execute(string)

Autoconfiguration

reply()

solicit()

Router Communication Server

managed_by()

Information Service

Figure 7.4: The Router Communication Server

Each router in the network has to provide a configuration daemon to execute the
functions needed to configure this router. This daemon is a communication server
providing the functions to the bandwidth broker. The broker calls these func-
tions each time it initialises or (re-)configures the router. The functions of the
communication server can be divided into four parts. The first part includes the
functions corresponding to the private member functions of the Router class.
These functions are only called during the initialisation. The second part consists
of one function only (the execute function) which provides a way to execute
shell commands or scripts directly at the router. It is called from the various flow
configuration functions of the bandwidth broker. The third part consists of two
functions (reply and solicit) that are used by the topology auto-detection
feature of the broker (see Section 7.1). The last part also consists of just one func-
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tion that returns the name of the bandwidth broker configuring this router. This
function will be used in a multi-ISP scenario (see Section 7.7).

7.4.5 The Bandwidth Broker — User Communication

reply()
solicit()

Autoconfinguration

Bandwidth Broker Communication Server

Flow Setup API

request_FlowList()add_Flow(Flow)
del_Flow(Flow)
change_Flow(Flow)

Information API

Figure 7.5: The Broker Communication Server

The broker itself provides a communication server offering all broker commands
(cf. Section 7.3) to the user. A graphical interface offers a user-friendly way to
call the different broker commands and to keep an overview about the flows that
are currently set up.

Negotiation of a new SLS The messages that need to be exchanged between
the host and the bandwidth broker in order to set up a new SLS are shown in
Figure 7.6. The messages are exchanged using the TCP protocol. Authentica-
tion information also has to be included, but this issue is not considered in this
scenario.

Bandwidth
Broker

DiffServ
Router(s)

(1)

(3)
(4)

(2)

Client

Figure 7.6: Message sequence for negotiating a new SLS

The messages needed to negotiate a new SLS as the following:

1. The initial request message defining the Service Level of the new flow. This
message contains the data structure shown in Figure 6.4, describing the flow
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specification in an abstract way. With this message, the broker can decide
on how to configure the routers in a way that best fits the current network
topology.

2. The bandwidth broker translates the abstract packet data into a concrete
router configuration. Now it tries to set up the routers that are involved
during the transmission of the flow. The bandwidth broker can also check
in advance, if there is enough bandwidth reserved to accept the flow and
reject the SLS if this is not the case (see message (4)). The API described
in [160] manages all the translation and configuration and also provides the
functionality to manage the bandwidth that is reserved.

3. Each router reports success or failure of the configuration back to the band-
width broker.

4. The bandwidth broker reports the status of the SLS back to the mobile host.
Failure can be caused by errors during the configuration or — most likely
— by a unavailable amount of bandwidth.

7.5 Client Software and User Interface

Each client that wants to contact the bandwidth broker to negotiate a reservation
needs an implementation of a communication client (cf. Figure 7.3) that calls the
correct broker functions. In order to support the user and to make the negoti-
ation more convenient, a graphical user interface (GUI) has been implemented.
The GUI offers an input menu (see Figure 7.7) where the user can fill in his re-
quirements. All other necessary actions are performed by the client software. In
particular this actions are:

� search for a bandwidth broker via broadcast calls

� call the appropriate broker API functions

� display the flows after successful reservation

7.6 Performance of the Architecture

The performance evaluation of our architecture shows how fast the bandwidth
broker can handle flow requests while managing a reasonably large network. In
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Figure 7.7: GUI Input Menu

addition, we were interested in the memory consumption of the bandwidth bro-
ker, which we expect to be quite large because of the central topology and flow
databases. For the evaluation we had to emulate a large number (about 200)
of routers (more precisely: router configuration daemons) on a single PC, since
no existing DiffServ network consisting of several hundred nodes was available.
Therefore we had to restrict the actions of the router daemons: no flow tables
have been written to the kernel memory or to the hard disk, and no configuration
commands have been actually executed. Otherwise a huge overload on the PC
hosting the router daemons would arise. On the other hand these restrictions do
not compromise the reliability of our results because of the parallelism of these
actions: executing one action after another on a single machine produces a large
delay but executing them in parallel on several machines is done very fast.

7.6.1 Evaluation Scenarios

For the performance evaluation several test topologies have been created using
the tiers [45] program. This program randomly generates a topology consisting
of a single WAN with several MANs and several LANs per MAN. The number of
routers per network can be chosen. We generated seven topologies from 157 nodes
up to 1010 nodes and tested our broker with those topologies. As an example,
Figure 7.8 shows the topology consisting of 535 nodes. The routing tables were
generated by the Bellman-Ford distance vector algorithm [11, 61]. Each routing
table contains the distance (in a given metric; here: hops) to each router in the
network.

The measurements have been performed on Linux PCs in our network laboratory.
The different platforms available are listed in Table 7.1. All PCs are intercon-
nected via full-duplex 100 MBit/s Ethernet lines.
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Figure 7.8: An exemplary tiers-generated topology

7.6.2 Results

Memory Consumption

The memory consumption of a centralised application is always a critical issue.
Our bandwidth broker relies on two databases that can grow very large: The topol-
ogy database containing the routing tables and the flow database. Of course, the
amount of memory used does not depend on the platform. Therefore, we only
present the results for one platform.

The memory consumption of the flow database is not very critical because only a
very small amount of data has to be stored per flow, and the memory consumption
of this database grows linearly with the number of flow requests (see Figure 7.10).
The actual amount of memory used per flow during the experiments with several
topologies can be found in Figure 7.9. This table shows the amount of memory
that has been used for the flow database and other allocations that have been made
during a test performing 1000 flow requests.

However, in our scenarios the routing tables will grow quadratically with the num-
ber of nodes in the topology (see Figure 7.11). This is an effect of the RIP pro-
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CPU Memory Bus Clock external bus name
2x AMD Athlon 2000+ MP 2048 MB 266 MHZ DDR U3-SCSI europa

2x Pentium III 800 MHz 512 MB 133 MHz U2W-SCSI atlas
AMD K6-2 525 MHz 192 MB 100 MHz EIDE buran
AMD K6-2 400 MHz 192 MB 100 MHz EIDE challenger
Pentium II 333 MHz 192 MB 100 MHz U2W-SCSI saenger

Table 7.1: The Laboratory Platforms

Topology Size Flow DB Size (kB)
157 1596
208 1760
305 1480
535 1368
710 1620
928 1332

1010 1652

Figure 7.9: Flow Database Size in kB
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Figure 7.10: Flow Database Size for
1010 Nodes Topology

tocol, which creates a routing table entry for each router of the network. Never-
theless we can estimate, how much memory a router instance consumes when its
routing table contains a reasonable number of entries (ca. 10000 - 30000). This
is approximately the size of the routing table of a backbone router in a large ISP
network. We assume a simple quadratic equation of the form � � ��� � � �

and es-
timate the memory of a router that contains 30000 entries. As a result, only about
15 MB would be needed for such a backbone router. A workstation equipped with
4 GB memory therefore would be able to hold the topology database of more than
250 backbone routers, each having a routing table of 30000 entries. To manage
a large network consisting of 1000 backbone routers, a single server with 16 GB
memory would be sufficient. Another way would be to separate the network into
four parts and assign each part a workstation with 4 GB memory (see Section 7.7).
Larger networks can be managed accordingly (assuming the size of the routing ta-
ble does not change).

Flow Setup Time

For measuring the speed of the bandwidth broker, a small client application has
been implemented to request small flows as fast as possible. This means we send a
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Figure 7.11: Memory Consumption of the Bandwidth Broker

new flow request as soon as the reply of the bandwidth broker arrives at the client.
The bandwidth broker processes the incoming requests in sequential order, since
no parallel communication server has been implemented yet. This is subject to
future work and could further improve the performance. With this application we
were able to measure the flow reservation speed. Up to 1000 flow requests have
been performed for each topology.

For timing measurements two different strategies were used. The goal is to get
the performance of the bandwidth broker. The first strategy is to measure the
time between the sending of the flow request and the receiving of the reply at the
client. To do so, a simple stopwatch timing is sufficient, therefore we used the
UNIX time command. This command measures the total (wall clock) time a
command needs for execution, as well as the “user time”, the time that is spent in
the program code, and the “system time”, the time that is spent by the system, for
example to perform I/O calls.

The second strategy is to measure each internal function call of the bandwidth
broker and to add up these times. To do so we used the Tuning and Analysis
Utilities (TAU,[151]). This is a set of tools to analyse the performance of C, C++,
Fortran, and Java programs. By using this toolkit, we were able to measure the
execution speed of the broker’s add flow function (see Table 7.6).

Performance of the Different Platforms First we will investigate, how the re-
sponse time of the bandwidth broker depends on the computing power of the host
the bandwidth broker runs on and / or on the computing power of the configurator
host. For this purpose we performed tests using all the different platforms avail-
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able. The first experiments consisted of co-located tests where bandwidth broker
and configurators ran on the same machines. This eliminates possible effects of
the interconnection network. We did an experiment setting up 1000 flows on the
smallest topology (157 nodes). The following results have been achieved (see
Table 7.2):

Host Wallclock time User Time System Time
europa 0.715s 0.070s 0.060s
atlas 0.887s 0.080s 0.040s
buran 2.857s 0.220s 0.140s

challenger 3.436s 0.400s 0.140s
saenger 2.314s 0.190s 0.070s

Table 7.2: Performance on a single host

By distributing the broker and the configurator host, it can be seen (cf. Table 7.3),
that the performance of the broker host has a much higher impact on the overall
performance than the configurator host (all flow requests have been sent from host
europa):

Broker Host Configurator Host Wallclock time User Time System Time
europa challenger 0.837s 0.070s 0.050s
europa saenger 0.839s 0.090s 0.040s

challenger europa 2.813s 0.030s 0.010s
saenger europa 2.203s 0.090s 0.050s
saenger buran 2.416s 0.050s 0.010s
buran saenger 2.583s 0.020s 0.010s

enterprise challenger 2.714s 0.050s 0.020s
europa atlas 0.780s 0.080s 0.040s

Table 7.3: Performance on distributed hosts

In the last two lines it can be seen, that depending on the computing power the
influence of the interconnection network can vary. Using a reasonable fast broker
host, the interconnection network is no bottleneck and can almost be neglected.
For this reason, we performed the remaining experiments using the host europa
solely.

Best-Case Scenario The fastest response a client will get from a bandwidth bro-
ker (if we assume a positive answer) will be if there is enough bandwidth allocated
along the path already and therefore just the ingress router has to be reconfigured
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(this has to be done anyway). In order to measure the performance of our band-
width broker under such circumstances we performed an initial configuration of
the network providing enough bandwidth on each link so that all subsequent flow
requests were able to be admitted after the ingress router reconfiguration. Fig-
ure 7.12 shows the results we got for each of the seven topologies:
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Figure 7.12: Flow Setup Time of the Bandwidth Broker (Best Case)

We can see that there is a linear correlation between the number of flow requests
and the total setup time. This denotes a constant flow setup time for a given
topology. Table 7.4 shows the speed averaged over 1000 flow requests for three
topologies.

We can also recognise a small dependency of the topology: The topologies with
710 and 1010 nodes have a slightly lower speed than the one with 928 nodes. This
can be explained if we look at the profiling results which give not only the time
of a function call but also the number of times this function has been called. In
Table 7.5 we can see that the topologies with 710 and 1010 nodes have a quite
higher number of routing table queries. This indicates a bigger diameter of the
topology which is a result of the randomness of the topology generation process.

Another interesting topic is the difference between the Client time and the Broker
time. The client measures its time starting the sending of the reservation request
up to the reception of a reply; the broker starts at the reception of the request and
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Topology Size Flow Setup Speed (Flow/s)
157 2096.4
208 2036.6
305 1736.1
535 1818.1
710 1522.0
928 1785.7

1010 1451.4

Table 7.4: Flow Setup Speed (Best Case)

Topology Size Routing Table Queries Diameter
157 9368 9.36
208 11508 11.5
305 16476 16.5
535 13228 13.2
710 20536 20.5
928 12218 12.2
1010 21328 21.3

Table 7.5: Total Number of Routing Table Queries

stops when the sending the reply. This difference tells us tell the speed of the com-
munication interface. Table 7.6 shows the differences between Client and Broker
time measured, averaged over 1000 Flow requests. We can see that the differ-
ence is about 10 – 20 
 s. This indicates a very high speed of the communication
interface.

Worst Case Scenario In the worst case, a bandwidth broker has to reconfig-
ure all routers along the forwarding path of a flow. This obviously results in a
higher latency but fortunately the use of overprovisioning can reduce this case
to a rare exception. To measure the bandwidth broker under such extremely bad
circumstances we disabled the overprovisioning. As a result, each router had to
be reconfigured. This case will be a rare exception. Normally a user will have a
much lower latency.

Figure 7.13 shows the results for this test. As can be seen, that the time needed
to set up a given number of flows is clearly higher than in the previous experi-
ments shown in Figure 7.12. In Table 7.7 can be seen, that the Flow Setup Speed
has dropped by almost 40%. However, taking into account the large number of
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Topology Size Client Time [ms] Broker Time [ms]
157 0.477 0.451
208 0.491 0.480
305 0.576 0.554
535 0.550 0.521
710 0.657 0.640
928 0.560 0.527
1010 0.689 0.675

Table 7.6: Difference between Client and Broker Time per Flow Request

reconfigurations that have been performed, this is still quite fast. The reason is,
that reconfigurations of core routers are much simpler to be performed than set-
ting up an ingress router. A core router just needs reconfiguration of bandwidth
limitations for the service classes, whereas an ingress router needs a new traffic
conditioner to be inserted and configured (cf. Section 2.2.6).
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Figure 7.13: Flow Setup Time of the Bandwidth Broker (Worst Case)
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Topology Size Flow Setup Speed (Flow/s)
157 1626.0
208 1538.5
305 1186.2
535 1290.3
710 970.9
928 1280.4

1010 930.2

Table 7.7: Flow Setup Speed (Worst Case)

7.7 Multi-ISP Support

If we want to support reservations crossing multiple ISP domains, that are man-
aged by different bandwidth brokers, we need several extensions to the previously
presented architecture. In the following sections we will discuss the changes in
the signalling protocol and we also need to adapt the implementation of the flow
reservation and setup procedure since we need to communicate with neighbouring
bandwidth brokers if a flow crosses several domains.

As an example we want to evaluate the scenario shown in Figure 7.14. Let us as-
sume that Host A wants to set up a bi-directional reservation from itself to Host B.
The route of this flow shall be: Router A1, Router A3, Router X1, Router X2,
Router X4, Router B1, Router B3. In addition, for simplicity and scalability rea-
sons there are only bilateral agreements between neighbouring bandwidth brokers,
i.e. only neighbouring brokers may communicate with routers or brokers of a do-
main.

Several new steps have to be performed and new problems arise in the setup and
configuration procedure:

1. After having received the flow description from Host A, Broker A has to
detect that the flow requires a domain-crossing request.

2. Broker A has to make sure, that other bandwidth brokers along the path
to Host B (Broker X and Broker B) set up the flow correctly and has to
provide them with the necessary information. This is especially important,
if the route from Network A to Network B is ambiguous: Broker X has
no knowledge of the routing within Network A and therefore cannot know
at which possible ingress router the flow from Host A to Host B enters its
domain.
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Figure 7.14: An exemplary multi-ISP scenario

3. Brokers X and B have to set up a reservation from the ingress to the egress
of their domain.

4. Since the routing may be asymmetrical, the reservation for the reverse di-
rection must be started from Broker B.

We have implemented the solutions to those problems as follows:

1. To detect a flow request crossing or leaving the domain is quite easy: As an
example, the Naming Service of Broker A (cf. Section 7.1.2) does not know
Host B, therefore this host cannot be in the domain of Broker A. The flow
from Host A to Host B must be leaving the domain.

2. For the request of a resource reservation to neighbouring domains, Bro-
ker A constructs a new reservation request. To do so, two steps have to be
performed:

(a) Broker A discovers the first router in the next domain using the tracer-
oute command on its topology database (in our example this is Rout-
er X1). This router serves as the ingress router of the following domain
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and is inserted in the therefore newly generates Ingress Router
field of the SLS Signalling Packet (as shown in Figure 7.17, see also
Section 7.7.3).

(b) Broker A has now to detect the broker responsible for the subsequent
flow setup. To do so, it requests from the ingress router (Router X1)
the address of its bandwidth broker (Broker X).

Broker A can now send the reservation request to Broker X which in turn
can continue with the flow setup. Broker X has to perform similar actions
to form a correct reservation request to send to Broker B.

3. The knowledge of both, the source address and the ingress address allows
both Brokers X and B to set up the reservation along the correct path as well
as to perform admission control or policing based on the source address.

4. The problem of how to signal the Broker B to start the reservation for the
reverse direction is handled separately in the next section.

7.7.1 Backward Reservation

Quite a difficult topic in multi-ISP (and thus multi-broker) scenarios is the topic
of backward reservation: a user would like to reserve bandwidth for a flow from
a specific sender (perhaps a multimedia server for digital video) to itself. This
reservation is also called “receiver-initiated reservation”. In general this sender
can not be expected to be in the same domain as the user, therefore the bandwidth
broker of the server’s home domain has to be found. Since the routing may be
asymmetrical, the simple solution of setting up reservations on the known path
from the receiver to the sender is also not possible.

In RSVP all reservations are backward reservations, but in our case we prefer
not to rely on support from the foreign ISP other than provided by the bandwidth
broker. Another approach [135] uses modified ICMP echo request packets to
record the route from the sender to the receiver. Our solution does not change the
routers of the networks but is merely implemented in the code of the bandwidth
broker.

If a bandwidth broker detects a backward reservation (i.e. it can find neither the
sender’s IP address nor the ingress router’s IP address in its topology database)
it does not perform any reservation but will pass the flow request unchanged to
the next upstream bandwidth broker. It does not matter whether this is the cor-
rect bandwidth broker on the route from the sender to the receiver or not; the
only purpose is to find the correct bandwidth broker in the home network of the
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sender. The path the reservation request takes is the same path a forward reserva-
tion would take, but without any changes in the routers. Finally, the reservation
request arrives at the broker of the sender. This bandwidth broker is now able
to find the correct route and to perform the necessary configurations. Afterwards
the correct downstream brokers are contacted, and finally the reservation is fully
established.

The disadvantage of this approach is, that the reservation request first has to travel
to the sender’s network before the reservation can be established. This leads to an
additional delay, but this penalty is met in other implementations, too. However,
since no reconfiguration of routers has to be done, the additional delay will be
comparably small. The main advantage of our approach is the independence of
any support from third parties; the backward reservation is implemented in the
bandwidth broker core and does not rely on special installations on the routers of
the network.

7.7.2 New Architecture Components

Figure 7.15 shows the bandwidth broker architecture for multi-ISP internetworks.
We can identify several new components:

Broker - Broker Communication Interface

An additional communication interface for broker - broker communication has to
be added. The protocol between the brokers nevertheless can be the same as in
the user-broker communication, as described in Section 7.4.5. Using this protocol
the brokers can reserve aggregations of flows by masking the source / destination
address just like any user can reserve a flow at the broker.

Policy Database

Usually it is necessary to restrict the amount of traffic entering a domain from the
outside. Thus, a policy database containing the information about the amount of
traffic foreign subnets are allowed to send is needed. This rather coarse access re-
striction can surely be improved, but it is sufficient to limit the number of users of
a bandwidth-limited access network (e.g. a wireless access point). Using this pol-
icy database we can provide admission control based on the network identification
of the sender / receiver address of a flow.
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Figure 7.15: The Bandwidth Broker Architecture for multi-ISP scenarios

Neighbour Table

As already mentioned the bandwidth broker needs to ask ingress routers from
foreign networks, about the bandwidth broker responsible to manage this foreign
network. In order to minimise the signalling traffic needed, the bandwidth broker
can save the name of a neighbouring bandwidth broker together with the corre-
sponding egress router / ingress router pair in the neighbour table.

FlowID Pool

The FlowID Pool is not a new component of the multi-ISP capable bandwidth
broker, however it had to be changed to provide not only network-wide unique
flow IDs but globally unique flow IDs. Therefore, the format of the flow IDs has
been changed to a pair of integer values, the first indicating the bandwidth broker,
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which issued the ID, the second being created by the same algorithm as the one
used in the single-ISP broker.

7.7.3 Signalling Protocol

The signalling protocol has to be extended in order to help the bandwidth broker to
find the correct entry point of a flow into its network: suppose a user wants to set
up a flow from Host A to Host B, thus crossing the networks of several different
ISPs (see Figure 7.14). The user only specifies the source and the destination of
its flow (see Section 7.4). With this information, Bandwidth Broker A can set up
the flow until it reaches the border of its network (e.g. via Router A1, Router A3).
Broker A has to ask Broker X to continue with the reservation. Unfortunately,
Broker X cannot continue the flow setup without additional information: Bro-
ker X has no possibility to decide, where the flow from Host A to Host B enters
its network. There are two possibilities (Router X1 and Router X3) and one has to
know the internal routing of Network A to predict. Therefore the signalling proto-
col between the bandwidth brokers has been extended by an additional field: the
ingress router (see Figure 7.17). This field contains the IP address of the ingress
router where the flow enters a network. In the example above, the ingress router
for Network A would be Router A1, and assuming the routing mentioned above,
the ingress router for Network X would be Router X1. With this information,
Broker X can continue the correct flow setup to Host B. The same signalling has
to happen between Broker X and Broker B for the setup of the flow in Network B.

The implementation of the signalling protocol tries to minimise the amount of
signalling messages needed in case of a setup failure: when receiving a reserva-
tion request, the bandwidth broker has to ensure, that there is enough bandwidth
available for the flow request after the downstream domains have configured the
flow. If in the meantime a flow has allocated an amount of bandwidth such as the
initial request has to be rejected, all downstream domains must be notified, and
all signalling and configuration work has been useless. To avoid this, the brokers
previously check the possibility of the request being admitted before sending the
request to neighbouring bandwidth brokers: first the policy database is asked, if
the flow meets the policy of the network. Afterwards the requested amount of
bandwidth is entered in the reservation table. This is a very fast operation com-
pared to the reconfiguration of a router. Yet it ensures, that in the meantime no
new flow request can allocate the bandwidth of the pending flow request. After
the admission of the downstream domain arrives, the broker can now safely con-
figure its network, and report the successful reservation setup to the user. Using
this procedure the user is notified much faster if the reservation can’t be served.
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Figure 7.16: Signalling Protocol Messages

The messages exchanged during the reservation process are summarised below:

(1) Host A sends a reservation request to its home broker

(2),(5) The broker asks the egress router’s routing table (or the neighbour table) for
the ingress router address

(3),(6) The broker asks the ingress router of the foreign network (or the neighbour
table) for the bandwidth broker of the foreign network

(4),(7) The broker forwards the reservation request with the updated ingress router
address to the neighbouring bandwidth broker

(8),(10),(12) The broker configures the network

(9),(11) The broker reports the successful completion of the setup

(13) Host A receives the report about its reservation request
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Figure 7.17: New SLS Signalling Packet Format

7.7.4 Multi-ISP-Capable Broker Commands

In this section we now summarise all changes made to the simple scenario de-
scribed in the beginning of this chapter in order to get the multi-ISP scenario.

Flow Establishment

The add flow command (cf. 7.3.1) is changed as follows:

� Choose an appropriate DSCP. If a DSCP is already set, map it to the DSCP
used in the own network.

� If no flow ID is set, create a new one.

� Ask the naming service, if the sender or the ingress address is part of this
domain.

– If both are unknown, this is a backward reservation. Find the egress
router to the sender.

– Get the next-hop router (i.e. the ingress of the neighbouring domain)
for the flow by looking at the egress routers routing table.

– Ask this ingress router for its managing bandwidth broker.

– Send the reservation request unchanged to the neighbouring band-
width broker.

� Ask the naming service, if the destination is part of this domain.
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– If yes, configure the flow along the path from the ingress address to
the destination address. If the ingress address is empty, use the source
address instead.

– If not:
� Find the egress router of the flow in this network.
� Get the next-hop router (i.e. the ingress of the neighbouring do-

main) for the flow by looking at the egress routers routing table.
� Ask this ingress router for its managing bandwidth broker.
� Write the ingress routers address into the ingress field of the flow

description.
� Send the reservation request to the neighbouring bandwidth bro-

ker.
� If the neighbouring bandwidth broker accepts the request, config-

ure the flow along the path in this network.
� Update the load and reservation tables.

� Update the flow table.

Flow Modification

The change flow command is a little more complicated: Yet this command
is very important in case of mobile hosts (see Part IV), if the location and/or
IP address of a host may change and existing reservations nevertheless have to
remain. Four different scenarios are possible: Changing the destination address
of a flow, or changing the source address of a flow, both as a forward or a backward
reservation. Figure 7.18 shows the different scenarios: in this figure each network
is managed by an individual bandwidth broker. In each of the four scenarios those
bandwidth brokers have to decide whether to add a part of the new branch to their
network, to delete an old branch, to change an existing part in their network, or to
do nothing at all. This decision is based on the existence of the globally unique
flow ID and on a simple comparison of the sender/ingress and receiver address.

If the broker receives a change flow command, it executes the following:

� If the flow cannot be found in the database

– If the sender address or the ingress address is part of the broker’s own
network, it sends the change flow command to the neighbouring
broker in the direction of the receiver; after a successful setup, it con-
figures the flow in the own network (this is exactly the same procedure
as setting up a new flow).
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Figure 7.18: Changing an Existing Flow

– If both, sender and ingress address are unknown to the broker, it sends
the change flow request to the next broker in direction of the sender
(cf. backward reservation, Section 7.7.1).

� If the flow ID is found in the database:

– If the receiver address has changed, it sends a del flow command to
the broker in direction of the old receiver, it sends a add flow com-
mand in direction of the new receiver, and performs a change flow
in the own network.

– If the sender address or the ingress router have changed, it updates the
own flow table in a way, that the entry with the flow ID now contains
the new sender / ingress address. Afterwards it sends a del flow
command to the source bandwidth broker. Deletion of this flow will
be terminated at this broker, since the flows are no longer equal (the
new source address has been inserted before). Finally it performs a
change flow in the own network.
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7.8 Hierarchical Bandwidth Brokers

In Section 7.6 we have seen, that the performance of a single centralised band-
width broker is limited by several factors: The memory consumption for a net-
work consisting of several hundreds or even thousands of nodes is quite high.
In addition, the processing speed of a request is limited by the CPU power of
the bandwidth broker, thus only a limited number of reservation requests can be
served per second. The idea of distributing the load among several bandwidth
brokers, each managing an independent subset of a domain has already been dis-
cussed in Section 3.5.

From an architectural point of view a bandwidth broker in a hierarchy does not
differ much from a bandwidth broker in a multi-ISP environment: like a “multi-
ISP” broker such a leaf broker performs the local flow setup in its own network
independently from other brokers, and if a flow traverses another network it will
call the responsible bandwidth broker. The big difference between a broker hier-
archy and a collection of peer brokers in a multi-ISP environment is the way how
the routers in the network report to the responsible bandwidth broker: in a multi-
ISP scenario the unique address of the bandwidth broker managing the network
is returned (cf. Section 7.7), in a broker hierarchy two cases exist: if the request
comes from a router that belongs to the same (bigger) network, the address of
the leaf broker managing the subnetwork is returned. If the request comes from a
foreign network, the address of the root broker is returned. This separation keeps
the amount of signalling messages as small as possible.

7.8.1 Advantages of a Broker Hierarchy

The problem of load sharing between bandwidth brokers in a very large network
with a high reservation request frequency could be solved by simply subdividing
the network into smaller subnetworks, each managed by its own bandwidth bro-
ker. This would result in a simple multi-ISP scenario. A broker hierarchy has
the obvious drawback of introducing an additional entity that has to be considered
and more signalling is required to ensure the integrity of the network configu-
ration.However, a root bandwidth broker can decrease the amount of signalling
needed for flows crossing the network. We can see this in the example in Fig-
ure 7.19:

Each network is divided into several subnetworks, each managed by a bandwidth
broker (small black square). The upper network implements a broker hierarchy. A
Root Bandwidth Broker (big black square) is responsible for handling all external
flow requests. The root bandwidth broker does not need to know the topology
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Figure 7.19: Hierarchical Bandwidth Broker Example

as much in detail, as the leaf brokers do, but it can handle this requests with
topology knowledge of the subnetworks. Obviously such a network is much easier
to manage than the complicated fine-grained network. Thus, the management of a
network abstraction in the root bandwidth brokers has the advantage of being able
to react much faster to transitional flows than a collection of peer brokers could.

7.8.2 Operation of a Broker Hierarchy

Creating Subnetworks

A large network has to be divided into smaller subnetworks, which are to be man-
aged by a single leaf bandwidth broker each. This has to be done by a network
administrator in advance. The question of how to allocate routers to subnetworks
is quite difficult. It can only be solved with explicit knowledge of the surrounding
situation of the network. Many parameters have to be taken into account: First,
so-called “hot spots” have to be located, where many users with multiple and fre-
quently changing QoS requirements are found. Those users will cause a big load
to the bandwidth broker and thus this load has to be shared. Also the kind of the
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access networks used will influence the way the network is subdivided: in wireless
networks with small cells there is usually a high frequency of handovers. There-
fore, many reconfigurations of edge routers may be necessary. In this situation,
the grouping of some geographically and topologically close access networks may
help to diminish the signalling overhead and improving the overall performance
of the bandwidth broker hierarchy.

Initialisation of the Brokers

Each leaf bandwidth broker can initialise itself as mentioned in Section 7.1. The
root broker has a different initialisation phase: since it cannot auto-detect the
topology of the abstract network it has to read it from an external configuration
file. Since such a partitioning of the network is assumed to be stable, this is not
a drawback. The objects that form the topology database of the root broker are
also not representing routers but subnetworks, that are, however, configured via
the same configuration API like a normal router. This example again shows the
outstanding flexibility of the object-oriented interface between the management
layer of the bandwidth broker and the entities to be managed. Those entities
usually are routers, but as we have seen, they can also be entire subnetworks.

The root bandwidth broker performs an initial reservation of bandwidth between
the egress and ingress points of the subnetworks. This reservation is based on fixed
contracts with neighbouring bandwidth brokers and/or given knowledge about the
expected usage. This initial reservation and all following reservations on those
links should be big enough to minimise the signalling overhead. That means, the
Root Bandwidth Broker also acts as a client requesting a large amount of band-
width from the brokers managing the subnetworks and distributing this bandwidth
pool at its own responsibility.

For example let us assume, that in the network of Figure 7.19 all links are 100
MBit/s Ethernet links and the Root Bandwidth Broker for Network Y has the pol-
icy to initially reserve 10% of the total bandwidth for “foreign” flows. It would
then initiate three flow requests: from Router Yb1 to Router Ya1, from Router Yb1
via Router Yb2 to Router Yc1 and from Router Yb1 to Router Yd1, each request-
ing 10 MBit/s bandwidth.

Flow Establishment

To continue the example, let us now assume, that two flow requests are sent from
Network Xa to Network Yd and from Network Xa to Network Za. To simplify
the example we will not specify the host names of the sender and the receiver.
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The first flow request from Network Xa to Network Yd will be sent to Broker Xa.
This broker detects, that the flow will leave its domain and initiates the flow es-
tablishment procedure as described in Section 7.7.4. Therefore it will forward the
flow request to Broker Xb, which in turn will forward it to Broker Xc. This broker
now detects, that the flow will leave its domain and thus requests the address of
the responsible broker from the ingress router of the neighbouring domain (in this
case Router Yb1). In contrast to the procedure presented in Section 7.7 the router
does not send the address of Broker Yb but — since the request comes from out-
side the domain — the address of the Root Bandwidth Broker. Therefore, the flow
request is sent to the Root Bandwidth Broker, which will use some of its initially
allocated amount of bandwidth for this flow between Router Yb1 and Router Yd1
and finally sends the flow request to Broker Yd to set up the last part of the flow
within the destination subnetwork.

The second flow request from Network Xa to Network Za will initially follow
the same path. After passing Brokers Xa, Xb and Xc it will be forwarded to the
Root Bandwidth Broker of Network Y. Now this broker detects, that the flow will
only transit Network Y (neither source nor destination address belong to network
Y), so this flow request is not forwarded to any of the leaf brokers of Network Y.
The Root Broker configures the flow from Network Yb to Yc using only its pre-
allocated bandwidth and afterwards forwards the flow request to Network Z. In
this example we can see the difference and the benefit of a broker hierarchy: In a
pure multi-ISP scenario without a hierarchy such a flow request would have to be
handled by Brokers Yb1 and Yc1, whereas in a hierarchy scenario only the Root
Broker is involved. Assuming that the subnetworks consist of several hundred
nodes each, while the subnetwork topology is very simple this results in a very
fast flow setup and decreased number of signalling messages compared to the
multi-ISP scenario.

7.8.3 Conclusion

Our approach to organise a hierarchy of bandwidth brokers differs a lot from the
ones found in the literature. Usually, the root broker manages the network in a
centralistic way and the leaf brokers allocate large amounts of bandwidth they can
distribute at their own responsibility [193, 134]. In our approach the control of
the bandwidth fully remains at the leaf brokers. The root broker just allocates an
amount of bandwidth it can distribute to reservation requests that are crossing the
network. In case of a flow going from one subnetwork to another in the same
“big” network, this has the advantage of not detouring the reservation request to
the root broker.
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Summary

In this part we presented the design and the implementation of our bandwidth bro-
ker architecture. First, in Chapter 6 the QoS management API has been presented.
This API is the important interface between the management and the configura-
tion layer in the bandwidth broker architecture. The object oriented implementa-
tion of this interface allows us to support various router hardware. In Chapter 7
the bandwidth broker architecture is explained in detail. We first presented a sim-
ple single-domain broker architecture and the associated flow reservation API. A
detailled performance evaluation showed, that this architecture is able to manage
large networks ( � 1000 nodes) at a high speed ( � 0.6 ms per Flow). Furthermore
we presented the necessary extensions for a broker architecture in multi-domain
networks. Several new components for this advanced architecture are discussed.
In addition, modifications in the flow setup procedure have been necessary to sup-
port receiver-driven reservations and to perform the communication with other
bandwidth brokers. Finally, a novel bandwidth broker hierarchy structure has
been presented. This hierarchy can reduce the amount of signalling needed for a
flow crossing a domain, and therefore minimise the configuration latency.
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Overview

In this part we will further develop our bandwidth broker architecture to finally
achieve the goal of being able to support the QoS demands of mobile users. This
will require several enhancements in the bandwidth broker architecture itself,
that are presented in Chapter 8. First the broker API has to be extended with a
new command to give information about existing flows to mobile users (cf. Sec-
tion 8.2). The possibility to transfer the existing reservations to a new network is
prepared as well. In addition, the inter-domain broker signalling protocol has to
be developed. This is done in Section 8.3.

As already mentioned before, the most important topic in QoS provisioning in
mobile and wireless networks is the handover procedure. A new kind of handover
is developed in Chapter 9, which allows a mobile user to pre-negotiate resource
reservations with the new network. This new handover heavily relies on informa-
tion about the current link quality, which is the only hint of a coming handover
the mobile host can get autonomously (i.e. without the help of a bandwidth bro-
ker or without additional information, like travelling speed and geographical in-
formation about the location of base stations). In Section 9.1 we therefore start
by investigating the handover procedure as it nowadays is implemented in IEEE
802.11b-compliant hardware. In several experiments in our laboratory we were
able to validate the handover parameters found in technical manuals of our hard-
ware (Section 9.2). Based on those results we implemented a monitoring daemon
that controls the signal level and interacts with the client software running on the
mobile host. This way it can negotiate resource reservation before the handover
has to be performed due to low signal quality (Section 9.3).

The mobile node will usually try to attach to the base station offering the best
signal quality. This can be done by a flow modification request to the bandwidth
broker as shown in Section 7.7.4. However, relying solely on the signal quality
may not give satisfying results in every case. Problems could occur if there are
not enough resources available at the new access network (e.g. many other users
have already reserved bandwidth). In such a case the mobile node would not be
able to perform the handover and finally the connection would abort. To prevent
this, we propose to introduce an additional parameter that specifies how hard the
user insists on getting exactly the resources specified. This value is interpreted in
percentage of how much the user is willing to degrade its service to the benefit of
the handover. The bandwidth broker might then be able to perform the necessary
reservations for the handover with a higher probability. This renegotiation of a
existing SLS is described in Section 9.4.2.
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Chapter 8

Mobile-Specific Extensions for the
Bandwidth Broker

Now we will investigate the changes needed in the bandwidth broker architecture
to provide Differentiated Services to a Mobile IP user. A mobile user might visit
several access networks managed by different ISPs, but desires to get a certain
level of Quality of Service wherever he is connected. Since the user usually has
negotiated a Service Level Specification (SLS) with his home-ISP, there exist two
different possibilities. Either the user has to negotiate a new SLS with each new
ISP individually, or the initial SLS has to be transformed and transmitted to the
foreign networks the mobile user visits. In each case the bandwidth broker man-
aging the foreign network will then configure the network according to the SLS
of the user. In addition, we assume, that the mobile host can get a valid IP address
for each foreign network (e.g. via DHCP or foreign agent registration).

The first case does not imply any difficulties or changes in the architecture, since
there is no difference to the negotiation of a SLS with the home broker. The second
case, however, implies various extensions to the current architecture, including for
example changes in the signalling protocol format and a new inter-broker protocol.
Those extensions will be covered in the following sections.

The main reason to investigate this approach is to simplify the mobility for the
user as much as possible. While in the first case the user has maximum flexibility
to adapt to changing environmental situations (such as radio coverage, availabil-
ity of bandwidth ...), each time the user attaches to a new ISP’s network, a new
negotiation has to be performed. This includes too long an interruption in the
communication to be acceptable. The second case avoids the negotiation of a new
SLS and is therefore much faster and more convenient for the user. We should,
however, try to get some of the flexibility of the first approach, without the draw-
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backs of frequent user interaction.

8.1 Scenario Description

Using the small network shown in Figure 8.1 as an example, we can show the
major points where the reconfiguration happens when the mobile user establishes
a SLS at home and afterwards migrates from one access to another. This scenario
contains the home network (a home agent and a home bandwidth broker) and the
foreign network (a foreign agent and a foreign BB). In addition, a correspondent
host is connected to both networks. For simplicity we assume, that both, home and
foreign network belong to the same management domain, that they are managed
by the same bandwidth broker (e.g. running on the home agent host).

Correspondent Host

Foreign Agent

Access Point

Access Point
Mobile Host

Home Agent
Bandwidth Broker

�
�
�

�
�
�

Figure 8.1: Demo Scenario for QoS Provisioning to a mobile user

8.1.1 Negotiation of a new SLS

After registering at the home agent the mobile host can send the information about
the desired SLS to the home bandwidth broker. The negotiation starts when the
mobile user sends a packet containing the bandwidth and some high-level infor-
mation about the desired service [8] (e.g. delay-sensitivity, loss-sensitivity ...).
The broker’s communication interface translates this information to the internal,
technical-oriented flow description of the broker and submits the result to the
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bandwidth broker. The bandwidth broker tries to set up the routers according to
the user’s requirements and reports success or failure back via the communication
interface.

8.1.2 Migration to a new access network

When the mobile host moves to a foreign domain it first has to get a care-of ad-
dress (CoA) by either a foreign agent or DHCP. Using this CoA, the mobile host
can now request the transfer of its home SLS to the new location. The transfer is
initiated by signalling the request to the bandwidth broker in the foreign domain.
The broker can then perform the authentication separately and afterwards contact
the home domain’s bandwidth broker to get the user’s SLS. Together with the CoA
of the mobile user, the foreign bandwidth broker can now establish the service in
the foreign network.

Alternatively the mobile user could establish a totally new SLS with the foreign
bandwidth broker without using its home SLS. The procedure is then — set aside
AAA (cf. Chapter 10) issues — identical to the procedure in the Section 7.7.

8.2 Extensions to the Bandwidth Broker API

In Figure 8.2 the new bandwidth broker API is shown. The new “Mobile Support”
part consists of three functions. Two of them are explained in detail in the follow-
ing Sections (Sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2), the third (neighbouring ESSIDs)
will be explained in the next Chapter. This function will be used for Qos-aware
handovers.

Since Mobile IP is transparent to any correspondent host (with the exception of
route optimisation), flows that come from the correspondent host to the mobile
host will always go to the home network. This implies, that any reservation the
correspondent host has set up also ends at the home network. If the mobile host
moves to a foreign network and wants to get the same level of QoS in the foreign
network, it also has to take care of the fact, that there may be reservations it is
not aware of. Therefore we must provide a way for the mobile host to query the
bandwidth broker to deliver a list of reservations that have to be changed in order
to maintain the current QoS level.
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reply()
solicit()

Autoconfinguration

Bandwidth Broker Communication Server

Flow Setup API Mobile Support

request_FlowList()
request_SLSTransfer()

add_Flow(Flow)
del_Flow(Flow)
change_Flow(Flow) neighbouring_ESSIDs()

Figure 8.2: The New Bandwidth Broker Communication Server

8.2.1 Request a Flow List

The request function can be used to query the bandwidth broker’s global flow
table for flows matching an input mask. This input mask consists of a Flow
object and compares the source-, destination- and ingress addresses and -ports. If
any flow in the broker’s global flow table matches this input, it is appended to the
result list.

Assume, that the mobile host is attached to its home network and that there are two
reservations: one from the mobile host to the correspondent host, and one from the
correspondent host to the mobile host. When the mobile host moves to a foreign
network it has to distinguish between the following three actions, depending on
the Mobile IP routing method:

Triangular Routing: In this case the mobile host needs to establish a reservation
from its care-of-address to the correspondent host and a reservation for the
tunnel from the home agent to the CoA. The reservation from the home
address of the mobile host to the correspondent host can be released.

Reverse Tunnelling: Here the mobile host has to establish a reservation for the
tunnel from the home agent to the CoA and for the reverse tunnel from the
CoA to the home agent. The reservation for the flow between the home
address and the correspondent host must remain.

Route Optimisation In this case, the mobile host only needs to set up a reserva-
tion from the CoA to the correspondent host and can release the reservation
from the home address to the correspondent host. Since the correspondent
host will be notified that the location of the mobile host has changed, it can
update the reservation itself.

Of course this can easily be automated and is executed by a daemon monitoring
the change in the CoA and performing the necessary actions.
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Figure 8.3: Message sequence for SLS transfer to a foreign network

8.2.2 Automatic SLS Transfer

If the mobile user connects to a foreign domain, the SLS of its home domain has to
be transferred to the foreign network. The mobile host can check if it is connected
to a foreign network by checking for a care-of address. The message sequence for
this case is shown in Figure 8.3.

As mentioned before, the protocol shown in Figure 7.6 can also be used, for ex-
ample to change the home-SLS to adapt it to the new environment.

1. The mobile host requests the foreign bandwidth broker to transfer its home
SLS to the new location. Therefore, a special packet format is used, includ-
ing the home address of the mobile host.

2. The foreign broker asks the home broker for the SLS of the mobile host. It
has to use the home address of the mobile host for the query.

3. The home broker transmits the SLS to the foreign broker using the packet
format shown in figure 6.4.

4. The foreign broker replaces the home address of the mobile node with the
care-of address and configures the routers in its network. The home broker
reconfigures the routers in the home network to release the resources used
by the mobile user.

5. The routers report success or failure of the configuration back to the band-
width brokers.

6. The foreign broker informs the mobile host about success or failure of the
SLS transfer.
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8.3 Inter-Domain Broker Signalling

A second, more complex scenario is presented in Figure 8.4. For this scenario
the bandwidth brokers in the home and the foreign networks also need to con-
tact the bandwidth broker in the correspondent host’s network, because some of
the routers are not in the domain of the home broker. In addition to configure
the routers in their own domains, the home and foreign brokers must signal the
correspondent hosts’s broker the modified flow containing the egress router’s ad-
dress. The bandwidth broker can determine this address by tracing its topology
database (see [160]). It is important to signal the egress router’s address, because
the broker in the correspondent host’s network has to be able to determine where
the new flow enters its network. Since a bandwidth broker usually only knows the
topology of its own network and additionally the addresses of the neighbouring
egress/ingress routers, this is the only way to set up the flow between two adja-
cent domains correctly. The packet format for this message can be the same as in
the first scenario (Figure 6.4). This fact extremely simplifies the broker signalling
protocol.

If the mobile host roams toward the foreign domain, the reservation towards the
home domain has to be deleted and a new reservation towards the foreign domain
has to be established.

Bandwidth Broker

Bandwidth Broker

Correspondent Host
Bandwidth Broker

Foreign Agent

Access Point

Access Point
Mobile Host

Home Agent

���
���
���

�
�
�

Figure 8.4: A scenario for inter-domain broker signalling



Chapter 9

User-initiated Handover

In this chapter we will present a way for the mobile user to gain control of the
handover. This will enable the mobile user to take advantage of negotiating QoS
parameters prior to the handover. Using the extensions to the bandwidth broker
presented in Chapter 8, the mobile user will be able to receive Quality of Service
with minimal interruption.

For the development of this new “User-initiated Handover”, we assume, that the
mobile node uses some kind of wireless LAN access technology. The wireless
LAN technology has been in use for a long time now (over 10 years) and mature,
standardized products are available. Due to the implementation in hardware, the
link layer handover process concludes very quickly. However, most manufactur-
ers do not provide enough interface control to their products, making it difficult
to adjust or improve the wireless LAN hardware’s behavior. One of the major
concerns is, that while the wireless LAN technology and Mobile IP operate at
different layers (the first at the physical and the link layer, the latter at the net-
work layer), there is no definition for the inter layer communication between link
and network layer. In practice, this is reflected in the Mobile IP implementations
just following the behavior of the wireless LAN hardware. Of course, this leads
to delays or unwanted and unpredictable results. Yet for applications relying on
QoS in particular, the well timed transfer of network management information
(i.e. flow descriptors) to the new point of attachment is very important. Addi-
tionally, the setup of new reservations (e.g. for the tunnel between the home and
foreign agent) will take some time. Therefore, a pre-handover reservation setup
will reduce the service interruption due to a handover, thus improving the overall
service quality an access network offers.

However, to be able to precisely predict the time a handover is going to happen,
we have to get control over the link layer handover process. The most obvious
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ESSID = AP2

ESSIDs = (AP1,AP3)

AP4

AP2

AP1

MN

Bandwidth Broker

AP3

roaming path
MN

Figure 9.1: Requesting Neighbour Wireless Cells Before the Handover

parameters that influence the wireless LAN hardware’s behavior are indicators of
the signal quality. These quality parameters are usually provided by the driver of
the wireless LAN hardware and can be gathered easily. This leads to the main
idea of continuously monitor the signal quality at the application layer and, upon
exceeding or falling below certain thresholds, alert concerned applications.

The mobile node may now ask the bandwidth broker for a list of neighbouring
access points (see Figure 9.1): The mobile node passes its current ESSID to the
broker (AP2). The bandwidth broker having a list of all access points in its net-
work and their locations available can in turn search for access points that are
likely to be in range of the mobile host (that is AP1 and AP3) and pass this list
of ESSIDs to the mobile node. The mobile node can now perform a search for
wireless cells offering a better radio transmission quality. It will restrict its search
to the list of ESSIDs it has received from the bandwidth broker. In Figure 9.1 the
mobile node will only find AP3. Now the mobile node can ask the bandwidth bro-
ker if any of the wireless cells it found offers enough network resources to satisfy
the SLS of the mobile user. If there are several access points available, the mobile
node will choose the one offering the best signal quality.

The implementation [181] requires access to the wireless LAN hardware, a spec-
ification of the thresholds (Section 9.2) as well as a communication interface to
other programs. With these abilities a mobile node is in control over the handover
process and can perform fast handovers.
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Figure 9.2: Link layer handover message-time diagram using active scanning

9.1 Handover in IEEE 802.11 Wireless Access Net-
works

WaveLAN is a commercial wireless LAN implementation from Lucent Technolo-
gies conforming to the IEEE 802.11 standard.

The following description of the link layer handover process is based on the Wave-
LAN implementation (see [108]).

The wireless LAN card permanently monitors the signal quality of its current
link to the access point. These values are compared reiteratively with predefined
thresholds and lead to appropriate actions.

9.1.1 Link layer handover procedure

When a station moves to the border of the coverage area (so-called wireless cell)
of its current access point into the coverage area of another access point (see Fig-
ure 9.1), the signal quality of the current link drops and a process called Handover
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is invoked. It guarantees the seamless transition between different wireless cells
up to the link layer.

These steps describe the link layer handover procedure shown in Figure 9.2 in
detail:

1. A station decides (see Section 9.1.3) that the signal quality to the current
access point is poor.

2. It starts to look for other access points with the same ESSID using a sweep.

(A sweep characterizes a series of scans on different channels. These are
maintained by the station in a channel-list).

3. The station then selects the best access point found by evaluating the signal
quality.

4. It sends a reassociation request to the selected access point. The access
point determines if access can be granted.

5. If the station is allowed to access the access point, the access point sends a
reassociation response.

9.1.2 Measurement categories

When monitoring the signal quality, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is of sub-
stantial interest. It is based on the signal level and the noise level. The signal
level is obtained from the beacon messages sent by all access points at a rate of
ten messages per second. Information about the noise level is taken from the data
traffic the station is engaged in.

9.1.3 Decision points

A well timed identification of the station’s movements is achieved by introducing
several decision points (thresholds) based on the SNR values (see Section 9.1.2).

Table 9.1 lists the thresholds depending on the density of installed access points.
The access point density value specifies the distance between access points in
the wireless network. These values are taken from Lucent’s Technical Bulletin
023/B [109].

Carrier Detect threshold: A signal level value in dBm representing a lower limit.
A station will only accept received signals that exceed the Carrier Detect
threshold.
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AP Density
Threshold

Low Medium High

Carrier Detect [dBm] -95 -90 -85

Defer [dBm] -95 -85 -75

Cell Search [dB] 10 23 30

Out of Range [dB] 2 7 12

Delta SNR [dB] 6 7 8

Table 9.1: WaveLAN/IEEE thresholds
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Figure 9.3: Link layer handover SNR-time diagram
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Defer threshold: A signal level value in dBm marking a upper bound. A station
will delay its own signal to be transmitted until the incoming signal falls
below the Defer threshold, thereby not being recognized as a modem signal
anymore.

Cell Search threshold: A SNR value in dB used as lower bound. A station will
start to look for another access point as soon as the SNR falls below the Cell
Search threshold.

Out of Range threshold: A SNR value in dB describing a lower limit. A station
will be unable to receive a signal properly if the signal’s SNR falls below
the Out of Range threshold.

Delta SNR: A SNR value in dB representing a minimal distance. A station will
only change to another access point if the difference of both, the old and the
new access point’s SNRs exceed the Delta SNR.

Figure 9.3 depicts the thresholds impact in the scenario seen in Figure 9.1.

Over time the station shifts from the Wireless Cell 1 to the Wireless Cell 2.
Thereby it removes from the first access point and thus the SNR decreases more
and more. Soon the SNR falls below the Cell Search threshold, triggering the
scanning functions of the wireless LAN card. When it recognizes the second ac-
cess point, the wireless LAN card does not connect instantly to the new access
point. Instead it waits for the difference between the SNR from AP1 and AP2 to
exceed the Delta SNR. After having changed to AP2, the wireless LAN card stays
in the search state until the SNR passes the Cell Search threshold again.

If the station moves to an area without any access point coverage, the SNR falls
below the Out of Range threshold, causing more intense scans. Another reason
for not finding any access points might be an overloaded network.

9.2 Link Layer Handover Statistics

Now we want to determine and validate the Signal-to-Noise Ratio thresholds used
by wireless PCMCIA cards to initiate a layer 2 handover as described in Sec-
tion 9.1.1. As no standard thresholds have been prescribed each manufacturer
uses its own values. The threshold values for different density settings shown in
Table 9.1 are taken from Lucent’s Technical Bulletin 023/B [109].
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The wireless equipment used in the tests is manufactured by Lucent Technologies’
Microelectronics Group 1 and available documentation allowed the verification of
the obtained results.

The AP Manager [3] provides a limited control over the threshold values to be
used. Three length values (large, medium or small) in the Distance between APs
field describe the AP density (low, medium or high) of the wireless network.

9.2.1 Equipment

The test equipment consists of two access points (Lucent WavePOINT-II V3.83)
and a Laptop acting as the mobile node, all using WaveLAN cards (Lucent Wave-
LAN/IEEE Turbo, Firmware 7.52).

A small program called iwstats has been written to gather the signal’s quality
values. These consist of the signal level, noise level and the resulting Signal-to-
Noise ratio (SNR). It runs on the mobile node and logs the accumulated data.
Iwstats is based on the Wireless Tools [175] and adds some functionality to let
the user specify the length of the gathering period and the interval between the
collection of two records. Additionally the output is formated to allow easier
evaluation of the data with gnuplot.

The channel setup for the access points provides sufficient channel separation
between two access points as described in [107].

The public access to the wireless test network has been disabled using the Close
Wireless System option in the AP Manager. This feature is non-compliant to the
802.11 standard and implements a stricter handling of association requests from
stations. More information about WaveLAN security options can be found in
[110].

Furthermore, all involved access points and the mobile node have been configured
to use the same ESSID. When the Close Wireless System option is activated, a link
layer handover can only be carried out between access points and mobile nodes
using the same ESSID. The mobile node can also be configured to connect to
any access point by omitting the ESSID specification (i.e. using the value ANY
instead) and disabling the Close Wireless System option in the concerned access
points.

1now called Agere Systems
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Figure 9.4: Outline of the roaming path

9.2.2 Environment

The test site is located under the roof of a brick wall building. The access points
have been placed in two separate rooms, connected by a long hall. The first room
is used as standard office, the second as test lab and contains therefore lots of
technical equipment. The hall in between these two rooms is almost empty.

9.2.3 Measurements

In accordance with the available access point density settings three series of mea-
surements have been carried out, each consisting of 20 runs. The signal’s quality
parameters have been gathered at 300 ms intervals.

The roaming took place along the path shown in Figure 9.4. Commencing one
meter before the first access point (AP1) the mobile node moved in front of the
second access point (AP2) and from there - following the same path - back to the
starting point. With a walking speed of approximately 3 km/h the distance of 50
meters was covered in about 60 seconds.

The averaged results are shown in Figure 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7. They illustrate the
performance of the signal’s quality parameters (signal level, noise Level and SNR)
over time.

9.2.4 Analysis

While moving away from the AP1 the SNR decreases more and more until it
reaches the Cell Search threshold. Now the layer 2 handover process (see Sec-
tion 9.1.1) starts and as result the mobile node associates with the AP2 and thereby
connects to the foreign link. When returning back to the home link, the analogue
procedure takes place.

The altering of the handover points throughout the three graphs is due to the
changes of the access point density parameter and - at the same time - keeping
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Figure 9.5: Signal to noise ratio when roaming with low AP density

the experimental setup physically untouched.

Any fluctuations (e.g. local peaks) in the graphs can be most often ascribed to
surrounding objects made of interfering material.

The graphs show that the thresholds listed in Table 9.1 on page 163 are accurate
values and will therefore be included in the development process of the mobile-
controlled handover (see Chapter 9.3).

9.3 Implementation and Operation of the WLAN
Monitor

[Implementation and Operation of the WLAN Monitor] The necessary functional-
ity to keep track of the SNR behaviour and alert the user to perform the necessary
pre-handover actions a Wireless-LAN monitoring program has been developed
and implemented [181]. Here we will only give a short overview of the operation
of this program.

The implementation was done in C++ and consists of two seperate daemons: The
first provides the data transmission from the bandwidth broker’s mobile client
to the Wireless LAN Monitor, the latter is responsible for the data transmission
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Figure 9.6: Signal to noise ratio when roaming with medium AP density
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Figure 9.8: Interaction of the Wireless LAN Monitor components

to bandwidth broker’s mobile client and for the monitoring the signal’s quality
parameters of the mobile node, where all three programs are running on (see Fig-
ure 9.8). For interprocess communication between the different programms RPC
calls as well as shared memory has been used.

9.3.1 Wireless LAN Monitor operation

The cycle of the Wireless LAN Monitor’s components interacting with the mo-
bile client of the bandwidth broker are described with the following steps and
illustrated in Figure 9.9.

To synchronize the shared memory access of the wlmonsd and the wlmonrpcd the
first character in the shared memory field has been turned into a status flag.

1. When the Wireless LAN Monitor Service Daemon (SD) is started, it invokes
the Wireless LAN Monitor Remote Procedure Call Daemon (RPCD).

2. The bandwidth broker’s mobile client (BBMC) passes an ESSID list to the
RPCD.

3. After reception, the RPCD requests the transfer of the list to the SD.

4. The SD acknowledges the request and hereon the RPCD places the list into
the shared memory and confirms the transfer’s completion.
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5. Having awaited the confirmation, the SD now reads the list from the shared
memory.

6. Assuming that the signal quality falls below the predefined threshold (e.g.
because the mobile node may have moved), the SD alerts the BBMC.

7. Next the BBMC sends an order to scan for better serving access points to
the RPCD, which in turn places a specific mark in the shared memory to be
read by the SD.

8. The SD becomes aware of the request mark and starts to scan other wireless
cells identified by their ESSID from the list.

9. After finishing the scans, the SD informs the BBMC about the results by
passing a list of indices. Sorted descending by signal quality, each index
represents an ESSID from the original list submitted by the BBMC.

10. The BBMC sends an order to change the wireless cell with a certain delay
to the RPCD.

11. After having waited for the specified delay, the RPCD announces the re-
quests to change to the SD.

12. When the SD acknowledges the request, the RPCD puts the index, to which
the SD should change to, as unsigned character in the shared memory.

13. The SD reads the index and carries out the change of the ESSID.

9.4 Range-Based Bandwidth Allocation

We have introduced a mechanism that allows us to initiate a pre-handover SLS ne-
gotiation in order to achieve continuous QoS support in wireless access networks.
The current implementation allows us to select an access point out of a list the
bandwidth broker provides. We now want to present certain criteria to ensure the
best possible QoS for a mobile user roaming several wireless access networks.

The scenario we want to investigate consists of a mobile host that would like to
communicate while moving through the coverage areas of several wireless access
points (AP). Each of those access points offers different QoS levels. Given the
initial QoS requirements of the mobile user, a decision to which wireless cell the
mobile host connects has to be made. If the mobile user has fixed QoS require-
ments that must be kept, the mobile host may not be able to change to a wireless
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cell offering a better SNR. Perhaps, if the signal quality is too low for communica-
tion, no access point at all can serve the user’s requirements. If, however, the user
allows a certain deviation of the QoS specifications, we may be able to choose the
best access point from a bigger list of possible candidates.

9.4.1 Scenario

As in Section 9 we assume, that all wireless cells have a unique identification
number (the ESSID). Figure 9.10 shows the scenario more in detail: A mobile user
reserves a flow requiring 2.5 MBit/s bandwidth at the bandwidth broker. Since the
first wireless cell provides a maximum bandwidth of 5.5 MBit/s, this flow can be
set up. Afterwards the mobile user moves over to the second and third wireless
cell, providing 11 MBit/s and 2 MBit/s respectively. Performing the first handover
is easy, since more bandwidth than required is available. If, however the mobile
user moves to its final location, the service initially granted cannot be satisfied any
more. Section 9.4.2 will cover this problem more in detail.

Correspondent Host

Bandwidth Broker

5.5 MBit/s

11 MBit/s 2 MBit/s

2.5 MBit/s

���
���
���

�
�
�

Figure 9.10: Scenario for a QoS-aware Handover

9.4.2 Renegotiation of the SLS

Each time, a handover occurs, the bandwidth broker has to guarantee, that the
new wireless cell is able to fulfil the requirements of the new user. If no wireless
cell capable to serve the new flow is in range, a renegotiation of the SLS has to
be performed in order to maintain the connectivity of the user. Otherwise, the
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mobile user would not be able to perform a handover and finally move out of the
transmission range of the base station, unable to communicate any more. To avoid
this, during the pre-handover negotiation (see Section 9) the BB will also propose
some wireless cells, that have not enough resources to serve the flow. The mobile
host can now choose the best wireless cell available to attach. This choice may
consider parameters outside the scope of networking, for example geographical
information.

unsigned long
unsigned short
unsigned long Bandwidth

excess Bandwidth
Flags

Service Level

double weight

Figure 9.11: New Service Level Specification Format

The decision of the bandwidth broker which cells to propose is based on an addi-
tional entry in the SLS description: the weight field (see Figure 9.11). This newly
introduced value will be interpreted as a percentage value, how far the mobile user
is willing to deviate from its initial service level specification. If for example the
value of weight equals 0.2, any wireless cell offering more than 80% of the spec-
ified bandwidth will be proposed. Given the values of Figure 9.10 and a weight
of 0.2 the third cell could just be proposed to the mobile host, thus providing
connectivity at the mobile host’s final destination.
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Chapter 10

An AAA Architecture Extension for
Providing DiffServ to Mobile IP
Users

Throughout the discussion of our bandwidth broker architecture and the exten-
sions for mobile users (Chapters 6 – 8) we neglected the topic of security. In a
mobile scenario, however, this topic gets more and more important. Usually, an
ISP will not offer its resources to a foreign user for free. Therefore, accounting
mechanisms have to be implemented if the support for mobile users is desired. To
prevent abuse and fraud, this automatically leads to authentication and authorisa-
tion.

In this chapter we will discuss, how an AAA architecture, like the ones presented
in Section 3.7, could be modified or extended to fit the requirements of a mobile
user requesting Quality of Service in a foreign domain.

In Section 10.1 we present a simple architecture and message sequence for AAA
in a Mobile IP scenario using a foreign agent. This architecture is derived from the
roaming pull model for distributed services [179]. In Section 10.2 we discuss, that
it is necessary to depend the reception of a care-of address on valid authentication
and authorisation. A new architecture is developed by combining the Service
Location Protocol (SLP) with the traditional AAA architecture. Of course in such
a scenario the access to the bandwidth broker has to be restricted, too. This is
discussed in Section 10.3.2.
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10.1 Mobile AAA with Foreign Agent

We now apply the roaming pull model [179] to a Mobile IP scenario which is
one of the main usages of the roaming pull model. Furthermore we specify the
messages that are exchanged between the mobile host and the entities of the AAA
architecture. After a mobile user arrives in a foreign domain, the following mes-
sages have to be exchanged in order to provide connectivity to the user:

1.

6.

2. 5.

3. 4.

   Home Domain

    Foreign Domain

AAAFUser

AAAH

Foreign Agent

Figure 10.1: AAA Message Sequence for a Mobile Node

1. The user visiting a foreign network wants to use a certain level of QoS.
Therefore it requests a quantifiable amount of resources between a selected
destination and itself. First, he/she needs to issue a registration request to
the foreign agent, including the authentication information. At this point the
mobile node still has not yet gained access to the network, as it still doesn’t
have a valid care-of-address. Thus it can not send the requests to the home
AAA server directly.

2. The foreign agent parses this request and forwards the authentication infor-
mation to the foreign service provider’s AAA server (AAAF).

3. By receiving the registration of the mobile node, the AAAF checks the
realm part of the NAI provided by the mobile node to see whether the mo-
bile node belongs to its own network. The Network Access Identifier (NAI)
Extension [27] is the user ID submitted by the client during authentica-
tion and has the format of username@realm. The purpose of the NAI is
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to uniquely identify the mobile node. Usually the authentication informa-
tion of a mobile user cannot not be validated locally. Therefore the AAAF
needs to contact the appropriate external authority (AAAH) to evaluate the
request. This AAAH (the AAA server of the home domain) is found with
help of the NAI.

4. The AAAH looks up the corresponding policy in its SLA repository based
on the user name and forwards it to the AAAF for evaluation.

5. Once the authorisation has been obtained by the AAAF, it decides whether
to accept a user with the specific parameters or not. The AAAF will notify
the foreign agent about the result.

6. After a successful authorisation of the mobile node, the service equipment
has to set up a policy enforcement and to tell the user that the required
service is available. Now, the foreign agent is able to continue the Mobile
IP registration procedure without further involvement of the AAA servers.

10.2 Integration of SLP and the AAA Architecture

The main drawback in the Mobile IP AAA architecture described above is that
it depends on the existence of a foreign agent: A foreign agent is not always
available in foreign network environments. Sometimes the mobile node uses some
other automatic configuration mechanisms to get a new IP address such as IPv6
stateless address autoconfiguration [173] or DHCP. However, valid IP addresses
are also network resources. If any mobile node is allowed to get an IP address by
automatic address configuration, it can do anything at will. This has a tremendous
impact on the network security. Therefore we need to make specific restrictions
on methods to obtain an IP address. To do so, it is necessary to further develop
an AAA architecture which is working in a uniform manner for IPv4/IPv6 no
matter whether the foreign agent exists or not. In order to solve these problems
we integrate the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [69] into our architecture.

SLP simplifies the discovery and selection of network services such as printers etc.
There are three components involved in SLP: User Agents (UA) acquire service
handlers for user applications; Service Agents (SA) advertise service handlers;
Directory Agents (DA) collect service handlers in a local network. The signalling
procedures are illustrated in Figure 10.2.

1. The DA periodically multicasts DA advertisements to indicate its presence
to all SAs and UAs.
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Service
Agent

Service 
Agent

Service
Agent

Agent
Service

Directory
Agent

User Agent

1

2

3 4 5 6

Figure 10.2: Message Sequence in SLP

2. The SAs advertise themselves by registering at a DA. The registration in-
formation includes a list of all the keywords and attribute-value pairs that
describe their service. Registration information also includes a time-to-live
after which the service information is removed by the DA. Explicit dereg-
istration can also remove service information. The DA has to return an
acknowledgement or a deregistration message on receipt of a registration.

3. Whenever a client application requests a type of service, the user agent will
send an attribute request to the DA to find out the characteristics of a partic-
ular service.

4. The DA sends an attribute reply which gives a list of available services
matching the requested information.

5. The client chooses a service out of this list and the UA sends a service
request to notify the DA of its choice and acquires a service handler (i.e.,
service addresses and access information).

6. The DA sends a service reply to the user agent to provide the service han-
dler.

Finally, the client application can communicate directly with the SA, the DA’s
assistance is no longer needed. In order to make the Mobile IP AAA architecture
independent of the foreign agent, we further make an extension by deploying SLP
as shown in Figure 10.3. A mobile node can search any service agent which is
available in a foreign domain (such as foreign agent, DHCP server, printer etc.)
via SLP according to the user’s requirements.
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Directory Agent

FA DHCP

AAAF

    Foreign Domain

User

AAAH

   Home Domain

Printer
     

1
2

3 4

5

6

7

Figure 10.3: Message Sequence in SLP capable AAA Architecture

1. The foreign agent and the DHCP advertise themselves by registering at a Di-
rectory Agent, which periodically multicasts DA advertisements. Note that
it is required in advance to disable the stateless autoconfiguration in IPv6
routers. Once the mobile node receives a DA advertisement, it will send an
attribute request to obtain an IP address, which includes the authentication
information.

2. The DA acts like a guard having the responsibility of authentication. In
particular, it has to make sure that only valid mobile users can freely use
resources or services and leave the other malicious users outside. Before
the DA answers the query of the mobile user, it first needs to check whether
the identity of the mobile user is valid. Then, the authentication phase be-
gins. In order to accelerate this procedure, the DA needs to have a database
with the valid visitors. This information can be dynamically obtained via
the AAA service. By receiving an attribute request the DA checks its user
database to see if there has been a record of this user according to the user-
name part of the NAI provided by the mobile node. If it is not available, the
DA is expected to forward authentication and NAI information to the local
AAA server.

3. The AAAF first checks the realm part of the NAI to see whether the mobile
user belongs to its own network. If the user is a visitor, it contacts the
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external AAAH to further verify the user identity.

4. QoS specifications are typically located in the home AAA server, which
may be indexed by username, password etc. Therefore, the home AAA
server checks the validity of the user identity based on the confidential infor-
mation, then gives a proper response to the foreign AAA server. Of course,
it needs to forward the SLA policy in its positive reply to the foreign do-
main in order to facilitate the later authorisation, to minimise latency, and
to avoid too frequent control message exchange if the mobile user micro-
moves between different subnets in the same ISP domain.

5. If the foreign AAA server receives a positive reply from the home AAA
server, it will store the SLA specification to establish a customer record
in its database. Meanwhile it will inform the DA about the authentication
result.

6. As soon as the DA is informed about the user validity, it will add the user
information to its user records database. If this user wants to re-use the
various network services at a later time again, the DA can then assure the
identity by directly checking the database and no time-consuming authen-
tication is needed anymore. Now, the DA can send an attribute reply that
gives a list of the available services able to allocate an IP address, such as a
foreign agent or DHCP.

7. The client agent of a mobile computer chooses automatically or manually
one service, gets a service handler from the DA and then contacts a foreign
agent or DHCP to get an IP address. Each SA has to contact the AAAF to
further authenticate the user’s identity for more security. Finally, the mobile
node will issue a registration request to require access to the network.

10.3 Mobile IP Node Negotiation Procedure for Diff-
Serv

In order to achieve a complete impression about the way our extended AAA ar-
chitecture works in detail and how various components interact with each other
to establish Differentiated Services for a Mobile IP node, this section will give a
more detailed description of the message sequence shown in Figure 10.4.
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AAAF

BB Printer

DA

FADHCP FA BB

DAHA

DHCP Printer

AAAH

DiffServ 

Figure 10.4: Message Sequence in Negotiation Procedure

10.3.1 Initial Foreign Network Access

1. In order to obtain a temporary connectivity, IP address, subnet mask, de-
fault router, DNS server, and other informations are required. As soon as
a mobile node receives a DA advertisement, it will send an attribute re-
quest to obtain an IP address. Because the foreign ISP needs to assure that
he/she will pay for the connectivity, the user has to send some confidential
information such as username, password, ID etc. to identify himself/herself.
This information should be encrypted with the AAAH’s public key and ap-
pended as an option extension to every attribute request message sent to the
DA (Figure 10.5). These authentication information tends to be valid for a
long period, is difficult to forge, and has a strong authentication process to
establish the owner’s identity. It can be considered as a passport to identify
the owner. Meanwhile, in order to map the home domain and facilitate the
later distribution of the shared key between AAAF and mobile node, the
mobile node’s NAI extension and its public key also need to be included.

Confidential Information

Security Parameter IndexLengthType=1111

Figure 10.5: An Authentication Option Extension in an Attribute Request Mes-
sage

2. The DA checks its user database to see whether there is a record of this
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user according to the username part of NAI. If it is not available, the DA is
expected to forward the authentication data, NAI and mobile node’s public
key information to the local AAA server.

3. The AAAF also needs to have the two following tables in addition to the
SLA repository with the native customers.

- A visiting record table with all mobile nodes who are presently vis-
iting this foreign domain. Each item in this table has to contain the
following information: the username part of the NAI, account num-
ber and shared key which is produced by the AAAF for the valid user,
mobile node’s public key and the SLA specifications. The item has a
lifetime that is setup appropriately by the network operator.

- The other table is a security association table with all foreign domains
this AAAF has established security associations with. Each item in
this table has to contain the following information: foreign domain
name, IP address of AAAF, IP address of AAAH, shared key.

Usually, if a mobile user moves into a new domain, the AAA has no corre-
sponding record to verify him/her. Therefore, it will contact the appropriate
external AAA server (AAAH). By reading the realm portion of the NAI, the
AAAF can determine if and where to the information should be forwarded.
The basic operation is as follows:

� The AAAF first checks the realm part of the NAI to see whether the
mobile user belongs to its own network or not. This is in case the
mobile user micro-moves around in different subnets of the same ad-
ministrative domain. If the user is a native customer, it will directly
decrypt the authentication option with its own private key and check
the validity of the user in its SLA repository.

� If the mobile user is a visitor, the AAA has to check its visiting record
table according to the username of the NAI in order to see whether a
record about this mobile user already exists or not. If his/her record
is available, this user has been authenticated before and he/she is ac-
cepted as is a valid user.

� If the record is not available, the mobile user is a newcomer. The
AAAF then needs to further check the security association table to see
if a security association between the local AAA server and the AAA
server of the home domain indicated by the NAI of the mobile user
exists already.
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� If so, the AAA server directly sends the authentication option exten-
sion of the IP packet to the AAA server in the home domain (AAAH).
The AAAH uses its private key to decrypt the authentication informa-
tion (e.g. user name and password) and checks the validity of the user
identity in its SLA repository. For valid users, the AAAH returns a
copy of the SLA specification which needs to be encrypted with the
shared keys between the AAAF and the AAAH. Here, the security
association is assumed to be a trust relationship by which the AAA
server in the foreign domain can make sure the AAAH will definitely
pay for the services used by the mobile users who belong to it.

� Otherwise, support from the AAAB is required. If the AAAF has an
interface to the AAAB, it can send the authentication option extension
and NAI extension of the IP packet to the AAAB.

4. The AAAB checks the realm part of the NAI to see if it is able to map this
domain name into an IP address of an AAA server. If it is not possible,
the AAA broker has to reject the service to the mobile node in the foreign
network by giving a negative response to the AAAF. Otherwise, the AAA
broker needs to send an inquiry message including this authentication op-
tion extension to the AAAH in order to require a copy of the authorisation
message from the home domain.

5. The AAAH is responsible for storing all user names and SLA specifications
about the mobile users who belong to this home domain. If the AAAH
receives the inquiry message from the AAAB, it will decrypt the authenti-
cation with its private key and look up its SLA repository. This database
not only contains the user’s identification but also specifies the maximum
amount and type of traffic the user can send and/or receive. Finally, the
AAAH checks the security association table, uses a proper key (AAAB’s
public key or the shared-key between the AAAH and the AAAF) to encrypt
the SLA information and sends the result to the correspondent node (the
AAAF or the AAAB). Of course it here refers to the AAA broker.

6. The AAA Broker will decrypt the received message and send a packet to
the AAAF. It encrypts the result with its private key and adds it to the IP
packet as IP Authentication Header [7]. This packet is more like an entry
visa, because it is typically issued by a different authority than the passport
issuing authority and it does not have as long a validity period as a passport.
The structure of this packet is a digitally signed set of attributes defining the
DiffServ service level of the mobile user when at home.

7. If the AAAF receives a positive reply from the external AAA server (AAAH
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or AAAB), it will decrypt the message with the proper key and store this
SLA specification to establish a customer record in its visiting record table.
Meanwhile it will establish an account number and generate a shared key
for this valid user. This information should be encrypted with the mobile
node’s public key and appended as a key distribution IP option extension
(Figure 10.6) to the message the AAAF sends to inform the DA of the result
of authentication.

Type=2222 Length Security Parameter Index

User’s Account Number And Shared Key Information

Figure 10.6: A Key Distribution IP Option Extension

8. As soon as the DA is informed about the validity of the user, it will add
the user information (the username of the NAI) to its user records database
and send an attribute reply to the mobile node. This message includes the
original key distribution IP option and gives a list of available services for IP
address allocation, such as foreign agent or DHCP servers. Note that each
item in the user records database of the DA also has a restricted lifetime.
Therefore, a periodical refreshment is necessary.

9. The mobile node first decrypts the key distribution IP option with its private
key to achieve its account number and shared key in the AAAF. The UA
on the mobile node chooses one service and gets a service handler from the
DA. Finally, the mobile node will directly issue a service request message to
the corresponding SA. In each service request message sent to the SA, the
mobile node has to offer the NAI extension and its account number option
extension shown in Figure 10.7. This account number has to be encrypted
with the shared key between the mobile node and the AAAF.

Type=3333 Length Security Parameter Index

User’s Account Number in the AAAF

Figure 10.7: An Account Number Option Extension in a Service Request Message

10. Each SA has to contact the AAAF to further authenticate the user’s identity
for more security. If a SA receives the service request from the mobile node,
it first has to send the NAI and the user’s encrypted account number to the
AAAF.
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11. According to the username of the NAI, the AAAF uses the appropriate key
to decrypt and check the validity of the user’s account number. If the ac-
count number is consistent with the information in its visiting records table,
the AAAF will inform the SA to supply the desired service to the mobile
node. Otherwise, the AAAF will send a negative response to the SA and
ask it to reject the request of this user.

12. For a valid user, the SA (now a foreign agent or DHCP server), will allocate
an IP address for the mobile node and deliver it in its service reply.

13. After this, the mobile node will continue with the Mobile IP registration
procedure and inform the home agent about its current location.

14. Finally, the home agent sends a registration reply to the mobile node indi-
cating that the registration was successful and now access to the network is
possible.

10.3.2 QoS Negotiation

After the mobile node has successfully got access to the network, it might further
desire to get QoS. When we introduced our signalling protocol in Section 7.7.3
we assumed, that the host sending a reservation request has a valid IP address and
is allowed to set up a QoS reservation. This might not hold in a mobile scenario
where the mobile host is unknown to the foreign domain. The mobile node has to
authenticate itself following the procedure presented earlier in this section.

First, the mobile node has to find an available SA providing Differentiated Ser-
vices via the DA. The SA specifies what types of Differentiated Services are sup-
ported in this foreign domain. The basic operation is as follows:

� The mobile node sends an attribute message to the DA to request QoS.

� When the DA finds the record of the mobile node in its user database based
on the username of the NAI, the DA will assume that this user has already
been authenticated and subsequently send an attribute reply to the mobile
node, which gives the IP address of the SA supplying DiffServ, such as a
bandwidth broker.

� Then, the mobile node communicates with the bandwidth broker to negoti-
ate its QoS level. For that purpose the mobile node can use the signalling
protocol presented in Section 7.7.3. The bandwidth broker contacts the
AAAF to further verify the user with the same procedure described above
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(initial foreign network access). For a valid user, the bandwidth broker will
perform the reconfigurations and negotiations with the other bandwidth bro-
kers needed to configure the reservation. At the same time, the bandwidth
broker also sends a signal to the AAAF to trigger an accounting procedure.

In this example we can see, that after a successful authorisation and authentication
the full signalling protocol presented in the preceding chapters can be used.

Summary

In this part we focused on the needs of mobile users if they want to maintain an
initial QoS level during roaming through several foreign domains. In Chapter 8
we were able to show, that with a few small additions, the multi-domain band-
width broker architecture is ready to support mobile users. In Section 8.2 we
present new functions in the broker API which enable a mobile user to perform
the necessary reservations. An additional function to support the mobile node’s
QoS-aware handover has been used in Chapter 9. By using this handover tech-
nique, the mobile node is notified as soon as the signal quality is too low to stay
connected any longer. To achieve this, several daemons have been implemented
to permanently monitor the signal quality and to notify the client software. The
client then has the possibility to set up a new reservation at the bandwidth broker
for the new subnetwork. To improve the chances of a successful handover, the
mobile node also has the option to diminish the amount of the reservation.

The last chapter of this part deals with security architectures needed for mobile
scenarios. We combine the existing AAA architecture with the SLP and this way
can assure that no mobile user without valid authentication and authorisation gets
access to a network.



Conclusion and Outlook

In order to summarise our work we would like to come back to the scenario pre-
sented in the Introduction (Figure I.1). In this scenario we pointed out the prob-
lems a mobile user has in todays networks if he/she wants to sustain an initially
negotiated QoS level. Based on this scenario we want to develop a figure of how
these problems could be solved with the bandwidth broker framework developed
in this thesis. The new components we want to add to the existing infrastructure
are shown in Figure C.8 and their interaction is shortly described in the following
section. Showing all the signalling protocols and all the messages used to config-
ure a resource reservation and to sustain a QoS level in one single figure would
lead to a figure too complicated and too overloaded. In the following Sections we
will therefore split the figure into two figures, one showing the home and one the
foreign network. In addition to simplify the figures we will skip the Mobile IP
registration procedure, since we did not change anything in it. We will also only
show the most important communication channels and refer to the description
given or to the section where this topic is handled in detail.

New Components

We can see several components newly introduced in the scenario: bandwidth bro-
kers and AAA servers, one for each network or subnetwork, and configuration
daemons (CD) running at each DiffServ router. The bandwidth brokers control
and manage the routers in their networks (here represented by a single DiffServ
ingress router) but also all wireless access points, as it is shown in the “virtual
network” picture of the brokers. The control of the access points allows a broker
to perform admission control based on the access point, i.e. reject a flow if the
wireless cell is already overloaded. Each time the broker receives a reservation
request from a unknown host, it asks the AAA server, if the host is allowed to
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Figure C.8: A Mobile User with QoS Requirements
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Figure C.9: Communication of a Mobile User in the Home Network

allocate resources. If the answer is positive, the bandwidth broker prepares a con-
figuration for the DiffServ routers and sends it to the configuration daemons. The
daemons configure the routers according to the commands of the broker.

Signalling Messages in the Home Network

The messages that are needed to set up a new reservation for a mobile host in its
home network may be summarised as follows (cf. Figure C.9):

1. Registration at the AAA Broker The mobile host authenticates itself in
order to prove its authorisation to set up a reservation. It gets the address
of a AAA broker by asking a Directory Agent (not included in the picture)
and registers at the AAA broker. The mobile host receives a valid IP ad-
dress and the address of the bandwidth broker where it can specify its QoS
requirements (cf. Section 10.3).

2. QoS negotiation with the bandwidth broker The mobile host sends a ser-
vice level specification to the bandwidth broker to request the transfer of
its home SLS to the foreign network. The broker will check in its pol-
icy database whether the flow can be admitted or not (cf. Section 7.7.2).
Afterwards it will forward the reservation request to the next downstream
bandwidth broker.
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3. Downstream setup of the reservation The reservation request is now for-
warded from one bandwidth broker to the next downstream broker as de-
scribed in Sections 7.3.1 or 7.7. The brokers have a list of neighbouring
brokers available, either built via signalling or explicitly configured by the
network administrator. The configuration of the own network is performed
after all downstream domains have already configured the flow in order to
avoid useless configurations. The bandwidth is nevertheless allocated at the
beginning, this way the successful configuration can be granted.

4. Configuration of the own network After the successful reservation in the
downstream domains the broker configures the own network. It will query
its topology database to find the routers that possibly need reconfiguration.
The load table and the reservation table show, if the routers really have to
be reconfigured. Finally the configuration is created and sent to the config-
uration daemons.

5. Reply to the user After a successful configuration the user is notified. If
somewhere the configuration fails, the user gets a negative reply. Since no
configuration at all is performed in this case, the negative answer is much
faster.

Signalling Messages in the Foreign Network

For the example of signalling in a foreign network we will assume, that all net-
works now implement a hierarchical bandwidth broker architecture (cf. Section 7.8).
Furthermore we assume that there exists a reservation from the correspondent host
to the mobile host’s home network which needs to be prolonged to the foreign
network. Finally, the wireless access networks in the foreign network might be
overcrowded and not enough bandwidth is available in all wireless cells. We will
also investigate, how the protocol can deal with that situation.

The signalling in this scenario is much more complicated: First we need a change-
flow request in a multi-ISP scenario (cf. Section 7.7.4) to change the existing

flow from the mobile host to the correspondent host. Second, we need a backward
reservation (i.e. initiated by the mobile host) from the home network to the new
care-of address for the Mobile IP tunnel. This signalling will all happen within a
broker hierarchy.

The mobile host will first connect to the foreign network at location (A). At this
point the authentication procedure is performed and access is granted. Now the
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Figure C.10: Communication of a Mobile User in the Foreign Network
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mobile host can perform all necessary steps to establish all reservations. This way
it has exactly the same QoS level it had in the home network. Afterwards the
mobile host will proceed to location (B). At this point a intra-domain handover,
which means a handover within the same subnetwork, has to happen. Finally the
mobile host moves to location (C). Here we have an overlapping of three wireless
cells. Two of them are quite crowded, so that there may not be enough bandwidth
available. On the other hand, the third cell is the one offering the worst signal-to-
noise ratio, since the access point is a good distance off. Here the mobile user can
decide (e.g. by specifying decision parameters to a handover daemon) which QoS
parameter is of greatest importance.

If the mobile user follows the path starting from (A) via (B) to (C), the following
signalling messages have to be exchanged:

1. Registration at the AAA Broker The mobile host authenticates itself at
the foreign AAA Broker.

2. Validation of the authentication Since the mobile host is unknown in the
foreign network the AAA Broker has to check the validity of the authen-
tication of the mobile host at the AAA Broker of the mobile host’s home
network.

3. Change the existing reservation The existing reservation from the mobile
host to the correspondent host has to be changed to reflect the new care-of
address of the mobile node. The change request establishes a new reserva-
tion and travels upstream until it finds the split point of the two paths. At
this point the old branch to the home network is deleted (cf. Section 7.7.4).
Note, that in a broker hierarchy this request starts at the leaf broker in the
foreign network, bypasses the root broker of the foreign network (since it is
not a crossing flow, see Section 7.8) and directly goes to the neighbouring
root bandwidth broker. The rest of this flow changing procedure only affects
root brokers with the exception of the home network. This is a big reduction
of signalling messages and therefore strongly affects the total setup speed.

4. Reservation for the Mobile IP tunnel If a mobile host wants to get the
same QoS level it had in its home network it also has to take care of a
reservation for the Mobile IP tunnel, if there exists a reservation from the
correspondent host to the home network. Since Mobile IP is transparent to
the correspondent host (except of explicit binding update messages in the
route optimisation operational modus) the mobile host has to take care of
this reservation itself. This is a receiver-initiated (or backward) reservation
(cf. Section 7.7.1). Again the request is started at the leaf broker in the
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foreign network, goes directly to the neighbouring root broker and is passed
upstream until it reaches the home broker. This broker can now start to
set up the reservation. Again we can see, that by having broker hierarchies
the number of brokers involved and thus the number of signalling messages
necessary is greatly reduced.

5. Intra-domain handover When the mobile host travels to point (B), it has to
perform an intra-domain handover. The necessity of performing a handover
is recognised by the SNR-monitoring daemon running on the mobile host
(cf. Section 9.3). The mobile host will thereupon scan the available wireless
cells, find a new one and query the bandwidth broker if it is possible to
perform a handover to this cell while maintaining the QoS level. Since the
cell is not crowded, the broker gives a positive reply and the handover can
be performed. Note, that there are no reconfigurations necessary at all, since
the forwarding path has not changed. Nevertheless, the bandwidth broker
has to be notified since it has to keep track of the utilisation of the wireless
cells in order to admit / reject future resource reservations in this cell.

6. Inter-domain handover in a broker hierarchy When the mobile host ar-
rives at point (C) it has to perform another handover. Again the mobile
host will scan for available cells. This results in three possible access points
(APs X, Y, and Z). This list is passed to the bandwidth broker.

7. Admission control The bandwidth broker queries the utilisation and policy
databases if the flow can be admitted. If necessary, it can also query other
bandwidth brokers.

8. QoS-aware handover decision The bandwidth broker passes a list of pos-
sible access points back to the user. In our example this list may exclude
AP X, since there is no more bandwidth available due to the number of mo-
bile hosts already attached to the access point. AP Y might be included due
to a higher availability of bandwidth or the service degradation parameter
(cf. Section 9.4.2). We now want to assume, that AP Y offers only 90%
of the bandwidth the mobile user would like to reserve. The user has now
two possibilities: It can accept the service degradation for the benefit of
a good signal-to-noise ratio, or it chooses the higher bandwidth, but has a
lower signal-to-noise ratio. This decision is not an easy one to make and it
may require additional information to make a good choice. One possibility
could be for the bandwidth broker to provide the geographical location of
the access points. The mobile host could then easily predict a travelling
path, if such a route is not already configured by the user. In our exam-
ple, a prediction would most likely propose AP Z for attachment, whereas a
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preconfigured route could go north and choose AP Y instead.

9. Handover between leaf brokers The necessary changes of resource reser-
vations for this handover affect the leaf brokers in this hierarchy only. Redi-
recting the reservation requests to the root broker would only result in ad-
ditional signalling and yield no performance benefit. The changing of the
reservations to the new care-of address is therefore performed as previously
described (cf. Section 7.7.4).

Timing Considerations

Now we want to estimate the latency a mobile user has when performing a han-
dover from its home network to a foreign network. Of course this delay heavily
depends on the distance between the home and the foreign network: if those net-
works are separated by a transcontinental link, the delay of one single signalling
message can be 40 ms and more. This again signifies the importance of manag-
ing handovers locally as far as possible, as it is described in the previous section.
The fact, that handover latency depends on delays that are outside the scope of a
bandwidth broker, or more generally out of the QoS framework, means, that we
can only estimate the amount of latency additionally caused by our framework.

Bandwidth Broker

The latency added by our bandwidth broker hierarchy mainly depends on two
parameters: the number of bandwidth brokers that are involved and the possibility
of a fast reservation (where only the ingress router has to be reconfigured). The
size of the topology the individual bandwidth brokers manage does not influence
the result in a significant way (cf. Section 7.6). The worst case, in which every
router along the path has to be reconfigured is negligible as it hardly ever occurs.
We may therefore assume, that the majority of the users has an increased latency
which is the sum of all latencies of bandwidth brokers along the path This latency
is approximately 0.5 ms per broker. If we take into account, that a broker can
manage more than 1000 nodes, the additional delay due to QoS signalling will
not be more than 5 ms, even for transcontinental distances. Compared to the link
delay of 40 – 200 ms, this is almost negligible.

Usually the biggest amount of handovers can be performed locally, which means
that only one or two bandwidth brokers are involved and need to be informed. In
this case, the additional latency will be approximately 1 – 2 ms. In this case the
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delay introduced by the broker is of the same magnitude as the link delay which
is also about 2 ms for an IEEE 802.11b access network.

Topology Updates

Throughout this thesis we assumed the topology to remain static after the startup
of the bandwidth broker. This allowed us to simplify the design of the topology
and the reservation databases. However, this assumption may not be valid in a
large network over a longer interval of time. Although the routes to popular desti-
nations seem to be reasonable stable — despite the large number of BGP(Border
Gateway Protocol) updates [139] — it might happen that a route changes while a
reservation is still relying on the forwarding given by this route. We now want to
shortly discuss possible solutions to this problem, which has not been solved in
any bandwidth broker implementation yet.

The problem of changes in the routing is mainly caused by the aggregation of
flows in the core routers: the core routers do not store per-flow information be-
cause of scalability reasons they only store the overall sum of bandwidth kept.
If a link goes down, the underlying routing protocol might change the routing in
such a way, that one part of the flows is now routed via one interface, but another
part via another interface of this router (and might even not cross this router at all).
Since the core router only has information about the aggregated sum of bandwidth
we cannot know how to divide this sum into parts needed for the new routes.

One possible solution would be the allocation of the total sum of bandwidth on the
new outgoing interfaces. This of course would result in a large overprovisioning
and waste of bandwidth and is therefore not desirable. We propose another solu-
tion that breaks the rule of only storing aggregate information in the core routers
in a way, that the bandwidth broker maintains a reservation value not only for each
interface of a core router but for each routing table entry (see Table C.1).

Destination Gateway Interface Reservation
Dest 	 Gatew 	 Ifc 	 500
Dest

�
Gatew 	 Ifc 	 300

Dest � Gatew
�

Ifc
�

700
Dest � Gatew 	 Ifc 	 700
Dest � Gatew � Ifc � 500
Dest � Gatew

�
Ifc
�

200

Table C.1: Example for the new Routing Table Format
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With this additional information we can correctly change the topology and reser-
vation database in case of routing changes: Assume, that the link of Interface 1
breaks and the routing protocol provides us with the following new routes: des-
tinations Dest 	 and Dest

�
are now routed via interface Ifc

�
, while Dest � is routed

via Ifc � . The new routing table now looks like Table C.2.

Destination Gateway Interface Reservation
Dest 	 Gatew

�
Ifc
�

500
Dest

�
Gatew

�
Ifc
�

300
Dest � Gatew

�
Ifc
�

700
Dest � Gatew � Ifc � 700
Dest � Gatew � Ifc � 500
Dest � Gatew

�
Ifc
�

200

Table C.2: The new Routing Table after the Topology Changes

The bandwidth to be configured newly at the interfaces can easily be compute
from the routing table: Ifc

�
needs 1700 units, while Ifc � will be configured 1200

units.

Deletion of a routing table entry is also quite simple: we will only have to check tin
he new routing table, over which gateway the addresses of the deleted subnetwork
will now be routed. The only thing that has to be done is to add the bandwidth
used for the deleted network to the reservation entry of this gateway.

Outlook and Future Work

The implementation of the bandwidth broker architecture for mobile users is not
carried out in detail yet. There are many things still to be done to accomplish a
fully developed framework:

� Although the QoS management API offers the flexibility to support various
kinds of router hardware, only an implementation for Linux routers has been
implemented. Other implementations for commercial routers (Cisco, NEC,
Allied Telesyn, etc.) are still missing.

� The implementation of security mechanisms has not yet been performed.
The AAA architecture presented in Chapter 10 provides basic guidelines
for such an implementation. These guidelines can be used as a basis for a
complete security packet
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� The bandwidth broker – router communication has to be secure, too in or-
der to prevent malicious reconfiguration of network elements. This could
perhaps be implemented using a ssh tunnel.

� The user interface for the bandwidth broker could still be improved. A
web-based interface would be very convenient for the user. However, the
notification of the user in case of necessary interaction (e.g. a handover
could not be performed using the parameters given to the client software) is
a problem.

� Although our QoS-aware handover procedure should be able to provide rea-
sonable fast and smooth handovers, the handover techniques presented in
Section 1.3 should also be included in the framework.

� Performance evaluations for the multi-domain and for the mobile scenarios
would be interesting to locate possible bottlenecks and further optimise the
implementation.

The bandwidth broker architecture and the QoS signalling protocol can also be
extended and used for other purposes.

� Our present admission control algorithm is not fully developed yet and can
still be improved. For example, measurement-based admission control can
improve the bandwidth utilisation of an access network significantly, if sev-
eral users are not using their full amount of reserved bandwidth at the same
time.

� Presently, our implementation can only be used to set up DiffServ reser-
vations. However, the architecture could be extended to configure non-
DiffServ reservations, such as MPLS paths.

� The handover decision, as it is now implemented, is only based on signal
quality and on the availability of resources. We have already mentioned,
that it could be advantageous to include information outside the scope of
networking, such as geographical information (e.g. from a GPS receiver)
or route information. By taking such information into account, the mobile
client would be able to come to a better decision about the new access point.

� Our signalling protocol only supports the setup of unicast flows. However,
it would also be interesting to support multicast flows. To do so, we would
have to extend the bandwidth broker to query the multicast routing informa-
tion from the routers and to calculate the multicast tree. Another possibility
would be to calculate an optimal multicast tree for an existing group and
explicitly force the routing of this tree to the network.
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� The reservation and utilisation tables of the bandwidth broker could also be
used to monitor the validity of the network state. With the use of monitoring
information from routers we could easily detect a unexpected increase of
traffic to a certain destination, thus recognising Denial of Service attacks.

� Accounting is still a big issue for value-added services like Differentiated
Service.



List of Abbreviations

AAA Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

AAAB AAA broker (trusted third party)

AAAF AAA server in the foreign domain

AAAH AAA server in the home domain

AF Assured Forwarding

API Application Programmers Interface

BA Behaviour Aggregate

BB Bandwidth Broker

CAR Call Admission Rate

CH Correspondent Host

CLI Command Line Interface

CMIP Common Management Information Protocol

CMIS Common Management Information Services

CPU Central Processing Unit

CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Avoidance

CSMA/CD Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Detection

CoA Care of Address

DA Directory Agent

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
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DNS Domain Name Service

DSCP Differentiated Services Code Point

EF Expedited Forwarding

ESSID Extended Segment Set Identification

FA Foreign Agent

FTP File Transfer Protocol

GUI Graphical User Interface

HA Home Agent

IAB Internet Architecture Board

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

ID Identification Number

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IP Internet Protocol

ISO International Organization for Standardization

ISP Internet Service Provider

LAN Local Area Network

MAC Medium Access

MF Multi Field

MH Mobile Host

MPEG2 Motion Pictures Expert Group Standard 2

NAI Network Access Identifier

PDA Portable Digital Assistant

PDB Per Domain Behaviour

PHB Per Hop Behaviour
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QoS Quality of Service

RFC Request For Comment

RPC Remote Procedure Call

RSVP Resource Reservation Protocol

SA Service Agent

SLA Service Level Agreement

SLP Service Location Protocol

SLS Service Level Specification

SL Service Level

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

STL Standard Template Library

TCA Traffic Conditioning Agreement

TCP Transmission Control Protocol

TCS Traffic Conditioning Specification

TC Traffic Control

TTL Time To Live

ToS Type of Service

UA User Agent

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

VoIP Voice over IP
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